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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In large measure, radio broadcasting research to date can be charac-
terized very aptly in the words of C.A. Siepmann (26): "We count heads
but reckon little what registers _in the head". Even the advent of the
Program Analyzer on the radio broadcasting research scene has not changed
the situation much, for the Program Analyzer is primarily concerned with
the listener’s likes and dislikes.
Educational broadcasting should be deeply concerned with what regis-
ters in the listener’s head, yet research in this field is sparse indeed
compared to the volume of research carried on in "head counting" and the
checking of listener’s likes and dislikes.
Let us survey three typical definitions of an educational broadcast.
Charters (44) defines an educational broadcast as "One whose purpose it
is to raise standards of taste, to increase the range of valuable informa-
tion, or to stimulate audiences to undertake worthwhile activities."
Wrightstone (51) sets as the chief goals of the educational broadcast the
acquisition of functional information, the stimulation of one’s powers of
critical thinking and discrimination, the development of attitudes, ap-
preciations and interests, the stimulation of creative expression, the de-
velopment of personal-social adaptability, and the acquisition of skills
and techniques. Klinefelter (21) applies the following four criteria to
determine whether a broadcast is educational: the conveying of socially
desirable information which the listener did not have before, the dis-
cussion of items of knowledge with clear-cut directions for the applica-

2tion of the knowledge, the giving of a step-by-step clear-cut explana-
tion of how to do or make a certain thing, or the presentation of a prob-
lem involving the impartial exercise of judgment or constructive think-
ing.
All three of the above definitions are quite explicit on the
requirement of imparting useful knowledge, yet research on how to make
radio scripts effective conveyers of knowledge is still in an undeveloped
exploratory stage* By an "effective conveyer of knowledge” is meant not
the mere transmission of knowledge, but the implantation of the knowledge
in the listener’s mind with a reasonable degree of permanence so that the
listener may utilize the knowledge at a later time. By an "effective
conveyer of knowledge” is also meant that the broadcast impart the know-
ledge by itself and not with the help of a teacher. Educational broad-
casts heard at home for adult education must be self-reliant and not de-
pend on a teacher for reinforcement as in the case of the classroom use
of radio.
Many educators have reached the conclusion that the radio medium is
not able to convey information to a listener for reasonably permanent re-
tention. Based on present-day broadcasts this conclusion is to a large
degree justified. However, the writer feels that the conclusion is pre-
mature. 'The radio medium has not yet been given a thorough opportunity
to demonstrate its potentialities.
It is hoped that the day will come when an educational script
writer will sit down at his desk to write not just as the spirit moves
him, but to write his script in accordance with a set of educational
principles which will promote retention of the script content by the
f
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3listener. And how may these educational principles be determined? By
the slow painstaking scientific experimental procedures of educational
psychology.
Perhaps the writer is too optimistic about the capacities of radio
as a teaching medium, but he does not propose to abandon his faith in
radio until reliable scientific research has proven that radio cannot
do the job. It is with such a thought in mind that the investigation
reported below was undertaken.
THE PROBLEM
The main problem upon which this dissertation reports is the in-
vestigation of what effect, if any, the program format of an education-
al broadcast has in promoting the retention of the subject matter con-
tent of the program. In other words, if a given set of subject matter
is written in the form of an individual talk, a dialogue (interview
style) and a dramatization, will any one of these formats have a superi-
ority in promoting retention of the subject matter content?
Along with the main problem certain secondary problems are inves-
tigated at the same time. These problems include:
1) Are there any sex differences with respe ct to superior reten-
tion from one format compared with another?
2) Are there any age differences as to which format promotes best
retention?
3) Is there any association between marital status and superior
retention in a given format?
4) Is there any association between number of years of schooling
and superior retention in a given foimat?

45) Is there any association between occupational status and superi-
or retention in a given format?
6) To what extent does reported tension while listening to a broad-
cast affect the retention of the subject matter or favor one format over
another?
7) Is liking a given program or format best associated with highest
retention of that program or format?
8) How does the listener's prediction of his retention compare with
his actual retention?
9) How do the experimental subjects feel about having radio pro-
grams such as used in this study put on the radio or used in the psychol-
ogy classroom?
METHOD OH ATTACK
In order to maintain the best possible control of variables, a semi-
laboratory type of experimental design was worked out which is admittedly
artificial in that the environment and motivation of the listening to the
experimental broadcasts are not the same as listening to the radio at
home. The limitations of the experiment will be discussed in detail in
Chapter YI.
Three topics in psychology, Y/hich were equalized for difficulty as
much as possible a priori
,
were each v/ritten in three formats: the in-
dividual talks, the dialogue and the dramatization. These scripts were
then produced, radio style, and recorded. Two other topics written in
the individual talk format v/ere produced and recorded for use as "warm-
up" broadcasts
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5Three groups of adults listened to each of the "warm-up" broad-
casts. .after each broadcast they took an immediate test. The pur-
poses of the '’warm-up*' broadcasts were to level off initially dis-
turbed motivation, to provide performance scores in listening compre-
hension on the basis of which groups can be equated, and to use up as
much of the gains due to practice effeet as possible before the main
experimental broadcasts.
The actual experimental broadcasts were then presented to the
groups with the formats in a different order for each group. By rotat-
ing the order of formats, compensation for such factors as primacy-re-
cency, practice effect, retroactive and proactive inhibition, and fatigue
effects was made. The experimental subjects took an inmediate test after
each broadcast. A questionnaire was also filled out by the subjects.
After a forgetting interval elapsed, the experimental subjects were given
an unannounced retest.
Two experiments were conducted with two different series of scripts.
A preliminary experiment was carried out to explore the problems of ex-
perimental technique. This experiment utilized the recognition method
of measuring retention, used only two formats, and provided a forgetting
interval of three weeks between immediate test andietest. 'The main ex-
periment, embodying improvements in experimental technique, employed both
recall and recognition methods for measuring retention, utilized three
formats, and allowed a four week forgetting interval to elapse before the
retest. Since the two experiments differ in materials, procedure and
population, a generalized schedule of broadcasts cannot be presented at
this point. The reader is referred to Chapters III and IV for experiment-

6al details*
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
The most significant findings revealed by the main experiment are
that the individual talk format is superior to the dialogue in promot-
ing retention, and that the dialogue format in turn is superior to the
dramatization in producing a greater amount of retention. Based on
141 cases, all differences in retention between formats both by recall
and recognition methods of measurement were statistically significant.
These findings, of course, are not promulgated as a sweeping generaliza-
tion, but are presented relative to the materials, methods, conditions
and population used in this experiment. The findings, nevertheless, are
”food for thought” and are significant in orienting future research in
this field.
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7CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS RELATED STUDIES IN THIS FIELD
Studies related to the problem of this dissertation group them-
selves into three categories: retention of material presented audi-
torially as contrasted with material presented visually; retention of
material in radio broadcasts used in the classroom as an adjunct in
teaching; and retention of material presented by a radio broadcast or
recording thereof. Since the first two categories are not as closely
related to this dissertation as the third category, they will be sum-
marized briefly.
Research with respect to the comparative effectiveness of audi-
tory versus visual presentation in promoting retention has been quite
extensive and varied. Stanton (40) has compiled a bibliography of 87
items which dates back to 1894. To Stanton’s bibliography might be
added the following significant studies in this field: Burns (4) in
1931, Carver (6) in 1934, Cohen (7) in 1937, Goldstein (14) in 1940,
Krawiec (22) in 1946, Lazarsfeld (25) in 1940, Spencer (38) in 1941,
and Young (52) in 1930. A survey of these many studies reveals that
in some tasks auditory presentation is superior for retention, in others
visual presentation is preferable, while in still other tasks the two
modes of presentation are about equally effective- This situation is
due to differing tasks, experimental conditions and populations. We
may conclude in the words of Lazarsfeld (25a)
:
For every study which shows that the ear is more recep-
tive, another study can be quoted which attributes the
same advantage to the eye. The truth seems to be that

8the physiological means of perception is of itself only
of small importance in the communication of ideas; what
counts is the situation in which communication occurs
—
the reading and listening habits of the responaent and
the character of the subject matter in question.
The second category of studies deals with the retention of material
in radio broadcasts used in the classroom as an adjunct in teaching. A
consioerable number of studies have already accumulated in this relative-
ly new field of research. The two most ambitious projects in this cate-
gory which studied retention of information among a number of other
outcomes of the classroom use of radio include the Tasconsin School of
the Air Project (2) anci the five year Evaluation of School Broadcasts
study (1) at Ohio State University. In addition to these two major
stucies numerous research projects have been carried out and are in
progress in city, county, state and university educational organizations
in this country and abroad. A survey of these studies reveals con-
flicting results. In some cases the use of radio proved tote of advan-
tage and in other cases it showed no superiority over the conventional
classroom procedures. Here again the conflicting results are due to
the varying quality of the broadcasts used, the accuracy with which
parallel groups were equated, the degree of care with which experimental
variables were controlled, and the reliability and validity of the
measuring instruments used. Many of the studies in this group, whether
or not the results favor the use of radio, express considerable optimism
concerning the use of radio as a classroom and out-of-school teaching
medium for supplementing conventional classroom teaching procedures.
The third category of studies is concerned with the retention of
the subject matter content of a radio broadcast as presented by the

9broadcast itself without aid from any other teaching medium. The studies
in this field of investigation -re relatively few in number compared
with the previous two categories.
hulton (12) in 1931 investigated the reLative effectiveness of the
form lecture, the informal talk and the dialogue in giving instruction
over the radio. Selecting three stories concerning legendary characters
in the early history of a Louisiana parish which were unknown to his
prospective auditors, Hulton wrote each of those stories in the three
modes of oral style mentioned above. He did the writing of the three
styles concurrently fact by fact and paragraph by paragraph so as to
make them approximately equal as to length, type and number of facts,
and position, repetition and distribution of facts. The speeches were
given over a public address system by carefu-ly rehearsed speakers to
three audiences comprising a total of 73 college students. The order
of presentation used was: formal, informal, dialogue for audience I;
informal, dialogue, formal for Audience II; and dialogue, formal, in-
formal for Audience III.
Immediately after each speech, the auditors took a 10-minute,
40-item completion test. The second and third tests were weighted to
compensate for gains due to practice effect. The average number of
facts recalled was 37 for the formal style, 37 for the informal style,
and 35 for the dialogue. The formal and informal presentations ap-
peared to be equally effective. The dialogue seemed slightly less
successful but the difference W'as not statistically significant.
Interest rankings showed that the factor of interest did not materially
influence the number of facts reca led.

10
Lumley (31) in 1933 reported the results of an experiment in
which a radio talk on health wa.v. given to 500 pupils in different
grades from the fourth to the eighth. A test of twenty multipie
-
choice items was given after the talk, ^s a check on the test, it
was given to 350 similar ^upils in the same graces who did not
hear the radio talk. If the pupils who did not hear the radio
talk are used as a base of comparison, the gain from the radio
talk amounted to about one-third of the total information presented.
The tests were repeated for the fourth and seventh grades approxi-
mately three months later. It was found, after allowing for the
improvement resulting from taking the same test twice, that the
loss of the radio group was less than one-tnird of the info mat ion
gained from the talk. Breakdowns of the material showed that major
items were better remembered than medium items, which in turn were
better remembered than minor items. Repeated items were better
retained. Items based on more script space were also better re-
membered. A number presented in anecdote fashion was better re-
tained than the same number given in a direct sentence.
Lumley also reported on the retention of 1£ geography talks
broadcast over the Ohio School of the Air. Results were measured by
the improvement between a pre-test and and end-test. Over one
thousand children took the tests for each talk. The over-all re-
sults show that pupils remembered about one-fifth of the informa-
tion presented; fifth and sixrh grade pupils remembered 16>j, and
7th and 8th grade pupils retained 20';A Breakdowns of retention of
different types of items were also determined in this study.
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Ewbank (10b) in 1934 reported an experiment by the students in
his classes in radio speaking on the relative effectiveness of the
dramatization and dialogue in conveying information. Using a pro-
cedure similar to that of chiton’s described above, a dramatization
and dialogue of equal length and factual content were prepared.
The dramatization utilized five characters and various sound effects.
The dramatization was presented to three audiences comprising 109
students; the dialogue was presented before three audiences of 103
students. The audience was tested after the presentation, part of
the auo.ience having been t old in advance about the test; the other
part of the audience was not warned about it. The average percent
of correct answers given for the dramatization was 45.8; for the
dialogue the average percentage reported was 48.8. A repetition of
the study, according to kwbank, seems from an incomplete examination
of the data, to yield higher scores for the dramatizations. Numeri-
cal data for this conclusion are not reported.
Ewbank (10a) also re orts the work of one of his graduate stu-
dents, Timer Ziebarth, who in 1953-34 tave a radio course in current
events for sixth and seventh grade stucents. Turing the course, the
twelve minute radio talks were varied as to number of topics, utilizing
two> five and ten toq>ics. . ultiple- choice type examinations were given
to 75 students who had listened to the broadcasts and to an equal num-
ber of students who had not. The radio group *3 scores were definitely
superior to the non-radio group scores, yielding critical ratios of
10.5 for the two-to ±,ic unit, 8.9 for the ten-topic unit, and 13.6 for
the five-topic unit. This showed that the radio lessons guve a know-

12
ledge of current events which the students were not getting from other
sources and coincides with the results of a similar experiment by
lowIkes 111). In comparing the effectiveness of the number of topics
per broadcast, Ziebarth found the five-topic broadcast to give the
highest scores, the two-topic broadcast ranked second, and the ten-
topic broadcast third.
The superiority of the five-topic over the ten-topic broadcast
yielded a critical ratio of 7. The critical ratio for the five-
topic over the two-topic broadcast was 3.32. The difference between
the two-topic and the ten-topic broadcast was not statistically sig-
nificant .
Guest and Brown (15) in 1939 made a study of the recall of
radio advertising material. The three groups of 25 male college
juniors and seniors, age 18-24, were equated on the basis of college
entrance intelligence test scores and rank in college. The groups
listened to three different one-hour radio programs made up of popular
music and advertising. The advertising concerned hypothetical pro-
ducts like Tic gasoline, Bur cigarettes, Hob clothes and Lon tooth-
paste. The subjects listened to the programs alone and were under
the impression that they were to criticize the programs. Equipment
was so arranged that the programs appeared to be coming from a near-
by radio station. Each hour was divided into four 15-minute sections
in which conditions were varied to determine the effect on immediate
recall of the temporal position of the advertising, of the whole and
part presentation of the material, of repetition of material, and of
the amount of material presented. The subject’s recall of material
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was scored by means of a score sheet of empirically determined thought
units. All scores were low and in some cases zero. No significant
differences were found between scores of groups with different temporal
position of advertising, different whole or part presentation of material,
or different repetition of material. The larger amounts of material
appeared to be inferior to the smaller amounts of material in terras of
relative retention scores. The low retention scores were interpreted
by the authors of the study as being due to incidental learning operat-
ing in the experiment.
Lohmeyer and Ojemann (27) in 1940 investigated the relative effec-
tiveness of the straight talk, the informal discussion and the drama-
tization on immediate recall by sixth grade pupils in the fields of
history, science and literature. Fifty subjects were used for each of
the three methods. Scores were in terms of the difference between a pre-
test and a test given immediately after the hearing of the recorded pro-
gram. After a statistical analysis of the results the aj. thors concluded
that the talk and drama method were significantly more effective than
the discussion. The most consistent difference was between the drama and
discussion and the next most consistent difference was between the tq.lk
and the discussion. The talk and the drama were significantly more ef-
fective for infrequent radio listeners, while there was no significant dif-
ference in effectiveness for the frequent radio listeners. Findings for
attitude change and interest value were also reported.
It can be seen from the review of studies in the third category
that there is a pressing need for a great deal of research in this area.
The seven studies reviewed here are exploratory rather than definitive.
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Three of the studies deal with the problem of the effect of fcrmat on
immediate recall. ‘There is no data on long range retention except in
Lumley’s work where only one format is used. The investigation re-
ported in this dissertation was undertaken to make a contribution to
this impoverished field of research.
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CHAPTER III
the: preliminary experiment
The preliminary experiment was carried out primarily for the
purpose of exploring the problems of experimental design and tech-
nique in order to refine procedures for the main experiment. It was
possible to undertake the preliminary experiment, because a popula-
tion was available for experimentation before the preparation of the
script and test materials had been completed. At the time when the
preliminary experiment was begun, there was considerable doubt whether
all three formats could be completed ih time to be included in the
preliminary experiment, as the situation developed, it became appar-
ent that only two formats could be prepared in time to be used during
the period in which the experimental population was available. The
procedure was modified to fit this situation.
THE POPULATION
The experimental population consisted of three groups of adult
students in the writer’s psychology classes in the Academic Division
of the Evening Schools for Adult Education in Iynn, Massachusetts.
These students were selected for the experiment because they were more
typical of the adult radio audience than college students or high
school students. The adults were studying psychology for cultural
purposes and their background in foimal psychology when this experiment
was begun was very limited.
One of the problems in this type of an experimental population is
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the matter of the experimental subject’s being present each time a
part of the experiment is carried out. A single absence results in an
incomplete series of data for an experimental subject, with the result
that the data series must be discarded. One of the objectives of the
preliminary experiment was to get an idea of the number of cases to be
lost during the experiment.
The experiment was started with 108 adults who were distributed
in three groups as follows: Group 1-44; Group 11-34; and Group III
-30. Since the experiment was carried out in the winter and early
spring of 1946-47, inclement weather took its toll, and when the com-
pleted series were counted at the close of the experiment, only 61
cases remained where one or more absences had not occurred. The com-
pleted series were distributed as follows: Group 1-19; Group II -
19; Group III - £3. Obviously, a population of 61 cases is not large
enough to serve as a basis for statistically reliable conclusions. One
of the major corrections in experimental technique needed, therefore,
is a revision of procedure to cut down case loss.
An analysis of the backgrounds of the 61 cases in this population
revealed data with respect to sex, age, marital status, number of
children, number of years of schooling, occupational status and radio
program preference.
Tables I - V below show the composition of the population with re-
gard to sex, age, marital status, number of children and years of
schooling.
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Table I - Composition of the Population of
the Preliminary -experiment by Sex
Sex Number of Cases Percent of Cases
Male 9 14.7
Female 52 85.3
Table II - Composition of the Population of
the Preliminary Experiment by Age
Age Group Number of Cases Percent of
17 - 19 years 8 13.1
20 - 29 years 16 26.2
30 - 39 years 15 24.6
40 - 49 years 20 w>2 •8
50 - 54 years 2 3.3
Table III - Composition of the Population of
the Preliminary Experiment by Marital Status
Marital Status Number of Cases Percent of Cases
Single 27 44.3
Married 32 52.4
Y/idow 2 3.3
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Table IV - Distribution of Number of Children Had by
Married and Widowed Subjects of the Preliminary Experiment
Number of Children Per Family
None
1
2
3
4
5
Number of Cases
8
13
6
5
1
1
Percent of Cases
23.5
38.3
17.7
14.7
2.9
2.9
Table V - Number of Years of Schooling of the Population
of the Preliminary Experiment
Number of Years of Schooling Number of Cases Percent of Cases
Less than 12 years 8 13.1
12 years (high school graduate 19 31.2
More than 12 years 34 55.7
In determining the composition of the population by occupational
status, the classification of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (45)
was used. The occupation of each experimental subject was checked and
coded. Since the occupation "Housewife" was not included in the class-
ifications, it was arbitrarily assigned to Classification 2 - Service
Occupations . The occupational composition of the experimental popula-
tion is given in Table VI below:
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Table VI - Composition of the Population in the Preliminary
Experiment by Occupational Status
Occupational Classification
Professional and Managerial
(Code 0)
Clerical and Sales (Code 1)
Service Occupations (Code 2)
Skilled Occupations (Code 4
and 5)
Semi-Skilled Occupations
(Code 6 and 7)
Number of Cases Percent of Cases
7 11.4
14 22.9
26 42.7
10 16.4
4 6.6
The radio program preference of the population was determined
from Item 3 in the questionnaire attached to the immediate test forms
(q.v. in Appendix A). The results are given in Table VII.
Table VII - Radio Program Preference of the Population
in the Preliminary Experiment
Type of Radio Program Preferred
Educational program like in this
experiment
Q,uiz show
Comedy show
Variety show
News broadcast
Number of Cases Percent of Cases
21
5
2
2
3
34.4
8.2
3.3
3.3
4.9
Sports broadcast 0 0.0
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Type of Radio Program Preferred Humber of Gases Percent of Gases
Dramatization 9 14.7
Forum or round table 2 3.3
Popular music program 4 6.6
Classical music program 13 21.3
It can be seen by examining the above Tables that the experiment-
al population is preponderantly feminine, somewhat older and more edu-
cated than average, and in its radio tastes for the most part may be
characterized by the term "long hair audience", if we may use an ex-
pression of the radio broadcasting industry. As previously indicated,
the population was not selected this way. Its final composition is a
result of accidental factors. Another revision in experimental tech-
nique which is necessary is to obtain an experimental population more
representative of the general population.
The two types of material used in this experiment include stimu-
lus material in the form of transcribed radio scripts and measuring in-
struments in the form of objective tests.
For the radio scripts, five topics were selected. Two topics
were to be used for the "warm-up" broadcasts and three topics for the
experimental broadcasts. The "warm-up" topics were to be written in
the individual talk fonnat only, while each of the experimental topics
was to be written in three foimats: the individual talk, the dialogue
MATERIALS USED
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and the dramatization.
The following structural design was developed for the individ-
ual talk format:
1. Each script was to include nine knowledge nuclei, two of
major importance and seven of lesser importance.
2. Each script was to include three psychological terms.
Each term was to be mentioned twice and defined once in the
body of the script, and mentioned once and defined once in
the final summary and review.
3. Each script was to include two psychologists’ (or physiol-
ogists’) names. Each name was to be mentioned once and given
a ’’tie-up” once in the body of the script, and mentioned once
and given a "tie-up" once in the final summary and review.
4. One-half of the time allocation of 15 minutes was to be
allotted to the two major knowledge nuclei and a tentative
summary; the other half of the time allocation was to be al-
lotted to the seven other knowledge nuclei and a final summary.
5. The script design called for a 30 second break in the
middle.
The five topics which were selected for this experiment included:
1. For the "warm-up" scripts
a. Topic X - "Why We Learn"
b. Topic y - "Why We Forget"
2. For the experimental scripts
a. Topic A - "Why We Laugh"
b. Topic B - "Why We Lie"
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c. Topic C - "Why We Swear"
Skeleton outlines were developed for each topic (q.v. in Ap-
pendix A) . The outlines were presented first to ten graduate stu-
dents in psychology and then to the doctoral dissertation committee
for advice and adjustment to insure the maximum possible a priori
cross-equalization in difficulty between scripts. The out lice s were
then converted into radio scripts written in the individual talk for-
mat in an informal conversational style. The five scripts were cross-
checked and revised for as much a priori equalization as the differing
subject matter would permit. In the case of the three experimental
scripts, the introductions and preliminary motivations were made al-
most identical. In the attempt to equalize allocations of script
space per knowledge nucleus, timing tolerances of plus or minus 15
seconds were set up and adhered to as much as the nature of the sub-
ject matter would permit.
The five scripts were then checked for vocabulary, Hargis (16)
in a study of the vocabulary of scripts given over the network of the
National Broadcasting Company found that there was a correlation of
0,69 between the script vocabulary and Thorndike’s word frequency list,
and that 70% of the script vocabulary fell in the first 5,000 of
Thorndike's list. He concluded from his study that radio writing
practice relies mainly on the first 10,000 of Thorndike’s list. Smith
(37) after examining radio writing practice recommends that most words
used in a radio script should fall within the first 10,000 of the
Thorndike list, that words between 10,000 and 15,000 should be kept
down to two per minute, and words above 15,000 should be used sparing-
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ly if at all.
Accordingly, the following vocabulary standards were set up for
the scripts and adhered to:
1. All words in the scripts not in the first 10,000 of Thorn-
dike’s (42) word frequency list, the 1932 edition, were either to be
replaced by a word that was, or were to be defined directly or indi-
rectly in the context. The following exceptions were permitted:
a. All slang words used could remain in the script even if
not in Thorndike’s list.
b. Up to five words per script falling in the 10,000 to
15,000 group of Thorndike’s list would be permitted if these
words were generally known (as for example psychology, psychol-
ogist, radio, comedian, studio), or if defining the word would
make the script appear awkward.
The vocabulary of the scripts was checked and revised to meet the above
standards.
Since studies of the rate of radio speech, as for example that of
Lumley (30), show that the rate of effective radio speaking varies on
an average from 150 to 170 words per minute depending on the total
number of syllables per minute, the five scripts were adjusted to ap-
proximately meet this criterion also.
The three experimental topics were then written in the form of a
dialogue. The style used was that of an informal apparently unre-
hearsed interview. The "psychologist's” lines were, wherever possible,
taken almost verbatim from the corresponding individual talk format.
The interview was continuous, without a 30 second break in the middle.
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The requirements for summaries, presentation of psychological terras
and psychologists' names, time allocation for knowledge nuclei, in-
troduction, preliminary motivation and vocabulary standards adhered
to in the individual talk format were also followed in the writing of
the dialogues.
Although a structural design was worked out for the dramatization
format, when it became apparent that the dramatizations could not pos-
sibly be produced and transcribed in time to be used in the prelimin-
ary experiment, work on the dramatizations was abandoned for the time
being. Since only two foimats v/ere to be used, only two experimental
topics were needed. By means of the tossing of a coin, topics A and C
were selected for use and Topic B was saved for the main experiment.
The individual talks and dialogues were rehearsed, produced and
transcribed on acetate coated aluminum discs at the conventional
transcription speed of 33-1/3 R.P.M. The male voice was friendly, con-
versational and informal. The same male voice was used for both the
talk and the dialogue. The questioner’s voice on the dialogues was an
informal female voice. ‘The transcriptions were then auditioned for
uniformity of quality first before a group of ten adults and then be-
fore the doctoral dissertation committee. Copies of the scripts from
which the transcriptions were made will be found in Appendix A.
For each of the five topics an objective test of twenty items was
prepared. Both true-and-false and the matching type of items were
used. An equivalent foim of test was prepared for each of the experi-
mental topics for retest purposes. A questionnaire was also prepared
to be attached to the immediate test forms (Form A) of the experimental
4
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scripts. Copies of all of these tests and the questionnaire will be
found in Appendix A.
The sTra 11 number of items in these tests of course lowers their
reliability. However, since the retention scores sought are relative
rather than absolute, these tests were considered adequate at least
for the preliminary experiment.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The three groups participating in the experiment were told that
as part of their instruction in psychology, certain material will be
presented to them in the form of recorded radio broadcasts. They were
informed that an anonymous test will be given imaediately after each
broadcast. They were asked to listen to the broadcast in the same
manner as they would listen to a broadcast at home.
The tests were given on an anonymous basis to relax the experi-
mental subjects and to minimize more than nomnal motivation during
listening. Comparisons of the test papers were made possible by means
of an identification symbol which the subjects were instructed to use.
The identification symbol consisted of the subject’s own initials or
a consistently used group of fictitious initials supplemented by the
group number and an M for the male subject or an F for the female sub-
ject.
As previously indicated in Chapter I, the purpose of the first
two "warm-up" broadcasts was to level off the fluctuating motivation
due to excitement or to more than ordinary effort, to use up as much
.
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of the gains due to practice effect as possible before the expe riment-
al broadcasts are given, and to provide performance scores (based on
a combination of listening comprehension and immediate memory) for
use as a basis for equating the groups, since conventional methods of
equating groups are not necessarily highly correlated with listening
comprehension which is a critical factor in the experiment*
The schedule of broadcasts and tests was as follows:
Group
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
As can be seen from the above schedule, retests were given after a
forgetting interval of three weeks. 'The retests (Test Forms B) were
unannounced. During the forgetting interval the broadcasts were not
repeated and care was exercised in class not to make any reference to
the subject matter of the radio scripts.
In scoring the tests a correction was made for guessing by sub-
tracting from the number of correctly answered items 1 times the
N - 1
number of wrongly answered items, where N is the number of answers in
the item from which a choice may be made. Comparative retention scores
were computed by making the retest raw score the numerator of a frac-
tion, the immediate test raw score the denominator of the fraction, and
II III
X
Y
A (Ind. Talk)
X
Y
A (Ind. Talk)
X
Y
C (Ind. Talk)
Retest (A)
C (Dialog)
Retest (a)
C (Dialog)
Retest (C)
A (Dialog)
Retest (C) Retest (C) Retest (A)
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multiplying the fraction by a hundred.
Three scores were determined for each test paper: a total
score, a score for psychologist's names and a score for psychologi-
cal terms. The scores for psychologist's names and psychological
terms were not corrected for t uessing because of the very small num-
ber of items involved.
Tables of raw data giving the experimental subject's background,
"warm-up” scores, immediate test and retest scores, retention scores,
and questionnaire answers will be found in Appendix C.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Table VIII presents in summary form the means and standard de-
viations for the "warm-up" tests, immediate tests and retention scores.
Equating of the Groups . An examination of the scores obtained by
the three groups in the "warm-up" tests reveals that the differences
between the means of the tests on the two warm-up topics for each group
are small. Also, the differences between the means of the three groups
tested on the same topic are likewise small. Tables X and XI below
give the t ratios for these differences.

Table
VIII
—
Summary
of
Means
and
Standard
Deviations
of
Immediate
Test
Scores
and
Retention
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Table X - _t ratios for Differences
Between the Means of the "Warm-Up"
Scores in the Preliminary Experiment:
Intra - Group Comparison
(Topic X vs Topic Y)
Group
I
II
III
Difference
in Means
0,0
1.3
0.4
t ratio
0.0
1.2
0.6
Table XI - t_ ratios for Differences
Between the Means of the "Warm-Up"
Scores in the Preliminary Experiment:
Inter - Group Comparison
Topic X Topic Y
Diff.
in M t ratio
Diff.
in M t ratio
Group I vs Group II 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.4
Group I vs Group III 1.2 1.5 0.8 0.9
Group II vs Group III 0.3 0.4 1.2 1.2
It can be seen from an examination of the t_ ratios in Tables X
and XI that all of the differences between the means of the "warm-up"
test scores are not statistically significant, since the minimum sig-
nificant t_ ratio for either 36 or 40 degrees of freedom involved in
these comparisons is 2.02 at the 95# level of confidence and 2.70 at
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the 99jo level of confidence. It can therefore he assumed that Groups
I, II, and III are equated on the basis of performance with respect to
listening comprehension coupled with immediate memory.
Retention of Radio Script Content after a. Three Week Interval .
A comparison of the retention scores in Table VII for the total group
(N = 61) reveals that the individual talk format is superior to the
dialogue format by 1,$. The t_ ratio for this difference is 0.5 and is
obviously not statistically significant, since for 120 degrees of free-
dom involved in this case the minimum statistically significant t_ ratio
is 1.98 at the 95/o level of confidence and 2.62 at the 99/0 level of
confidence. The failure of a statistically significant difference to
occur in this case may be due to the small size of the population, or
it may be due to the possibility that there may not be a superiority
in retention of one format over the other even in a large population.
If means of retention scores are calculated by topics (see Table
IX), a comparison of the means yields somewhat different results. Tor
Topic a the individual talk format is superior to the dialogue format
by 6.7$. The t_ ratio for this difference is 2.4. For 59 degrees of
freedom the minimum t_ ratio for statistical significance would have
to be 2.00 at the 95$ level of confidence and 2.66 at the 99$ level
of confidence. A Jb ratio of 2.4 is therefore statistically significant
at the 95/o level of confidence but somewhat short of significance at
the 99$ level. Although perfect significance is not the case with
this difference between means, it may be concluded that there is a
suggestion at least that the individual talk format gave higher reten-
tion scores than the dialogue.
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In tlie case of Topic C, Table IX reveals a superiority on the
part of the dialogue format of 0.7$ in retention over the individual
talk format. This small difference has a t_ ratio of 0.3. This t_ ratio
is statistically not significant at both the 99$ and 95;i levels of con-
fidence.
The difference in results between Topic A and Topic C may be due
to the probability that Topic C may have been easier for the groups to
remember than Topic A. The nature of the subject matter in Topic C
is such that some of the test items are easier than comparable items
in Topic A. ^lso there is reason to suspect that the groups were more
interested in Topic C than in Topic A. The reason for this suspicion
is the results obtained from Item 4 of the questionnaire which are
summarized in Table XII.
Table XII - Feelings of the Experimental Population
in the Preliminary Experiment «/hile
Listening to the Transcriptions
Topic A Topic C
Feeling No. of Cases ja of Cases No* of Cases fo of Cases
Became bored 8 13.1 5 8.2
Became discouraged because
of overload of material 13 21.3 4 6.6
Continually interested
and enjoyed trans-
cription 40 65.6 52 85.2
It can be seen from Table XII that, if credence may be put in the
questionnaire reports of the experimental subjects, considerably more
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interest was manifested, in Topic C than in Topic A. This would con-
tribute toward making Topic C easier to remember than Topic A, and
therefore Topic C, although on the surface similar in structure to
Topic a, is not comparable to Topic A as an experimental medium of
retention measurement. In looking forward to a revision of experi-
mental technique, it seems desirable to eliminate Topic G from future
experiments.
One may conclude in surveying the comparative retention results
examined above that there is a suggestion that the individual talk
yielded better results in terms of retention scores than did the dia-
logue. However, this apparent suggestion must be stated with caution
pending further experimentation.
Retention of Psychologists Names and Psychological Terms .
Tables XIII and XIV present in summary form the comparative retention
scores of the three experimental groups for psychologists names and
psychological terms.
Table XIII - Retention Scores in the Preliminary
Experiment for Psychologist’s Names and
Psychological Terms in Topic A
Indiv. Talk Dialogue
Group I
Group II
Group III
Names
M S.D,
62.1 66.6
42.1 73.1
Terms Names
M S.D. M S.D.
110.5 72.2
64.9 73.1
Terms
M S.D
15.2 31.0 97.2 70.8
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Table XIV - Retention Scores in the Preliminary
.experiment for Psychologist’s Names and
Psychological Terms in Topic C
Group I
Group II
Group III
DialogueIndiv
Names
M S.D.
60.9 60.7
Talk
Terms
M S.D.
95.0 49.0
Names
M S.D.
47.4 55.3
102.6 61.7
Terms
M S.D.
90.4 40.2
99.2 58.2
Since in most cases in Tables XIII and XIV the standard deviations
are as large or larger than their means, it is obvious that no reliable
conclusions can be drawn from these data. Because of the small number
of names and terms utilized in each script, the effect of the retention
of names and terms can more reliably be determined in terras of its con-
tribution to the total retention score than by isolated retention
scores for names and terms.
Comparison of Anticipated Retention and actual Retention . Prom
data obtained by Item 6 in the questionnaire in which the experimental
subject estimates how much he thinks he will remember of the transcrip-
tion in about a month, it is possible to compare actual retention
with anticipated retention. Using data in connection with the indi-
vidual talk format, anticipated retention was correlated with actual
retention by the Pearson product moment method. An £ of -0.33 with
a standard error of 0.02 was obtained. Por 59 degrees of freedom
and two variables, the minimum statistically significant £ is 0.325
at the 99/S level of confidence and 0.250 at the 95% level of con-
fidence. An £ of -0.33 is therefore statistically significant. One
.
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can conclude from this x_ that there is low but definite inverse
correlation between anticipated retention and actual retention.
That experimental subjects expect to retain less than they actually
do from radio broadcasts is not surprising, for the attitude toward
radio among the general public as well as among a considerable
number of educators is that radio is a medium of entertainment
rather than a medium of effective instruction. The evidence here,
added to evidence from other studies in educational broadcasting
for classroom use, tends to lead to the conclusion that such an
attitude is not entirely warranted.
The Lffect of Format on the Point in the Script .there Interest-
Lagged . From questionnaire data in answer to Item 1, it was possible
to make a comparison of the point where interest lagged in the two
formats. The data is summarized in Table XV.
Table XV - Comparative Interest Lag
Between Formats in the Preliminary Experiment
Point of Interest Lag
Indiv.
No. of Cases
Talk
of Cases
Dialogue
No. of Cases # of Ca:
At no point S3 54.2 35 57.4
At the beginning 5 8.2 3 4.9
In the middle 11 18.0 7 11.5
Toward the end 12 19.6 16 26.2
An examination of Table XV reveals that there was a tendency for
interest to lag near the beginning and middle of the script to a greater
degree in the individual talk than in the dialogue. However, this
difference is not statistically significant, since it yields a _t ratio
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of 1.95, when, for 24 degrees of freedom a minimum t_ ratio of 2.06 is
required at the 95>o level of confidence and 2.80 at the 99/o level of
confidence.
Accidental 'Tune -In . Item 2 of the questionnaire yielded data
on what the experimental subjects would do if they accidentally
tuned in to a broadcast at home which was similar to the experi-
mental broadcast. Table XVI gives this data in summary form.
Table XVI - Behavior on Accidental Tune-In
of a Broadcast Similar to the Experimental Broadcast
in the Preliminary Experiment
Indiv. Talk Dialogue
Behavior Ho. of Cases >o of Cases No. of Cases >o of Cases
Listen at radio 33 54.1 29 47.6
Listen while doing
something else 17 27.9 24 39.3
'Turn program off 11 18.0 8 13.1
The data in Table XVI would seem to indicate that the individual
talk has a greater tendency to demand concentrated listening at the
radio than the dialogue which v/ould seem to permit more listening
while doing something else. The difference is statistically sig-
nificant at the 95/o level of confidence yielding a _t ratio of 2.44.
Por 39 degrees of freedom a minimum t_ ratio of 2.02 is required at
the 95/0 confidence level and 2.70 at the 99/o confidence level.
The Summaries . To the question in Item 5 of the questionnaire
as to whether the summaries were helpful to the auditors, there is
a clearcut and definite answer in the affirmative by a large majority.
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The data on this item is summarized in Table XVII.
Table XVII - Helpfulness of the Summaries in the
Preliminary Experiment
Summaries helpful in both formats
Ho. of Cases
49
’/o of Cases
80.4
Summaries not helpful in both formats 6 9.8
Summaries helpful in Indiv. Talk but
not in Dialogue 3 4.9
Summaries helpful in Dialogue but not
in Indiv. Talk 3 4.9
Breakdown of Retention Scores by Categories . The breakdown of
retention scores by categories such as sex, age, marital status,
schooling and occupational status was not undertaken in the prelim-
inary experiment, because, starting with a total group of 61 cases,
subgroups would be so small in size as not to yield statistically
significant differences.
Perhaps the most valuable results from the preliminary experi-
ment are the indications which point to needed revisions in experi-
mental design. These revisions fall into three categories: popula-
tion, procedure and materials.
Revisions in Selection of Experimental Population . The popula-
tion to be sought for the next experiment should be larger and more
representative. To achieve a larger population three measures
should be employed: 1) Starting the experiment with a larger
REVISIONS NEEDED IT TECHNIQUE AND MATERIALS
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group; 2) telescoping the procedure into fewer sessions so that
case loss will be reduced by having fewer opportunities per person
for absence; and 3) conducting the experiment during the fall and
early winter semester so that inclement weather which contributes
to absence will be less frequent than is the case in the late win-
ter and spring semester during which the preliminary experiment was
conducted. To obtain a more representative population, when re-
cruiting a supplementary group of volunteers to add to the evening
school classes for a larger initial N, deficiencies in certain cate-
gories of background if present among the students, should be com-
pensated for as much as possible in the selection of the supplement-
ary volunteers.
Revisions in Procedure . The outstanding needed revision in
procedure is the reduction of the number of sessions in the exper-
iment to a minimum. Two "warm-up" sessions, an experimental session
and a retest session can be made an adequate minimum. In order to
present all three formats at one session without too great fatigue,
a new series of shorter scripts is needed. It also seems desirable
to increase the forgetting interval to four weeks. A third necessary
revision in procedure is to measure retention by two methods, the
recall method and the recognition method, as a check on the weak-
nesses of the recognition method due mainly to the small number of
items in the objective tests.
Revisions in kiaterials . A new series of shorter scripts is
needed to accomodate the revised procedure, hach script should be
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of ten minute duration to permit the playback of three recorded
scripts at one experimental session and yet to keep fatigue on
the part of the experimental subjects to a minimum. In equaliz-
ing the scripts for difficulty, greater effort should be made to
equalize the inherent interest of the three topics to be used.
To insure this as much as possible, the three topics to be se-
lected should be matched sub-topics of one major topic. Along
with the new scripts, new mimeographed objective tests will have
to be prepared in two equivalent forms for each topic.
SIPJLInRY
1. The preliminary experiment was carried out primarily to
determine refinements needed in the experimental design of the
main experiment.
2. The final experimental population consisted of 61 adults,
divided into three groups, ranging in age from 17 to 54 years. In
composition the population turned out to be preponderantly feminine,
somewhat older and more educated than average, and with about 60;*
preferring the "long hair" type of radio broadcast.
3. The procedure consisted of listening to two "warm-up"
broadcasts in the individual talk format, an experimental broadcast
in the individual talk format and an expe rimental broadcast in the
dialogue format. An immediate test was given after each broadcast
and an unannounced retest was given after a three week forgetting
interval
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4. Comparative retention scores were computed by dividing
the raw score on the retest by the raw score on the immediate
test and multiplying the result by one hundred. This score was
therefore dependent upon the listening comprehension of the indiv-
idual which is an important factor to be considered in retention
measurement
.
5. Of the three comparative retention results two were stat-
istically insignificant, and one which showed a superiority of the
individual talk over the dialogue in retention was statistically
significant at the 95$ level of confidence. Ihese mixed results
seem to suggest a superiority of the individual talk format over
the dialogue format in promoting retention as a tentative hypothe-
sis to be further checked in the next experiment.
6. Other secondary results are presented, the most signifi-
cant of which is a low but definite inverse correlation (
r^
« - 0.33)
between anticipated retention ana actual retention, which shows a
lack of confidence by the experimental subjects in radio as a
medium of promoting retention of its subject matter.
7. A series of refinements in experimental technique with
respect to population, procedure and de terials suggested by the re-
sults of the preliminary experiment are presented.
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CHAPTER IV
THE MAIN EXPERIMENT
The main experiment embodied an experimental design into which
was incorporated the refinements in technique suggested by the ex-
perience of the preliminary experiment. The experimental design
was set up for three formats: the individual talk, the dialogue
and the dramatization.
THE POPULATION
The initial population in this experiment consisted of 177
adults - 128 adult students from the writer’s psychology classes in
the Academic Division of the Evening Schools for .adult Education in
Lynn, Massachusetts and 49 adult volunteers who were interested in
hearing the recorded broadcasts. The volunteers in many cases rep-
resented characteristics of which there was a deficiency in the
student groups, and thus helped to render the background of the pop-
ulation more representative.
The students were in three groups labeled I, II and III. The
volunteers were divided into three parallel s upplementary groups
labeled I-S, II-S and III-S. Groups I and I-S, although meeting
separately, underwent the same experimental procedure. Similarly,
Groups II and II-S were subjected to their particular experimental
procedure, as were Groups III and III-S to their procedure. Thus
for statistical purposes the results of a student group and its
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parallel supplementary volunteer group could be combined.
The initial population distributed itself as follows: Groups
I and I-S - 58; Groups II and II-S - 60; and Groups III and III-S
-59. These group combinations will henceforth be referred to by
the designation of the main group, i.e. Groups I end I-S will be
referred to as Group I, II and II-S as II, and III and III-S as III.
Since this experiment was carried out in the fall and early
winter of 1947-48, the mag favorable weather coupled wi th a shortened,
telescoped procedure reduced the case loss considerably in compari-
son with the preliminary experiment. Whereas the case loss in the
preliminary experiment was 43.6$, in the main experiment it was re-
duced to £0.3$. When the experiment was completed and all scores
tabulated, it was found that there were 141 completed series to rep-
resent the final experimental population. The 141 cases distributed
themselves as follows: Group I - 47, Group II - 48, and Group III -
46. Thus, fortunately, the three groups were practically equal in
size. This population was a considerable improvement over the pop-
ulation of the preliminary experiment.
An analysis of the backgrounds of the 141 cases in the popula-
tion revealed data with respect to sex, age, marital status, number
of children, number of years of schooling, occupational status and
radio program preference. This data is summarized in Tables XVIII
through ZXIY
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Table XVIII - Composition of the Population
of the Main Experiment by Sex
Sex No. of Cases ft of Cases
Male 68 48.3
Female 73 51.7
Table XIX - Composition of the Population of
the Main Experiment by Age
Age Group No. of Cases 5<o of Cases
17 - 19 years 14 9.9
20 - 29 years 66 46.8
30 - 39 years 35 24.8
40 - 49 years 16 11.4
50-60 years 10 7.1
Table XX - Composition of the Population
the Main Experimsit by Marital Status
of
Marital Status No. of Cases $ of Cases
Single 103 73.1
Married 28 19.9
Widow 2 1.4
Y/idower 3 2.1
Divorced (Female) 2 1.4
Divorced (Male) 3 2.1
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Table XXI - Distribution of Number of Children Had by
Married, Widowed and Divorced Subjects of the Main Experiment
Number of Children Per Family No. of Cases % of Cases
None 14 36.8
1 9 23.7
2 8 21.1
3 2 5.3
4 3 7.9
5 1 2.6
6 1 2.6
Table XXII - Number of Years of Schooling of the Populat
of the Main E:speriment
Number of Years of Schooling No . of Cases io of Cases
Less than 12 years 39 27.7
12 years (high school graduate) 79 56.0
More than 12 years 23 16.3
Table XXIII - Composition of the Population in the Main
Experiment by Occupational Status
Occupational Classification No. of Cases jo of Cases
Professional and Managerial
(Code 0) 22 15.6
Clerical and Sales (Code 1) 68 48.2
Service Occupations (Code 2) 11 7.8
Skilled Occupations (Code 4 and 5) 33 23.4
Semi-Skilled Occupations (Code 6
and 7) 7 5.0
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Table XXIV - Radio Program Preference of the
Population in the Main Experiment
Type of Radio Program Preferred No. of Cases $ of Cases
Educational program like in this
Experiment 6 4.3
Quiz Show 10 7.1
Comedy show 14 9.9
Variety show 19 13.5
News broadcast 5 3.5
Sports program 9 6.4
Dramatization 21 14.9
Forum or roundtable discussion 20 14.2
Popular music program 8 5.7
Classical music program 17 12.0
"Disc jockey show" 12 8.5
"Soap opera" program 0 0.0
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It can be seen by an examination of Tables XVIII through XXIV
and by a comparison of the data with corresponding data in Tables I
through VII that the population of the main experiment was better
distributed than the population of the preliminary experiment.
There was a better balance with respect to sex, age, years of
schooling and radio program preference. Y/ith respect to marital
status the main experiment population was preponderantly single.
A comparison of occupational status shows that the preponderance
in Service Occupations of the preliminary experimental population
shifts to a preponderance in the Clerical and Sales category in
the main experiment population. On the whole, the population of
the main experiment is much more representative and nearer in its
sampling to the composition of the "general population" than is the
case of the population in the preliminary experiment*
MATERIALS USED
The script material used in this experiment consisted of two
"warm-up" scripts in the individual talk format and nine experiment-
al scripts (three topics, each of which was written in three for-
mats) .
Eor "warm-up" scripts, the individual talk formats of Topic A
- "Why We Laugh" and Topic B - "YYhy We Lie” of the preliminary ex-
periment were selected. The two scripts were modified by elimin-
ating the 30-second break in the middle and lines which bridged the
break* The two "warm-up" scripts were produced and wire recorded
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as continuous 15 minute programs.
For experimental scripts, a new series was written. The topic
"Feeblemindedness” was selected and three sub-topics which were
considered of equal interest were selected for the experimental
scripts as follows:
Topic D - "The Idiot"
Topic E - "The Imbecile"
Topic F - "The Moron"
Since it was decided to design the experimental scripts for a 10-min-
ute production time, the plan for each script called for 12 "points".
A "point" was more limited in scope than a "knowledge nucleus" of the
preliminary experiment. The "points" were selected and equalized as
much as possible a priori by the same method as in the preliminary ex-
periment. The 12-point outlines for the three topics will be found
in Appendix B.
The three outlines were converted into 10-minute individual talk
scripts using an informal conversational style. Introductions and
preliminary motivation were made almost identical. A single summary
was provided at the end. In writing these scripts, the requirements
set up in the preliminary experiment for the control of vocabulary
level, speech rate and matched allocation of script space were ad-
hered to as planned.
The three topics were then written in dialogue format using
the style of the infonnal apparently unrehearsed interview. The
"psychologist’s" lines were taken, wherever possible, almost verbatim
from the corresponding individual talk format to insure equality of
„0
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difficulty as much as possible. Vocabulary and other requirements
were adhered to, and the dialogues were written for a 10-minute
production time.
a structural design worked out for the dramatization format
called for presentation of the material during a dream and sum-
marization of the material during a telephone conversation. The
dream situation was set up among college students preparing for a
psychology quiz. Ihe essential material was therefore presented
in two fairly cohesive units around which non-essential dramatic
material was developed. This type of structural design was se-
lected in preference to complete dramatization of the essential
material to avoid over-scattering and diluting of the essential
points to a degree that might reduce retention scores to such low
levels as not to yield significantlj1- measurable results. In order
to insure equality between the three dramatizations, the identical
dramatic mounting (lines, business and all) was used for all three
topics. Only the twelve basic essential points presented in the
dream and in the telephone conversation differed among the three
scripts, and these points were given matched script space alloca-
tion. .Is in the other formats, the dramatizations were revised to
meet the vocabulary standards of the jr eliminary experimeit . Since
music and sound effects took up approximately one minute of the
script’s time, the dramatizations were designed for an 11-minute
production time, so that the dramatization could compete with the
other two formats on the basis of ten minutes of lines only.
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The nine scripts were rehearsed, produced and wire recorded.
In order to match voice quality and delivery skill between formats
as much as possible, the same male voice did the individual talk,
the "psychologist’s” role in the dialogue and the major male role
in the dramatization. The same female voice did the "interviewer’s
role in the dialogue and the major female role in the dramatization
Other roles in the dramatization were cast in accordance with ac-
cepted radio production practices. Although the talent was not pro
fessional, through careful rehearsal a standard of production was
achieved sufficiently good to meet with favorable acceptance by the
experimental subjects who heard the recordings. Before use in the
experiment, the recordings were auditioned for uniformity of qual-
ity first before a group of ten adults and then before the doctoral
dissertation committee. Copies of the scripts from which the re-
cordings were made will be found in Appendix B.
Bor measuring material no special test was needed for the re-
call method of measurement, but objective tests were developed and
mimeographed for the recognition method of retention measurement.
Bonn A of the tests in the preliminary ezperiment for Topic A
and Topic B were utilized for the "warm-up" tests. Bor the three
new experimental topics, 12-item objective tests in two equivalent
forms were developed which consisted of multiple-choice and true-
false items. The small number of items in these tests cast consid-
erable doubt on the degree of the latter’s reliability. It is for
this reason that the recall method of measurement was utilized as
a check on the recognition method. A new questionnaire was de-
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veloped for the main experiment Copies of the tests and question
naire will be found in Appendix B.
BXPilRIIvIENTAL PROCEDURE
The schedule of broadcast topics and tests in the main experi
ment was as follows:
Group
_! _II_ IH
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
A
B
D (Ind. Talk)
E (Dialogue)
F (Dramatization)
Retest (D, E, F)
A
B
D (Dialogue)
E (Dramatization)
F (Ind. Talk)
Retest (D, E, F)
A
B
D (Dramatization)
E (Ind. Talk)
F (Dialogue)
Retest (D, E, F)
The procedure for the "warm-up" broadcast of the first two weekly
sessions involved listening to the recorded broadcast after being given
the same instructions as in the preliminary experiment. Blank sheets
of paper were distributed immediately after the broadcast. The sub-
jects were instructed to place their identification symbol in the upper
left hand corner of the sheet and to write the name of the topic at the
top of the sheet. They were then told to write as much as they could
remember of the broadcast in their own words. A period of ten minutes
was allowed for this. The length of this period was determined by a
previous try-out of the procedure on a small experimental group, which
showed that the law of diminishing returns began to operate very notice-
ably at the 6-minute point with no further writing after ten minutes.
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'.Vhen the ten-minute period ended, the papers were collected and the
mimeographed recognition tests were immediately distributed. Ten
minutes were allowed for the recognition test. This period was also
determined by a preliminary try-out. In carrying out these procedures,
care was exercised to maintain a maximum of uniformity between groups
in the giving of instructions, timing of periods, and the like, while
the broadcasts were in progress, the experimenter kept out of the di-
rect view of the experimental subjects so that the subjects might fo-
cus their gaze wherever they wanted, e.g. at the loudspeaker, at a
picture on the wall, at a window, at the ceiling, at the floor, etc.
The procedure for the experimental session of the third week, as
can be seen from the schedule, was lengthier. It consisted of three
broadcast and t est periods separated by five-minute rest periods. A
broadcast and test period consisted of the following: listening to
the broadcast, taking a six-minute recall test followed by a six-minute
recognition test. The six-minute periods were determined beforehand by
a preliminary try-out. After the rest period following the third
broadcast and test period, a questionnaire (q.v. in Appendix B) was
distributed to the group. The subjects were allowed as much time as
they needed to fill out the questionnaire.
It should be mentioned that the instructions preceding the recall
test were modified for the experimental session of the third week. An
analysis of the recall papers of the first two ’’warm-up” sessions re-
vealed that the subjects had in many cases incorporated intrusions of
material not in the broadcasts. These intrusions were chiefly of a
moralizing nature as to when it was right to laugh or lie, vhen it was
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most useful to laugh or lie, and the like. Since not all subjects
wrote intrusions in the same amount, the "intrusion writers" were
penalizing themselves on the time allowance. For the experimental
session of the third week, this situation was explained to the sub-
jects. They were told that each broadcast was built around twelve
points, and that twelve sentences or a twelve point outline of the
essentials of the broadcast would result in higher scores than wordy
paragraphs dealing with non-essentials. These instructions were
effective, for the recall tests of that session had a negligible
amount of intrusions.
Four weeks after the experimental broadcasts were heard by the
subjects, they were given an unannounced and unexpected retest. In
the classes, the retest was just "sprung" unexpectedly. For the
volunteer groups the retest was "sprung" before they were permitted
to hear some other recorded broadcasts which they had come primarily
to hear during that session. The retest procedure included an 18-
minute recall test, a ^five-minute rest period, and an 18-minute recog-
nition test.
For the recall test the subjects were told that they could switch
from topic to topic as they worked, if they wanted to, but they should
spend approximately 6 minutes on each topic. Time announcements at
3-minute intervals were made. The subjects were reminded to avoid in-
trusions, and the following list of cue words was placed on a black-
board before the group: Classification; I.Q.
;
mental age; guard self?;
appearance; walking; talking; personal cleanliness, etc.; development
of mental ability; common physical troubles; age at death; jobs; grades
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of school. These cue words constituted a compromise between the sub-
ject matter of the three scripts. It must be admitted that the script
on "The moron" suffered most in this compromise, for it included mat-
erial which could not be properly cued without giving the material
away. These cue words were enough to minimize intrusions, yet not
enough to give the subject matter away.
In the recognition retest, the subjects were given all three mim-
eographed test blanks (the ?orm B equivalent form) at the same time,
and were told that they could cross-refer between tests if they wished,
but that they should devote approximately six minutes to each test.
Time announcements were made at three minute intervals.
In order not to promote mere than nonaal application to the broad-
cast listening during this experiment the subjects were told from the
start that the purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the effective-
ness of the broadcasts as a teaching medium. It was explained to the
subjects that the broadcasts were on trial, not the experimental sub-
jects. Therefore, they were asked to listen in a normal manner, as
they would listen to any radio broadcast.
It will be noted in the schedule that the formats were rotated be-
tween groups during the experimental session of the third week. The
purpose of this rotation was to compensate for such factors as primacy-
recency, gains due to practice effect retroactive and proactive inhib-
ition, and fatigue.
Scoring of the objective recognition tests was accomplished by the
conventional scoring key method and a correction was made for guessing
by the formula mentioned in the procedure in Chapter III. The recall
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papers were scored by means of the 12-point script outlines, .(here
appoint" had two or three "ideas" in it, credit was given for half-
points or 1/3-points wherever applicable, l.o credit was given for
extraneous material even if it was valid. Retention scores were com-
puted, as in the preliminary experiment, by dividing the retest raw
score by the immediate test raw score and multiplying by one hundred.
The resulting relative retention percentage was based on the experi-
mental subject's initial listening comprehension and immediate mem-
ory. In this way individual differences in listening comprehension,
a critical factor in this experiment, were taken into account.
RESULTS and conclusions
Results of the "r/arr.-Up" Tests anc Equating of the Groups .
Table XXV gives the means and standard deviations for the three groups
with respect to their immediate retention scores in the "warm-up"
broadcasts.
Table XXV - Leans and Standard Deviations of Immediate
Retention (Raw) Scores of the "Warm-Up" Broadcasts in the Main Experiment
Group
M
I
S.D. M
II
S.D. M
III
S «D»
A: "Why we Laugh"
Re call 7.12 2.126 6.36 2.843 6.47 2.517
Recognition 13.21 2.774 13.00 4.710 13.46 3.026
B: "Why »ie Lie"
Re call 7.68 2.849 7.14 2.S91 6.89 2.415
Recognition 13.00 2.467 13.34 4.525 13.63 3.554
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A cursory examination of Table XXV reveals that the mean scores of
the three groups are pretty close both by the recall and recognition
methods. Computation of _t ratios for the differences between means
gives data which are summarized in Tables XXVI and XXVII.
Table XXVI - t_ Ratios for Differences between Means of
wWarm-Up rt Tests in the Main Experiment.
Intra-Group Comparison: Topic A vs. Topic B
Group t_ Ratio - Recall t_ Ratio - Recognition
I 1.08 0.59
II 1.31 0.36
III 0.82 0.25
Table XXVII
-
_t Ratios for Differences between Means of
W
7«
rarm-Upn Tests in the Main Experiment.
Inter-Group Comparison
Groups Compared
I vs. II
I vs. Ill
II vs. Ill
Topic A
1.48
1.43
0.20
Recall
Topic B
0.90
1.44
0.45
Recognition
Topic A Topic B
0.27 0.46
0.42 1.00
0.57 0.35
Since for the 91 to 93 degrees of freedom involved in these comparisons
the minimum significant t_ ratio at the 95$ level of confidence is
1.287 and at the 29$ level of confidence is 2.632, it can be seen that
every one of the differences in means represented by the _t ratios in
Tables XXVI and XXVTI are not statistically significant. This leads
to the conclusion that Groups I, II, and III may be considered as
equated with respect to listening comprehension combined with immedi-
ate memory. One may also conclude that Topics A and B appeared to be
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of equal difficulty to the groups on the basis of the intra-group com-
parisons.
Immediate Retention of the Experimental Broadcasts . The mean
scores and standard deviations of the three groups with respect to the
inmediate tests following the experimental broadcasts are given in
Table mill.
Table XXVTII. - Means and Standard Deviations of Immediate
Retention (Raw) Scores of the Experimental Broadcasts
in the Main Experiment
Group I
Topic M S.D. Topic
II
M S.D. Topic
III
M S.D.
Individual Talk
Re call D 6.68 1.004 F 7.43 1.378 E 7.48 1.729
Recognition D 10.65 1.520 F 10.50 1.555 E 10.52 1.394
Dialogue
Recall E 7.83 1.544 D 7.07 1.969 F 7.42 1.345
Recognition E 10.68 1.033 D 9.43 2.206 F 11.10 0.961
Dramatization
Recall F 7.12 1.524 E 7.81 1.955 D 7.05 1.693
Recognition F 10.59 1.566 E 10.00 1.548 D 10.95 0.870
The differences between mean scores in Table XXVTII appear to be quite
small. jt ratios computed for these differences are summarized in
Tables XXIX and XXX
. . 1 ati
.
.
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Table XXIX - t Ratios for Differences between Means of Immediate
Tests after Experimental Broadcasts in the
Main Experiment — Intra-Group Comparison
Group I II III
Topics _t ratio Topics t_ ratio Topics t^ ratio
Recall Method
Indiv. Talk vs Dialogue D & E 4.28 F & D 1.04 E & F 0.06
Indiv. Talk vs Dramatization D & F 1.65 F & E 1.10 E & D 1.21
Dialogue vs Dramatization E & F 2.24 D & E 1.85 F & D 1.16
Recognition Method
Indiv. Talk vs Dialogue D & E 0.11 F & D 2.86 E & F 2.41
Indiv. Talk vs Dramatization D & F 0.19 F & E 1.79 E & D 1.77
Dialogue vs Dramatization E & F 0.33 D & E 1.47 F & D 0.84
Table XXX - t_ Ratios for Differences between Means of Immediate
Tests after Experimental Broadcasts in the
Main Experiment — Inter-Format Comparison
Topic D E F
Recall Method
Indiv. Talk vs Dialogue 1.17 1.03 0.04
Indiv. Talk vs Dramatization 1.27 0.87 1.04
Dialogue vs Dramatization 0.05 0.05 1.01
Recognition Method
Indiv. Talk vs Dialogue 3.15 0.63 2.88
Indiv. Talk vs Dramatization 1.17 1.71 0.32
Dialogue vs Dramatization 4.43 2.52 1.96
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For any of the t^ ratios in fables XXIX and XXX to be significant, for
the 91 to 93 degrees of freedom involved, a minimum t_ ratio of 1*987 is
needed at the 95$ level of confidence and £*63E at the 99$ level of
confidence* An inspection of the 36 t^ ratios in question reveals only
S out of 18 intra-group differences to be statistically significant, and
3 out of the 18 inte reformat differences to be statistically significant.
From this may be concluded that by-and-large the immediate retention
score for a topic is about the same regardless of the format in which it
was heard. It may also be concluded that since the three experimental
groups have been shown to be equated in listening comprehension coupled
with immediate memory, the three formats of a given topic, on-the-whole,
appear to be of equal difficulty to the experimental subjects,. This is
especially borne out by the nine more reliable recall method t_ ratios in
Table XXX, not one of which is statistically significant. It would seem
then that format makes little difference, if any, in the immediate retention
of the content of the experimental broadcasts*
Retention of Radio Script Content after ia Four Week Forgetting Interval *
Table XXXI presents in summary form the mean retention scores and their
standard deviations for the retests both by the recall and recognition
methods* It can be seen by inspecting this table that a definite trend
exists in the retention scores both in the groups and the total population.
The retention scores in the individual talk are higher than the retention
scores in the dialogue, which in turn are higher than the retention scores
in the dramatization. This appears to be true for each of the three groups
and for the total population of 141 cases* It also appears to be true both
by the recall and recognition methods.
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To test tlie statistical reliability of the differences between the
nean scores, t_ ratios were calculated and are sunrnrized in Table XXXII
*
For the group comparisons (91 to 93 degrees of freedom) a minimum t_ ratio
of 1*987 is needed at the 95$ level of confidence and 2*632 at the 99$
level of confidence. For the total population comparisons (280 degrees of
freedom) a minimum t^ ratio of 1*968 is needed at the 95$ level of confidence
and 2*592 at the 99$ level of confidence* Applying these criteria to the
t^ ratios in Table XXXII, we find that:
1* The differences between the means of the formats of the total
population (141 cases) both by the recall and recognition methods are
definitely statistically significant*
2* The differences between the means of the formats within the three
groups by the recall method axe definitely statistically significant*
3* The differences between the means of the formats within the three
groups by the recognition method are less uniform, yielding five differences
that are statistically significant, two differences that are significant
only at the 95$ level of confidence, and one difference that is statistically
not significant* The three atypical t_ ratios in this group might be ascribed
to the lower degree of reliability of the recognition tests due to the small
number of test items*
Since it will be recalled that the immediate retention scores were
practically the same in all three formats, the appearance of a differential
in retention between formats after a four week interval leads to the
conclusion that forgetting rates for the three formats are different, being
relatively the highest for the dramatization, the lowest for the individual
talk and at an intermediate rate for the dialogue* It may be concluded, at
least for the population and broadcasts involved in this experiment, that
retention is promoted the most by the individual talk format, the least by
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the dramatization, with the dialogue falling in between the other two formats
in its effectiveness to promote retention* Whether this trend will be
found to apply to other populations and with other script subject matter
remains for future research to reveal* It is interesting to note that the
result of the preliminary eaqjeriment where the individual talk appeared to
be superior to the dialogue in retention after a three week interval
(significant at the 95$ level of confidence) agrees with the trend found
in the main experiment*
Comparison of Recall and Recognit ion Scores , an analysis of the
raw score pairs to determine whether in a given score pair the recall
score is greater than, equal to, or less than its corresponding recognition
score, revealed data which are summarized in Table XXXIII.
Table XXXIII — Comparison of Recall Scores and Recognition Scores in
Raw Score Pairs of the laain Experiment
Immediate
"Wana-Up" Test Retest
No.of $ of No. of $ of No* of $ Of
Pairs Pairs Pairs Pairs Pairs Pairs
Recall greater than Recog* 3 1*1 11 2.6 49 11*6
Recall equal to Recog* 9 3.2 25 5*9 32 7.6
Recall less than Recog. 270 95*7 387 91*5 342 80.8
Total 282 100.0 423 100*0 423 100*0
An inspection of Table XXXIII reveals the trend that as scores shift
from immediate retention to retention after a four week interval, there is
a tendency for superiority of recognition to shift to superiority of recall*
In the category "recall less than recognition" there is a decrease from
91*5$ to 80*8$* The difference between these two percentages is statis-
tically significant, yielding a t_ ratio of 4.23 (when the minimum required
ratio at the 99$ level of confidence for 727 degrees of freedom involved
is 2*583). It should be borne in mind that this comparison is on the basis
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of raw scores which, are absolute scores*
When an analysis of retention score pairs (which are relative
scores) is made in the same manner as above but broken down by formats,
data result which are summarized in Table XXXTV*
Table XXXIV — Inter-Format Comparison of Recall Scores and
Recognition Scores in Retention Score Pairs
of the Main Experiment
Indiv* Talk Dialogue Dramatization
No* of $ of No* of $ of No* of $ of
Pairs Pairs Pairs Pairs Pairs Pairs
Recall greater than Recog* 64 45*4 60 42*6 53 37*6
Recall equal to Recog* 34 24*1 14 9*9 6 4*3
Recall less than Recog* 43 30*5 67 47*5 82 58*1
The trend revealed in Table XXXTV is that as one passes from the
individual talk to the dialogue to the dramatization there is a tendency
for an increasing shift from superiority of recall to superiority of
recognition* Thus, the category "recall less than recognition” increases
from 30*5$ to 47*5$ to 58*1$* The two differences between percentages,
however, are not statistically significant so that this apparent trend
cannot be regarded with much confidence*
A product moment correlation of the 423 recall-recognition score pairs
yields an j? of 0*42 with a standard error of 0*046* For 421 degrees of
freedom and two variables, the minimum r_ significant at the 99$ level of
confidence is 0*122* The correlation coefficient of 0*42 is therefore
statistically significant and denotes moderate but not high correlation
between recall and recognition retention percentages* On the whole, it
might be well to put more credence in the recall scores than in the
recognition scores*
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Sex Differences in the Retention of Eorraats . A breakdown of the
experimental population by sex (68 men and 73 women) yields retention
scores presented in Table XXXV.
Table XXXV — Sex Differences in the Means and Standard Deviations
of Retention Scores in the Main Experiment
Men (N - 68) Women (N s 73)
M S.D. M S.D.
Recall Method
Individual Talk 85.3 11.38 88.3 11.93
Dialogue 74.9 14.48 75.3 16.08
Dramatization 54.5 19.53 64.7 21.85
Recognition Method
Individual Talk 82.7 15.09 82.8 17.26
Dialogue 76.5 14.84 72.7 20.84
Dramatization 60.9 22*35 69.9 22.62
An examination of Table XXXV reveals small differences in retention
between the male and female populations in the individual talk and dialogue
formats, but a rather pronounced difference in favor of the women in the
case of the dramatization* To check the statistical reliability of the
abovementioned differences, t_ ratios were calculated which are presented
in Table XXXVI*
Table XXXVI — t_ Ratios for Sex Differences Between the Means of
Retention Scores in the Main Experiment
Recall Method Recognition Method
Individual Talk 1.53 0*04
Dialogue 0.16 1.25
Dramatization 2.93 2*38
Since for the 139 degrees of freedom involved, the minimum t_ ratio
significant at the 95$ level of confidence is 1*977 and at the 99$ level is
2*612, it can be seen from Table XXXVI that the differences in retention
for the individual talk and dialogue are not statistically significant.
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but in the case of the dramatization the difference is statistically
significant for the recall method and is statistically significant at
somewhat better than the 95% level of confidence for the recognition
method.
It may be concluded, then, that although both the men and women
in the experimental population followed the same trend of remembering
most from the individual talk, next to most from the dialogue and least
from the dramatization, the women remembered significantly more than the
men (about 10% more) from the dramatization after a four week interval
than did the men, despite the fact that their immediate retention scores
after the broadcast were not significantly different,
r.ge Differences in the Retention of Formats , When retention scores
are classified by age group, means and standard deviations are obtained
which are sumnarized in Table aEXVTI.
Table XXXVTI — j^ge Differences in the means and Standard Deviations
of Retention Scores in the luain Experiment
Recall Lethod No, of Indiv. Talk Dialogue Dramatization
.age Group Cases M S.D. S.D. M S.D.
17-19 years 14 87.3 11.16 69.8 20.00 62.6 25.0420-29 66 89,7 9.94 78.4 14.68 62.7 21.62
30-39 35 86.7 12.92 74.4 13.45 57.4 18.78
40-49 16 84.6 12.59 73.6 14.99 56.8 23.36
50-60 (incl.)
Recognition Lethod
10 70.0 12.69 64.0 10.40 46.0 15.53
17-19 14 78.4 24.30 74.4 25.12 73.7 23.12
20-29 66 86.8 13.35 76.6 15.53 63.8 24.70
30-39 35 79.3 16.32 74.9 18.37 66.7 17.46
40-49 16 82.4 14.02 71.1 20.54 67.1 22.23
50-60 (ihcl.) 10 74.0 15.46 68.5 18.36 55.0 22.00
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The mean scores In Table XXXVII appear to follow two trends, First,
within a given format the retention ocoree Increase from 17 years to a
maximum In the 20-29 year group and then ulowly decrease with Increasing
age. This is in substantial agreement with the general trend of the
relation between age and learning ability found in experimental studies
in the literature. For example, Thorndike (45) determined for the
learning of Esperanto that thero wuo an lncreuso in the ability to learn
from 8 yeura to 16 or probably 20 years or later. The curve then remained
parallel to its base line to 25 years or lutor, then dropped very slowly
to 35 years after which it dropped at a somewhat faster rate to 45 years
or later. The retention scores in the present investigation follow this
trend for all formats by the recall method, by the recognition method,
the trend is followed by the dialogue with atypical curves for the indi-
vidual talk, and dramatization.
The second trend revealed by the data in Table XXXVII is that all
age groups retained the most from the Individual talk, next to the most
from the dialogue and least from the dramatization. In the two largest
groups 20-29 years (N z 66) and 30-59 years (N = 35), the interformat
differences were statistically significant. In tho other three ago groups
where N is small mixed t_ ratios were obtained, some being significant and
some not. This is to be expected where N is small.
Marital Status and Retention of Formats , although it is not assumed
that marital status necessarily has anything to do with improving or de-
tracting from retention, a breakdown of retention scores by marital otatus
was carried out as a routine statistical matter and the results in terms
of means and standard deviations are summarized in Table XXXVIII,
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Table 2QQCVIII — Means and. Standard Deviations of Retention Scores
in the Main Experiment by Marital Status
Indiv. Talk Dialogue Dramatization
N M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.
Recall Method
Married 28 81.4 13.57 73*0 13.63 57.1 21*22
Single 113 88.2 11.68 75.7 17.12 60.4 21.42
Recognition Method
Married 28 80.1 13.66 75.3 16.72 63.4 21.58
Single 113 83.2 16.76 74.2 18,74 66.1 23.22
An inspection of Table XXXVIII reveals that the inter format trend in
retention found for the total experimental population also applies to both
the married and single groups® The differences between the means, which
show highest retention for the individual talk, intermediate retention for
the dialogue and lowest retention for the dramatization, are statistically
significant by both recall and recognition methods except for the difference
between the individual talk and the dialogue for the married group by the
recognition method®
Differences in retention between the married and single groups for the
same format are too small to yield significant t_ ratios except in the case
of the individual talk by the recall method* Here the single group is
superior to the married group by 6*8# with a t_ ratio of 3®79 which is
statistically significant® However, considering that the married group is
represented by only 28 cases this apparent significant difference is likely
to be spurious®
We may conclude, on the whole, that single and married groups retained
equally as well and benefited to the same degree from program fonnat®
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Number of Years of Schooling and Retention ,, The experimental
population was broken down into three categories: those who had 12
years of schooling (high school graduates) numbering 79 cases, those
who had less than 12 years of schooling numbering 23 cases, and those
who had schooling of one type or another in excess of 12 years aggregating
39 cases. The means and standard deviations of the retention scores for
these three categories are summarized in Table XXXIX.
Table XXXIX — Means and Standard Deviations of Retention Scores in
the Main Experiment by Number of Years of Schooling
Years of Schooling More than 12 12 less than 12
Recall Method M S.D. M S.Do M S.D.
Individual Talk 91*6 6.68 87.4 11.45 76.9 15.70
Dialogue 77*2 13.27 74.7 15.48 73.7 17.39
Dramatization 57.7 21.95 61.7 20.35 56.5 23.18
Recognition Method
Individual Talk 87.2 10.48 81.3 17.78 80.4 17.23
Dialogue 81.1 12.99 70.8 18.94 76.3 20.38
Dramatization 66.1 22.88 66.4 23.65 61.7 22.72
An examination of Table XXXIX reveals differences between groups
and between formats for which t_ ratios were calculated* As a result,
the following conclusions can be drawn:
1* For the "more than 12 years of schooling" group, by the recall
method, the individual talk is superior in mean retention score to the
dialogue, which in turn is superior to the dramatization; both differences
are statistically significant* By the recognition method, the same trend
is exhibited, except that the difference between the individual talk and
dialogue is significant only at the 95$ level of confidence*
2 o For the "12 years of schooling" group, by the recall method,
the individual talk format yields superior retention scores compared
to the dialogue, which in turn is superior to the dramatization; both
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differences are statistically significant* By the recognition method,
the same trend is apparent, but the difference between the dialogue and
the dramatization is not statistically significant*
3* For the "less them. 12 years of schooling" group the difference
between the individual talk and dialogue mean retent ion scores is not statis-
tically significant both by the recall and recognition methods* The
superiority in mean retention score of the dialogue over the dramatization
is statistically significant by the recall method and significant only
at the 95$ level of confidence by the recognition method*
4* In the inter-group comparison of retention from the individual
talk, by the recall method the "more than 12" group has a higher mean
retention score than the high school graduate group, which in turn has a
higher mean score than the "less than 12" group* Both differences are
statistically significant* By the recognition method the same trend is
apparent, except that the superiority of the high school graduates over
the "less than 12" group is not statistically significant*
5* In the inter-group comparison of retention from the dialogue,
the differences between the groups are not statistically significant by
the recall method* By the recognition method, "the more than 12" group
has a mean retention score superior to the high school graduate group, the
difference being statistically significant*
6* In the inter-group comparison of retention from the dramatization,
the differences between the groups are not statistically significant by
both the recall and recognition methods*
7* Taking the above six conclusions into consideration and bearing
in mind that the recall method is more reliable in this experiment than
the recognition method, we may arrive at the final conclusion that with
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the increase in number of years of schooling there appears to be a
concomitant increase in the ability to retain material from the
individual talk format.
Occupational Status and Retention , The mean retention scores and
their standard deviations computed on the basis of occupational status
are summarized in Table XL,
Table XL — I.nans end Standard Deviations of Retention Scores in the
Lain Experiment by Occupational Status
c
V Indiv. Talk Dialogue Dramat i zat ion
N M S.D. If S.D. M S.D.
Recall Method
Professional 5c
Manage rial 22 88,7 8.96 77.1 17.10 53.7 20.91
Clerical 5c Sales 68 87.6 12.77 75.4 15.90 62.6 21.10
Service Occupations 11 79.4 15.86 71.2 11.90 58.5 22.71
Skilled 33 86.8 11.18 74.5 15.57 56.9 22.19
Semi-Skilled 7 85.1 5,89 79.4 9.15 44.0 7.43
Recognition Method
Professional 5c
Managerial 22 79.6 14.02 78.7 17.41 63.2 21.40
Clerical 5c Sales 68 82.1 19,20 73.5 20.90 70.4 23.11
Service Occupations 11 81.2 15.12 68.9 21.41 63.5 19.18
Skilled 33 85.4 11.48 76.3 11.34 57.5 20.40
Semi-Skilled 7 80.9 15.80 77.0 8.88 75.9 22.32
It can be seen from an inspection of the data in Table XL that the
general trend of highest scores for the individual talk, intermediate
scores for the dialogue, and lowest scores for the dramatization appears
to apply in all occupational groups. Since the groups represent very
small samples in most cases, statistical significance of all differences
cannot be expected. Calculation of t_ ratios reveals that for the re-
call method, all differences for the Professional and Managerial group,
the Clerical and Sales group and the Skilled grouu are statistically
significant. For the Service Occupations group both differences are not
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significant, while for the Semi-Skilled group only the difference be-
tween the dialogue and dramatization is significant. For the recog-
nition method only four out of the ten differences are statistically
significant, the significant differences being dialogue vs dramatiza-
tion for the Professional and Managerial group, individual talk vs
dialogue for the Clerical and Sales group, and both differences for the
Skilled group.
Intergroup comparisons within a format cannot be expected to be re-
liable where the group sizes are so small. For the two largest groups,
Clerical and Sales (N = 68) and Skilled (N = 33), a difference is re-
vealed in the dramatization format where the Clerical and Sales group
appears to obtain a higher mean retention score than does the Skilled
group. This difference is not significant by the recall method but is
significant by the recognition eb thod. Assuming that sone confidence
may be placed in this difference, the reason for the difference becomes
evident when the composition of the two groups by sex is noted. The
Clerical and Sales group is 77.8# female while the Skilled group is
90.97a male. It 7/ill be recalled from a previous section in this Chap-
ter that the females of the experimental population were significantly
superior to the males in retention from the dramatization format.
Feelings of Tension while Listening to the Broadcasts ana Retention .
In Item 2 of the questionnaire the experimental subjects were asked this
question: "Did you feel any tension or discomfort while listening to
the recordings for fear you would forget the material heard!" The sub-
jects were instructed to indicate the degree of tension on a four-step
scale as follows: "a. None b. A little c. ^uite a bit d. A lot".
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The subjects were classified into four categories according to their
answer, and means and standard deviations for each category were com-
puted. This data may be found in Table HI.
Table XLI - Means and Standard Deviations of Retention
Scores in the Main Experiment Classified by .Amount
of Tension While Listening to the Broadcasts
N Ind. Talk Dialogue Dramatization
Recall Method M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.
Amount of Tension
None 62 86.5 11.35 74.9 14.95 57.2 20.42
A little 58 87.9 12.62 75.7 17.53 65.4 22.85
Quite a bit 15 83.3 13.11 72.0 10.00 57.3 18.62
A lot 6 85.5 17.71 76.3 5.52 53.0 17.80
Recognition Method
None 62 83.6 14.92 74.7 19.53 66.6 21.25
A little 58 82.5 18.73 73.7 18.78 64.8 24.60
Quite a bit 15 82.3 13.55 70.3 16.22 70.0 19.67
A lot 6 83.0 19.58 84.7 9.43 54.7 20.95
An inspection of Table 2CLI indicates that on the whole each category of
subjects followed the general inter-format retention trend of obtaining
the best retention score in the individual talk, an intermediate score
in the dialogue and the lowest score in the dramatization. Differences
by the recall method were all statistically significant for the "None”
and "A little" groups. For the "Quite a bit" and "A lot" groups whose
N*s are small, of the four differences, one is significant, two are sig-
nificant only at the 95$ level of confidence and one is not significant*
By the recognition method, of the eight differences, one is significant,
five are significant only at the 95$ level of confidence, and two are not
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significant. The poor record of significance of the differences
is, of course in large part, due to the snail IV s.
Inter-group comparisons within a format yield differences not
one of which is statistically significant. To evercome, if possible,
some of the effect of snail groups, the data by the recall method was
recalculated in two categories: No tension and tension reported in
any degree. This data is summarized in Table 2LII.
Table XLII - leans and Standard Deviations of Retention
Scores in the Hain experiment by Two Categories of
Tension Ihile Listening to the Broadcasts
amount of Tension N Ind. Talk Dialogue Dramatization
M S.D. k S.D. M S.D*
No tension 62 86.5 11.55 74.9 14.95 57.2 20.42
Some tension 79 86.8 13.31 75.1 15.79 62.9 21.85
Calculation of t_ ratios for the three differences between the "No
tension" and "Some tension" groups in Table 2LII indicates all three
differences to be not statistically significant, .assuming that the
experimental subjects are able to fairly accurately tell the differ-
ence between no tension and tension in any degree, it can be concluded
as far as these data are concerned that retention scores are not sig-
nificantly affected by tension felt by the subject while listening to
the broadcast.
.actual Retention Compared uith Preference for a Topic . Tram Item
3 in the questionnaire, the topic which an experimental subject liked
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best was determined* It was found that 16 persons or 11.3jg liked
"Why We Laugh" best; 23 persons or 16.3/a liked "Why We Lie" best;
39 persons or 27.7$ liked "The Idiot" best; 37 persons or 26.3$ liked
"The Imbecile" best; and 26 persons or 18.4/e liked "The iioron" best.
When a check was made to see wisher liking one of the expe rimental
topics (102 cases) was associated with obtaining the highest reten-
tion score in that topic, it was found that 13 persons or 12. 7/* re-
tained best in the topic they liked best despite the situation that
they were using a less efficient format; 20 persons or 19.6/s retained
best in the topic they preferred with the most efficient format aid-
ing them; 62 persons or 60.8$ did not retain best in the topic they
liked best while using a less efficient format; and 7 persons or 6.9$
did not retain best in the topic they liked best even though using
the most efficient format. It would seem from this data that the ef-
ficiency of the format used is a more important factor in determining
degree of retention than is preference for a topic.
actual detention Compared < ith Preference for a Format . Item 4
in the questionnaire yielded data as to which format an experimental
subject liked best. 45 persons or 31.9$ liked the individual talk
best; 39 persons or 27.7/<j liked the dialogue best; and 57 persons or
40.4$ liked the dramatization best. It is not surprising that the
dramatization was preferred by the largest je rcentage of the group, but
it is interesting to note that the percentage of the group preferring
the individual talk was slightly higher than the dialogue.
Of the 45 persons who stated that they liked the individual talk
best, 35 persons or 77.8yo retained best in this format while 10 persons
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of 22. 2$ retained best in a less efficient format even though they
liked the individual talk best. The 39 people who said they liked
the dialogue best divided themselves by their actual retention scores
as follows: 9 persons or 23. 1# retained best in the dialogue format
which they preferred; 27 people or 69.2$ retained best in the individ-
ual talk; and 3 persons or 7.7$ retained best in the dramatization.
Of the 57 subjects who stated they liked the dramatization best, 3
persons or 5,3$ retained best in the dramatization, while the remainder
94.7$, made their best retention scores in the more efficient indiv-
idual talk or dialogue. It would appear from the above data that the
efficiency of a format is a greater factor in determining retention
than preference for the format*
Actual Retention Compared With Subject’s Opinion as to the Format
from Which He Learned the Lost . Item 5 in the questionnaire revealed
that 55 persons or 39.0 $ thought they learned the most from the in-
dividual talk; 41 subjects or 29.1$ thought they learned most from the
dialogue; and 45 people or 31.9$ were of the opinion they learned most
from the dramatization*
Of the 55 persons who thought they learned the most from the in-
dividual talk, 41 persons or 74.6 retained best from this foimat,
while the remainder retained best from the less efficient formats.
With respect to the 41 subjects who thought they learned the most from
the dialogue, 5 persons or 12.2$ retained mcs t from the dialogue, one
person or 2,4$ retained best from the less efficient dramatization,
while 35 subjects or 85.4$ retained best from the more efficient indi-
vidual talk. As for the 45 persons viio thought they learned the most
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from the dramatization, 4 subjects or 8.9p actually did retain best
from the dramatization, while the other 41 persons ( 91. 1$) retained
best from the more efficient formats.
It would appear, judging by the above data, that subjects on the
whole do not make an accurate estimate as to which fonnat contributes
most to their learning.
Comparison of xUiticipatea Retention With Actual Retention . Item
8 of the cuestionnaire gave data in which the experimental subjects
estimated how much they thought they would remember of the recorded
broadcasts in about a month. In most cases the estimates were lower
than the actual retention. A product moment correlation of the an-
ticipated retention estimates with the best actual retention score
yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.23 with a standard error of
0.044. For 139 degrees of freedom and two variables the minimum
statistically significant coefficient of correlation at the 99$ level
of confidence is 0.216, which makes the obtained correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.23 statistically significant. This coefficient may be in-
terpreted a3 indicating low positive correlation between anticipated
and actual retention. This is better correlation in a positive direc-
tion than in the case of the preliminary experiment where low inverse
correlation with an _r of -0.33 was obtained. It is evident from both
coefficients of correlation that the experimental subjects hsve less
faith in radio as an instructional medium than is warranted.
/ere the Broadcasts Overloaded ..ith material? The radio scripts
used in this investigation are definitely overloaded with material in
comparison with current educational script writing practices which
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—recommend only three joints to a 15-minute period, The scripts
*rere overloaded purposely in order to increase the number of
test items to raise the reliability of the recognition tests as
much as possible. The point-per-ninute load in all scripts was
kept as equal as possible between scripts. The experimental
subjects, according to data from Item 6 in the questionnaire,
had a variety of opinions concerning which topics ..ere over-
loaded. 53 persons or £3.4/3 considered none of the scripts to
be overloaded, 53 subjects or 37.6 considered the first warm-
up” topic "Why i.e Laugh" to be overloaded, £8 people or 19.9/3
considered the second "warm-up" topic "\ihy V/e Lie" to be over-
loaded, 7 individuals or 4.9/i indicated the first experimental
topic "The Idiot" to be overloaded, 6 persons or 4.3,3 designated
the second experimental to_jic "The Imbecile" as overloaded, and
14 subjects or 9.9 ,j considered the third experimental topic
"The Loron' to be overloaded. The selection by the majority of
the Ic-minute program rather than the 10-minute program as over-
loaced, plus the variety of opinions as to which topic was over-
loaded, leads to the conclusion that more then point -per-minute
load is involved in contributing to the sense of overloading
that a rat.io listener might get. The fact that £3.a/j of the
listeners did not regard any of the programs as overloaded, when
actually they were deliberately overloaced by the script writer,
shows th. t motivational factors ana individual differences raay
actually reduce the impression of overloading.
..el/ fulness of the dummnries. Item 7 of ohe questionnaire
indie tea that 156 subjects or 96.4/s considered the summaries
helpful to them, while 5 persons or 5.6/3 did not consider the
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summaries to be of help to them. The overwhelming majority in
favor of the summaries is in agr ement with similar results in
the preliminary experiment. This is added evidence to bolster
the contention of good educational script writing practice that
a summary should be written into the script.
Opinion Concerning Broac casts of this experimental Type on
the Radio . In Item 9 of the questionnaire the subjects answered
the following question: "If you heard programs on the radio
similar to the radio recordings you heard in class, do you think
you would learn enough from them by hearing them once to make it
worth your listening?" To this question 119 subjects or 84.3$
said "yes", while 22 individuals or 15.7/u said ’no". In Item 10,
this question was asked; "Do you feel that programs of the type
you heard in the recordings should be put on the radio?" fhe
opinion on this question divided itself as follows: 88 persons
or 62.4/0 said "yes", while 55 subjects or 37.6$ said "no". It is
interesting but not surprising to note that 57.6$ of a group of
people definitely interested in psychology do not care to hear about
it at home over the radio at least in the form that the experimental
broadcasts took, Again is seen the attitude held by many; namely,
education at school and entertainment by radio, .ihen the 53 cases
who did not want broadcasts of this experimental type on the radio
were broken down into categories according to their answer in Item
9, it was found that 34 of the 53 cases or 64.2$ had answered that
item by saying they thought once could learn enough to make it
worthwhile from hearing a broadcast once over the radio. This fur-
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tiier adds evidence to the suspicion that the attitude "radio for
entertainment only" is at vork here.
Opinion Concerning broadcasts of this Experimental Type in the
Classroom . In Item 1 of the questionnaire, the experimental sub-
jects were asked to state their preference for one of the three fol-
lowing classroom procedures for teaching psychology: a) 'The conven-
tional live teacher; b) Recordings and transcriptions of radio pro-
grams or specially prepared educational scripts; and c) A combination
of teacher and recordings. iTo one in the group preferred the record-
ings alone. For the other two possible answers, the group divided
itself as follows: 43 persons or 30.5/b preferred the live teacher
alone, while 98 subjects or 69.5 /fe preferred the combination of live
teacher and r ecordings. Thus, the attitude toward the radio record-
ings was much more favorable when they were to be played back in the
classroom than when they were to be heard over the radio at home.
This again points toward the attitude of "radio for entertainment
only" at work in the thinking of the experimental population.
The questionnaire "Remarks" . 116 persons or 82.3>i of the ex-
perimental population wrote remarks ranging from three words to a
page and three quarters of material in the "Remarks" section of the
questionnaire. A careful analysis of the remarks revealed the fol-
lowing general statement to be true of every case: The remarks mere-
ly restated in the experimental subjects own words data which he or
she had already indicated in the body of the questionnaire. The "re-
marks" therefore revealed nothing new to be added to this report.
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Exceptions to the General Conclusion Concerning Retention and
Format . Before terminating the report on the findings of the main
experiment, record should be made of the exceptions to the princi-
pal finding that the highest retention scores were made in connec-
tion with the individual talk, intermediate retention scores in con-
nection with the dialogue, and lowest retention scores in association
with the dramatization. Although 110 persons or 78,0$ made their
highest retention score through the medium of the individual talk,
22 subjects or 15.6$ had the highest retention score by means of the
dialogue, and 9 individuals or 6.4/0 received the highest retention
score from the dramatization.
SUMMARY
1. The final population of the main experiment consisted of
141 adults ranging in age from 17 to 60 years inclusive, and ex-
hibiting a much better balance with respect to sex, age, years of
schooling and radio program preference than in the case of the popu-
lation of the preliminary experiment.
2. Utilizing a new series of improved recorded radio scripts,
the following procedure was carried out at weekly intervals: For
the first and second weeks all three experimental groups listened to
a "warm-up" broadcast followed by a recall test and a recognition
test. 'The third week each group listened to an individual talk, a
dialogue and a dramatization. All groups heard the same three topics
but in different formats. The format order was rotated from group to
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group. Following each broadcast a recall test and recognition test
was given, .after the three broadcasts and tests were completed, a
questionnaire was filled out by the subjects. Four weeks later an
unannounced retest was given by bonh the recall anc. recognition
methods, detention scores were computed as in the preliminary ex-
periment .
3. a statistical analysis of the results of the "warm-up"
tests shows the three experimental groups to be equated wich respect
to the combination of listening comprehension and immediate memory.
4. An analysis of the results of the immediate tests by the
recall and recognition methods led to the conclusion that immediate
retention scores are about the same for all three formats of a given
topic
.
5. The results of the retest showed that during the four week
forgetting period a differential in forgetting rate must have de-
veloped, for the mean retention scores were different. For 141 cases
by the recall method the mean retention scores were as follows: In-
dividual talk - 87. 6?*, dialogue - 75.6;*, and dramatization - 60.3>b.
By the recognition method the results were: Individual talk - 83.6,*,
dialogue - 74.9-/^, and dramatization - 66.0/e. All differences be-
tween the means are statistically significant. The sane trend was
exhibited wixhin each of the three experimental groups.
6. The product moment correlation between recall and recognition
scores yielded a coefficient of 0.4£ showing moderate correlation be-
tween the two types of scores. •
7. Both sexes showed the general trend in retention scores,
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receiving highest scores in the individual talk, intermediate scores
in the dialogue and lowest scores in the dramatization. iJ.though both
sexes did about equally as well in the individual talk and dialogue,
in the case of the dramatization the mean retention score of the women
by the recall method was 10.2$ better than that of the men. This dif-
ference was found to be statistically significant. The same trend was
revealed by the recognition method.
8. iige differences in retention within a given format were re-
vealed, the trend being an increase in retention score from 17 years
to a maximum in the 20 -29 year age group, followed by a slow decline
in retention in the older age groups. Each age group followed the
general inter-format trend in retention, i.e. best scores in the indiv-
idual talk, intermediate scores in the dialogue, and lowest scores in
the dramatization.
9. There was no reliable significant difference between single
and married subjects in retention. Both groups followed the general
inter-format retention trend.
10. An analysis of data broken down by number of years of school-
ing revealed: a) that the high school graduates and those with post
graduate training followed the general inter-format retention trend;
b) that those who were not high school graduates retained about equal-
ly as well by means of both the individual talk and the dialogue, but
this retention was superior to that of the dramatization; and 3) that
with increase in the number of years of schooling there was a concomi-
tant increase in retention from the individual talk
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11. A breakdown of data by occupational classifications, indicat-
ed that all classifications followed the general inter-format retention
trend. In the dramatization, the " Clerical and Sales" group retained
significantly better than the "Skilled" group. This difference is more
a sex difference than an occupational difference, for the Clerical and
Sales group had 77.8% women, while the "Skilled" group had 90.9% men.
12. an analysis of retention data classified by the amount of ten-
sion felt while listening to the broadcasts as reported by the subjects
yielded no significant differences between groups. The retention scores
for each group followed the general inter-format retention t rend.
13. actual retention when compared with stated preference for a
topic depended more on how efficient the format was than on whether or
not the topic was liked best.
14. actual retention when compared with stated preference for a
format depended more on how efficient the format was than on whether
the format was liked best. 31.9% liked the individual talk best; 27.7
%
liked the dialogue best; and 40.4/5 liked the dramatization best.
15. A comparison between the experimental subject's opinion as to
the format from which he learned the most and his actual retention
scores indicated that in most cases the subjects did not make an ac-
curate estimate as to which format contributed most to their learning.
16. a correlation betv/een the anticipated retention estimate and
actual retention yielded a coefficient of 0.23 indicating low positive
correlation
.
17. There was considerable variety of opinion on the part of the
experimental subjects as to which broadcast was overloaded with mater-
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ial despite the fact that the point-per-minute load was approximately
the same for all broadcasts.
18. The summaries near the end of the broadcasts were considered
helpful by 96.4$ of the experimental subjects.
19. Although 69.5% of the subjects were willing to have broadcasts
of the type in this experiment played back from transcription in the
classroom, only 62.4$ were in favor of having this type of broadcast on
the radio at home, despite the fact that this experimental population
was definitely interested in psychology.
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CHAPTER Y
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
The principal finding of this investigation (namely that for the same
material the individual talk format yields better retention results than
the dialogue which in turn leads to better results than the dramatization)
raises the question as to why this should be so* No new hypotheses are
necessary, as current psychological theory with respect to the process of
forgetting is adequate to explain this finding*
It is generally recognized in present day psychology that retroactive
inhibition along with its associated process of proactive inhibition plays
the main role in forgetting. The older theories of retroactive inhibition,
such as Lluller and Pilzecker’s (33) perseveration theory, De Camp’s (8)
transfer theory, and 'Webb’s (47) transfer and disruption hypotheses have
given way to the current organizational type of hypothesis* This type of
hypothesis has been streesed by B. Watson (46), Sisson (35,36), Swenson (41)
and Werner (48)
•
Sisson in 1938 experimented on the retroactive effect of an interpolated
list of material on a previous list of material* In one experiment (35) he
studied the effect of the associative value of nonsense syllables. In
another experiment (36) he studied the relative effect of serial and random
arrangement of words* He concluded that the more mutually isolated in terms
of intraserial integration the two learning activities are, the less the
retroactive inhibitory effect of the second learning on the first.
Werner (48) in 1947 experimented with the proactive inhibitory effect
of one list of words on a second list of words* He used an hypothesis
which was along the same lines as Sisson’s except that it was expressed in
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terms of Gestalt psychology* Werner hypothesized that a memory pattern,
in order to be stable and lasting, must have a strong boundary so that it
will stand out clearly from the general background of mental activity*
This is of course the Gestalt figure and ground concept* As the boundary
of the memory pattern becomes weaker, the tendency for the pattern to
de-differentiate or fuse with the background becomes greater, and hence
the pattern as a pattern tends to be lost to one's memory* As the
boundaries of two successive memory patterns become weaker, the two
patterns can interfere and intrude upon each other more easily* Werner
varied the boundary strength of his experimental series of words by altering
the number of repetitions and by varying the degree of inner connections
between the serial elements* He found that strong boundaries on the first
series of words inhibit these words from "escaping" and intruding on the
second series; also, strong boundaries on the first series of words lessen
the effect of this series upon the forgetting of the second series* These
two effects, Werner found, did not run entirely parallel and he explained
this discrepancy by postulating two different types of disturbance of the
memory traces; namely, competitive interference of discrete items and
de-differentiation of memory traces through the massing of items resulting
from intrusion*
We can see from the hypotheses of Sisson and Werner that the degree of
internal organization of a portion of material to be learned is a major factor
in determining how stable and lasting that material will be in our memories
as it competes with the disrupting influence of materials coming before
and after ito
Applying this principle to the structure of a radio broadcast, we
can see that although what will occupy the attention of a radio listener
before and after a broadcast is beyond the control of the radio script
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writer, the degree of internal organization of the script, or to use
Werner's terminology, the strength of the script's boundary is definitely
within the control of the script writer*
If we analyze the degree of internal organization of the scripts
used in this investigation, we note that the individual talk has the
strongest internal integration, the dramatization the weakest internal
organization, and the dialogue occupies a position intermediate between
the two aforementioned formats in strength of internal organization*
In the individual talk there is little or no extraneous material*
The subject matter is devoted primarily to presentation of the points and
their reinforcement* Point is joined to point by contiguity and whatever
logical sequence that inheres between the points* There are no changes of
voice or interruptions to ask questions, factors which would tend to set
up internal boundaries that would cut the whole pattern into pieces, thus
breaking down its internal organization as a unit as well as weakening its
external boundaries for proactive and retroactive inhibition to take their
toll* If the individual talk format can suffer from any weakness, it is
the possibility that massing of material through overloading may lead to
de-differentiation and thereby forgetting* But as far as internal organiz-
ation is concerned, the individual talk has the most coherent internal or-
ganization of the three formats*
an analysis of the dialogue's internal organization reveals an
alternation between presentation of points and moments of questioning*
The shifts in attention back and forth from voice to voice and from
positive statements to questions tend to produce an intermittent weakening
of the trend of organization of the essential points and thereby reduce
I
the strength of internal integration* Fortunately, this weakening is
not excessive, and sufficient strength of external boundary is maintained
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to render the dialogue quite efficient in stabilizing the memory trace
pattern, although not as efficient as the individual talk#
In the case of the dramatization format we find the least internal
organization of the three formats. First, we hare a block of dramatic
material which has Tery little to do with the l£-point outline of the
script. Then we have a trialogue dealing with the essential material.
This is followed by another short block of unessential material, after
which the script presents a final short dialogue dealing with essential
material. We have, then, four patterns within a pattern. The boundaries
between the four pat-ems are not strong enough to isolate the two blocks
of essential material resulting in mutual intrusion of material from block
to block — internal inhibition within the pattern, iiitual intrusion
between the two blocks of essential material is desirable because of the
reinforcement of essential points, but there is no good reason to believe
that only this type of constructive intrusion takes place, destructive
intrusion takes place not only within the total pattern, but the weakened
external boundary permits intrusion from outside the pattern.
If the structural design of the dramatization had been worked out to
completely dramatize the essential material, let us say by the situation
of a radio visit to an institution for the feebleminded, the resulting
script would have been broken down into more pieces than in the dramatiz-
ations actually used in this study. The pieces or scenes would have had
to be joined by transitions of either music, sound effects or transitional
lines. The scenes would have followed in rapid fire succession punctuated
by the transitions, although the organization would have been clear in the
script writer’s mind, in such a rapid fire presentation the listener would
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have found it rather difficult to form a clear stable picture of the
organization intended# There is good reason to believe that had a
completely dramatized script design of essential points been worked out
for the dramatization format, the retention scores would have been lower
than the scores obtained from the dramatizations of this study#
.although varying degrees of internal organization can be developed
in each of the three formats, due to the fundamental structural difference
between the three types of format, it is doubtful whether for the same
amount and kind of material, all three formats could be written with the
same degree of internal organization# If this be accepted as true, then
a differential in forgetting rate between formats should be expected in
accordance with the relative degree of internal organization#
It will remain for future research to determine whether this
theoretical claim is valid#
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CHAPTER VI
IN CONCLUSION
THE PROBLEMS OP THE STUDY AND THEIR ANSWERS
We may now return to the main problem and secondary problems of tills
study (listed in Chapter I) and give the answers to these problems insofar
as this study has yielded answers*
1* What effect, if any, has the program format of an educational
broadcast in promoting the retention of the subject matter of the program ?
answer: For the population and script materials of this study, after a
four week forgetting interval, higher retention scores were obtained from
the individual talk format than from the dialogue* The retention scores of
the dialogue, in turn, were higher than those of the dramatization* The
differences were statistically significant both by the recall and recognition
methods of retention measurement* (Note: This finding will be referred to
below as the general inter-format retention trend*)
2* are there any sex differences with respect to retention from one
format compared with another ¥ .answer : Yes* Although both sexes followed
the general interformat trend, in the case of the dramatization format, the
female population obtained significantly better retention scores than did
the male population after a four week forgetting interval* The immediate
retention scores for both sexes, however, were not significantly different*
S* Is there any association between marital status and superior
retention in a given format ¥ .answer : No* Both single and married ex-
perimental subjects followed the general inter-format retention trend*
4* Is there any association between number of years of schooling
and superior retention in a given format ¥ answer: Yes* The high school
graduates and those with post-graduate training followed the general
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inter-format retention trend* For the non-high school graduates, however,
individual talk retention scores were not significantly superior to the
dialogue scores, hut these two formats gave scores which were significantly
superior to those of the dramatization* Statistically significant differences
in the inter-group comparison of retention scores in the case of the in-
dividual talk revealed the trend that as years of schooling increased, there
was a concomitant increase in the retention scores from the individual talk
presentation* This trend was not true of the dialogue and dramatization
formats*
5* Is there any association between occupational status and superior
retention in a given format 7 Answer : No* All occupational groups followed
the general inter-format retention trend* An apparent superiority of the
Clerical and Sales group over the Skilled group in retention from the drama-
tization proved to be, on analysis, a sex difference rather than an occupation-
al difference*
6* To what extent does reported tension while listening to a broadcast
affect the retention of the subject matter or favor one format over another ?
Answer : There were no significant differences in retention scores between
groups reporting no tension or three varying degrees of tension* All
"tension classifications" followed the general inter-format retention trend*
7* Is liking a given program or format best, associated with highest
retention of that program or format 7 -answer : No* The factor of the
effectiveness of a format in premoting retention on the whole outweighed the
preference for a given topic or a given format, or the experimental subjects
opinion as to the format from which he learned the most, in determining
actual retention*
8* How does the listener’s prediction of his retention compare with
his actual retention 7 answer : The listener’s prediction of his retention
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on. the whole is considerably less than his actual retention. Correlation
of anticipated retention with actual retention yielded a low inverse
correlation coefficient for one population and a low positive correlation
coefficient for a second population*
9* How did the experimental subjects feel about having radio programs
such as used in this study put on the radio or used in the psychology
classroom ? answer : Despite the fact that the experimental subjects
were definitely interested in psychology, only 62.4$ favored these programs
for broadcast over the radio, and 69.5$ favored the use of the recorded
programs in the classroom.
LIMITATIONS OF THB STUDY
In considering the above findings, it is necessary to bear in mind
that as yet it is not known whether these findings apply to regular educa-
tional radio broadcasts listened to at home. It remains for future research
to determine this. The population, materials and conditions of this ex-
perimental investigation differ from ordinary home listening to educational
radio programs in the following ways:
1. The experimental groups had a bias for psychology, the field of
knowledge on which the broadcasts were based. This has the tendency to
probably increase motivation for more careful listening and better retention.
2* The classroom environment is not the same as the home environment
in terms of relaxation of the subjects. As Britt (3) points out, the
mental set of a person listening to the radio at home does not involve as
much effort as learning in the classroom does 0
3. The individuals were not comparatively alone, as at home, but in
a group situation. a result, circularity factors may have entered with
the possibility of social facilitation and rivalry which might improve
performance. On the other hand, if any of the subjects regarded their
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colleagues as an audience during the test process, there might have been
a reduction in recall efficiency as Burri (5) has shown*
4* Because the radio scripts were overloaded with material, the
massing of material would tend to reduce long range retention*
5* The knowledge that a test was to be given after each broadcast
was a motivating factor in probably somewhat improving learning and retention*
The practice effect of the immediate test also was a factor in retention
improvement* Although Remmers (22) showed that exemption from semester
examinations made little difference in the amount or quality of learning
of 1500 college students, Jones (19), Johnson (18) and Spitzer (59) found
that an immediate examination tended to improve learning whether by
motivation, practice, or both*
The abcve five deviations from the home listening situation, because
of experimental control, applied equally to all three formats in this study*
The inter-foimat comparison in retention scores can therefore justifiably
be made insofar as this experiment is concerned*
FURTHER RESEARCH STUDIES HEEDED
The investigation reported in this dissertation cannot be considered
more than introductory and exploratory* Before a definitive answer to the
problem of the effect of format on the long range retention of the content
of educational radio programs can be given, the following classifications
of research studies will have to be successfully completedj
1* The repetition of this study on other populations*
2* The modification of the technique of this study to get retention
scores at several successive forgetting intervals so that long range
forgetting curves for each format may be determined*
3* The repetition of this study with other script materials in various
fields of knowledge to detexmine whether, relatively, forgetting curves in
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a given format remain about the same or vary markedly as the field of
knowledge or specific topic is changed,
4. With scripts which have been matched and tested by the technique
of this study, the measurement of the relative inter-format retention
scores of listeners at home from these scripts, by
a. The arrangement for the broadcast of these scripts over a
small local radio station.
b. The obtaining of retention scores from listeners by offer-
ing premiums for the filling out of test papers distributed by
mail,
c. The obtaining of retention scores from classes of students
who have listened to the broadcasts at their respective homes,
d. The obtaining of retention scores from students’ relatives
by channeling test papers back and forth by way of the students.
When statistically reliable results have been obtained for all four
classifications of research studies enumerated above, it may be possible
to give a definitive answer to the question whether a given format pro-
motes or retards the long range retention of the material it presents by
way of radio
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APPENDIX A
OUTLINES, SCRIPTS AND TESTS
OP THE PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

SCRIPT OUTLINES - SERIES I
Topic X - Why We Learn
Part I
Improving learning methods
Conditioned behavior
Part II
Maturation
Motivation
association
Repetition
Feeling tone
Trial and error
Patterning
Terms: Conditioned response, Gestalt, insight
Names: Pavlov, Thorndike
Topic Y - Why We Forget
Part I
advantages of and control of forgetting
The course of forgetting and its significance
Part II
Disuse
Inhibit ion
Inadequate overlearning
Improper distribution of practice
Lack of meaningfulness
Emotional blocking
Dissociation
Terms: Retroactive inhibition, proactive inhibition,
dissociat ion
Names: Sbbinghaus, McGeogh
Topic A - Why We Laugh
Part I
Social effects of laughter
Individual and cultural differences in
laughter
Part II
Superior adaptation
Incongruity
Release from strained situation
Antidote to sympathy
Suddenness
Utilization of adrenal effects
Release of repressed impulses
Terms: Adrenin, blood glucose, toxin
Names : McDougall, Crile
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Topic B - Why We Lie
Part I
Nature of and types of lies
How we learn to lie
Part II
Fear - self-defense
Selfishness - aggressive greed
Loyalty
Revenge
Compensatory tendencies
Low ideals and standards
Cultural lies
Terms; Compensation, frustration, psychopathic personality
Names; 'William Stern, Charlotte Buhler
Topic C - Why ‘We Swear
Part I
Swearing as a habit
Borrowing of sanctity
Part II
Poverty of speech
Release of pent-up anger
Covering up for feeling of social inferiority
Verbalism
Sadism
Verbalized regression
Release of repressed desires
Teims; Verbalism, sadism, regression
Names; Adler, Freud
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WHY «E LSASN
Topic: X
Format : Individual Talk
Hello there,, ••This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on your
radio door again for another Psychology Chat with you 0 .And what shall we
chat about this time 1? Well, let’s see... •Let us discuss the subject:
"Why We Learn"*
You know, learning is one thing you are doing right along. The
largest part of your personality is the result of learnings The way you
do things, the way you think about things, the choices and decisions you
make. ...all these stem from learning which goes on "from the cradle to
the grave "o
When we talk about learning, we don’t mean just the kind where a
person decides upon what he i3 going to learn, studies it with concentrated
effort, is tested on it, and then perhaps reviews it to keep what has been
learned fresh in his mind* Besides this planned intentional learning, vhen
we talk about learning we also mean what is known as incidental learning#
By incidental learning we mean the things we pick up on the side while either
learning something else or doing something else. The greatest part of our
learning in life is the incidental kind where we unintent ionally and some-
times even unconsciously learn things while engaged in the various activities
of everyday life*
Now we all know that the ability to learn is not the same in all
people* But what a lot of people don’t know is that they haven’t developed
their learning ability to its fullest extent* We even have to learn to
learn, that is we have to acquire good efficient methods of learning, and
many people haven’t taken the trouble to acquire the best possible learning
methods* They assume that their present learning ability is the best that
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nature has endowed them with* Well it is true that nature has placed
certain limits on our learning ability. ••one limitation for example is
our intelligence. By intelligence we mean our inborn capacity to make
adequate adjustments to problems in everyday life 0 a person with a
greater amount of intelligence has a greater capacity for developing good
learning and memory habits than let us say a moron who has a limited
amount of intelligence* However, even a moron has a definite capacity for
learning, though it may be limited* You might find that in the case of
two morons with the same intelligence, one has a greater apparent learning
ability than the other because he has acquired better learning methods than
the other even within his lower than average limits of intelligence*
Similarly, with people of average or high intelligence, sane are found that
have developed their learning habits to the fullest possible extreme within
the limits of their intelligence, while other with high intelligence are
occasionally found to be inefficient learners*
One’s health is also a factor which sets a limit to learning ability.
It has been shown that poor vision, poor hearing; infections in the tonsils,
adenoids, ears, appendix, teeth, and sinuses; improper functioning of the
glands; prolonged indulgence in alcohol and drugs; and chronic conditions
of fatigue are all factors which decrease learning ability. So any person
who is a victim of one or more of these conditions should take steps to
remedy them, if he wishes to improve his learning ability*
Thus it can be seen that many of us can become better learners than
we are, if we keep ourselves in the best possible health and work at the job
of developing more efficient learning habits*
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One of the most interesting types of experimentation that has been
carried out in the study of the learning process is known as conditioning#
One of the outstanding experimenters in this field is the Russian physio-
logist, Pavlov, who carried out many successful conditioning experiments
with dogs* Conditioning is a process where a situation, object, or event
becomes associated with some response which a person has already learned
to make to some other situation, object, or event* For example, a baby
ordinarily makes a fear response at aloud sound, but does not respond with
fear when a piece of fur is presented to it* Each time a loud sound is
made, the baby responds with fear 0 Supposing each time the loud sound is
made the piece of fur is presented to the baby at the same time. Of course
the baby responds with fear each time, but supposedly because of the loud
soundo After a few trials however, if just the piece of fur is presented to
the baby, the baby responds with fear* So a new object, a piece of fur has
become associated with an old response, being afraid* Thus conditioning has
taken place, and the response to the new object is called a conditioned
response, which, in the case of our example, is being afraid of a piece of
fur# Numerous experimenters have produced all sorts of conditioned responses
in various animals, as well as in human infants, children and adults# Some
psychologists feel that all our learning amounts to a series of conditionings,
where we associate old reactions or responses to new situations, objects or
events* Although it is true that much of our learning can be explained by
the idea of conditioning, there are types of instantaneous learning as well
as learning involving the sudden seeing of relationships between things
or groups of things* These types of learning are not so readily explained
by the conditioning process*
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So thus far we see that learning ability, is a habit which can be
developed to the greatest possible efficiency within the limits set by
such factors as intelligence and health, ... *and that learning can in
many cases be explained by the experimentally demonstrated idea of
conditioning* Now we come to the point where we look for some of the
other reasons why we learn# In the time we have remaining in this
Psychology Chat, let us consider seven other reasons why we learn* But
first let us pause for thirty seconds for a few words from our announcer.
•Veil now, let us see****We were about to examine seven reasons why
people learn*
Fundamental to all learning is the process of maturation# an
individual cannot learn unless his brain and nervous system has matured
to the point where it can learn a particular skill or idea* For example,
any amount of training of a one month old infant to walk or talk is wasted
and without successful results* Why?*** .Because the brain and nervous system
of a one month old baby has not matured sufficiently to mentally control
the muscles involved in walking or talking* So one of the reasons why we
learn is that there is adequate maturation in the learner for the material
or skill to be learned*
Another reason why we learn is because there is adequate motivation*
Experiments have shown that when a person is interested in what he is going
to learn and intensely wants to learn it, that learning takes place much
more rapidly and effectively than when there are no motives pushing the
person on* It’s true that we learn a lot of things we don’t care about,
but these things are learned only after much drill and repetition*
Our next explanation for learning is an old one, for it dates back
to the Greek philosophers in the era before Christ* The explanation in
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question is called association# When two or more ideas, events, objects
or situations occur at the same time, or in the same place, or are
s imi lar, or are in contrast, then there is a tendency for these ideas,
objects, or situations to become linked together or associated in the mind#
Later on, when one of these ideas or objects comes to our attention, there
is a tendency for us to recall to mind the other ideas or objects linked
with it* Common examples are two plus two brings to mind four, or red,
white, and blue brings to mind the United States Flag* There is no doubt
but what a lot of our learning is based on the idea of association, and a
careful analysis of the idea of conditioning, which was discussed a few
moments ago, will show that it is also a form of association*
another feason for learning is repetition* Commonly mentioned in
psychology is the so-called Law of Exercise* This law states that the
more often two or more objects, ideas or situations are associated together
in the mind, the stronger the mental bonds between them become, and the
greater is the tendency for the occurrence of one of them to recall to
mind the others* Nov/ we know from everyday life how often we use forms
of repetition such as practice, drill and review in order to learn.
However, repetition doesn’t always guarantee learning and from time to
time we learn without repetition because of strong motivation or because
of the vividness of what we are learning* But repetition is nevertheless
important to most learning.
The factor of feeling tone also is a reason for learning* Thorndike,
one of the pioneer psychologists in the experimental study of learning,
attached a great deal of importance to the so-called law- of Effect*
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This law states that satisfying results strengthen while annoying results
weaken the bonds between the objects, ideas or situations associated
together. This law is partly true, for we tend to learn and remember
things learned under pleasant conditions more readily than those under
unpleasant conditions. But we do learn, and sometimes very effectively,
things learned under unpleasant conditions. It might be more accurate to
say that we tend to learn pleasant or unpleasant things more readily than
neutral things because of the added motivation furnished by the pleasantness
or unpleasantness.
Still another cause of learning is trial-and-error. When we don't
see the total picture behind a situation we are trying to learn or a problem
we are trying to solve, we use trial-and-error with the hope that one of
our trials will be successful. The unsuccessful trials don , t make as
much of an impression on our memory as the successful trials, and once
the successful trial has been found, the pleasantness associated with
success plus the repetition of the successful situation tends to strengthen
it in our memory for recall and future use. Trial-and-error does not occur
just in learning skills such as for example touch typewriting, but there
can be trial-and-error in the mind, that is trial-and-error in our thinking
till a correct solution is found in our minds even though we do nothing with
our hands while figuring the problem out mentally.
The final explanation for learning that we will consider is patterning.
This is based on the fundamental idea of a school of German psychologists
called the Gestalt school. A Gestalt is the German word for a configuration
or pattern* According to these psychologists, the mind doesn't just string
together ideas and objects by associative bonds, but rather tends to
organize objects and ideas into a total pattern or configuration. The
constant tendency of the mind is to organize thoughts and ezperiences
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of our environment into configurations or perceivable unitary patterns
in which we see the relationship of all parts to each other and to the
total pattern* Learning, according to the Gestalt psychologists, is a
process of organizing our inner thoughts and outer experiences into
complete meaningful patterns* They further state that we carry out
mental activity called insight in which the elements of a situation are
organized into a meaningful total pattern* You know how at times when
you are trying to figure out some situation, and you are not using trial-
and-error, suddenly you say, ".dha, I see through it”* Something suddenly
snaps and you see the whole thing. This ".aha", this something that just
snaps without preliminary trial-and-error is the operation of insight.
Suddenly you organize into a meaningful total pattern what was a fraction
of a moment ago just a jumble of unrelated parts. It is obviously true
that some types of learning are explainable by this theory of the
Gestalt psychologists.
Well....my time is almost up.... so let's take a quick look at what
we heve discussed. 'We saw that learning ability is a habit which can be
developed to the greatest possible efficiency within the limits set by
such factors as intelligence and health* We also considered eight ex-
planations for learning: One... .conditioning, where an object or exper-
ience becomes associated with some response which a person has already
learned to make to some other object or experience resulting in a conditioned
response, and we mentioned Pavlov as a pioneer in experiments with condition-
ing; reason two. .. .adequate maturation of the learner; three..
. .suitable
motivation; four....association; five. • ..repetition or practice; six**'
••emotional tone of the material to be learned such as satisfaction and
annoyance; and we mentioned Thorndike as one who emphasized the importance
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of satisfaction for effect ive learning; seven* *.otrial-and-error; and
finally eight. ..^patterning, where learning consists of foming a
Gestalt or meaningful unitary pattern from disconnected thoughts or
experiences through the mental activity of insight, which enables us
to organize these patterns in our thinking and memory*
Oh*..*Qh*..*Time t s up...*so this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying "So long" till we chat again*
.
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WHY WE FORGET
Topic I Y
Format: Individual Talk
Hello there* . • .This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on
your radio door again for another Psychology Ghat with you. And what
shall we chat about this time? Well, let’s see Let us discuss the
subject: "Why We Forget ",
Last time when we were discussing "Why We Learn'* you will recall
that we said that learning was something we were doing right along from
the cradle to the grave. Well ....the same holds true for forgetting.
We are forgetting a great deal of what we learn right along also. Some
people are very unhappy about the fact that they forget so much; they
wish that they would not forget at all. But it is a good thing that
nature has constructed us in such a manner that we forget as much as
we do. Just try to imagine the situation we would be in if we forgot
nothing. Think of the mass of useless details, past mistakes, and
unpleasant incidents we would be remembering. It is just as well that
we forget all but the important useful things that we need in our every-
day lives, ^nd,.,,if it should happen that we forget something for
which we have need, then all we have to do is relearn it by review,
and the relearning will take less time than it did to first learn the
thing forgotten to the same degree of thoroughness.
Forgetting goes on whether we like it or not, but we can decrease
the degree to which we forget in certain ways. For example, we can
improve the efficiency of our learning methods. If we learn more
thoroughly, we do not forget as quickly, tfe can also review. Review
is the best antidote to overcome forgetting. Also we can keep ourselves
in the best of physical health with good eyesight, alert senses, and a
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"clear head"* Physical health is conducive to efficient learning
and therefore slower forgetting* ITurther, we can keep ourselves in
good mental health by avoiding as much as possible such conditions
as worry, anxiety, nervousness, emotional conflicts, and the like*
Poor mental health renders one*s learning habits inefficient and
therefore one*s forgetting goes on the increase*
We sometimes wonder whether it is better to be a fast learner or
a slow learner* Well, experiments show that the fastest learners are
the slowest forgetters, while the slow learners are fast forgetters.
So it is most desirable to become as fast a learner as possible within
the limitations set by our physical health and intelligence. Becoming a
fast learner is simply a matter of learning to acquire the most efficient
learning methods possible*
On an average, how rapidly do we forget? Well, a psychologist by
the name of Ebbinghaus carried out an elaborate series of learning
experiments back in the 1880*3 and worked out the first curves of
learning and forgetting* The general trend of his curves of learning
and forgetting has been verified by many experimenters since then* A
learning curve starts out with a rapid upward rise signifying extremely
rapid learning* Then the curve levels off for a while and even though
the learner continues to practice, his learning does not improve* Then
the curve shoot3 up again, and again there is improvement with practice
but not at quite as fast a rate as in the beginning* after this second
upward rise the curve levels off again and fran then on there is no
further improvement with practice* .. .the learner has reached his limit*
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In the ease of seme types of learning there may be a third upward rise
and a third leveling off. lion- how does a forgetting curve go? ./ell...
it’s just the inverse of a learning curve.... it goes in the opposite
direction. Just as in the learning curve there is a very rapid upward
rise in the beginning, in a forgetting curve there is a very rapid
downward drop in the beginning after which the curve tapers off to a
slow loss and gradually approaches zero but never quite reaches it.
For example in one of Ebbinghaus’s typical forgetting curves . . • .at the
end of 20 minutes the learner had forgotten 42/S of what he learned, at
the end of an hour he had forgotten 56 ;j, at the end of a day he had
forgotten 66/&, at the end of 6 days 75>o had been forgotten, while at
the end of 31 days 79 -p was forgotten. Put in a different way.,.. at the
end of 20 minutes 42><> was forgotten; in the next 40 minutes only 14/a
more was forgotten; in the next 25 hours just 10;-a more was forgotten;
in the next 5 days only 9 °jo more was forgotten; and in the next 30 days
just 4$ more was forgotten. Thus it can be seen that the loss due to
forgetting is -tremendous during the first day.. ..about two thirds of
what we have learned; from than on we forget at an increasingly slower
rate. ¥/e shouldn’t become alarmed at this big initial forgetting loss
for it gives us a chance to forget the needless details; and, if the
learning has been efficient, the important useful points remain. If
they should be forgotten, they can easily be regained by review. Sim-
ilarly, in learning a skill like for example playing the piano, the
big initial forgetting loss eliminates the mistakes and useless finger
movements, while the more accurate successful movements are retained by
the hand and finger muscles.

:c7
In certain types of learning it has heen found that the forget-
ting curve does ntt tahe a drop in the teginning out rather takes a
temporary rise ani then drops. In other words, instead of forgettitg
setting in, the person's nano ry inproTes temporarily without extern-
al practice before forgetting starts. Ihis interesting temporary ris9
in the forgetting curve is called reniniscence, and it occurs only in
certain types of learning.
So thus far ¥e see that forgetting is something that takes place
in spite of us cut is valuable in eliminating -useless oetails in our
thoughts as well as past mistakes in our skills, ^nd ts hare also
seen that the greatest loss in forgetting occurs during the first day
after learning stops and then tapers off gradually with tira, except
in these cases where we find reminiscence. 27ow we cone to the point
where we look for acos of the reasons why we forget. In the tine re-
maining in this Psychology Chat, let us consider seren reasons why we
forget. But first, let us pause for 50 seconds for a few words from
our announcer.
loll, now, let us see.... we were about to examine seven reasons
why people forget.
The oldest reason given for forgetting is disuse. Something that
we don’t use, something that we don’t practice just dies out in our
memory. This seems to be borne out by forgetting curves which show
that as time goes on we remember progressively less and less. II sus
e
has been given as a reason for forgetting for many years.
But a more important reason has been demonstrated experimentally
to show why forgetting takes place. It is called inhibition or inter-
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ference. Supposing we learn something, and iinaediately afterward we
start learning something else. Our new learning has a tendency to
"mess up" the first learning which is still in the process of sort of
getting set in our mind. The second learning, then, interferes with
or inhibits the first learning. Since this inhibition is working in a
backward direction it is called retroactive inhibition. Also, the
first learning interferes with or inhibits the second learning to some
extent. Since the inhibition works in this case in a forward direc-
tion, it is called proactive inhibition, jixperiments show that retro-
active inhibition has a greater effect in producing forgetting than
proactive inhibition. It has been proven experimentally that some-
thing learned just before one goes to sleep is better remembered than
the same thing learned during waking hours. The reason, of course, is
that during sleep there is less than normal activity going on in the
mind and therefore there is less retroactive inhibition acting on what
has been learned before going to sleep. Of the numerous experimenters
who have worked on retroactive inhibition, the psychologist McGeogh has
carried out perhaps the most extensive series of experiments on the
subject. He strongly feels that retroactive inhibition and not disuse
is the main cause of forgetting.
A third reason that may be advanced for forgetting is inadequate
overlearning. Just enough learning to produce only one recitation of
the thing learned is called threshold learning. When we study and
learn more than is necessary for just one recitation of the thing
learned we are engaging in overlearning. Normally we must overlearn
considerably if we are to remember what is learned for any ]e ngth of
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time. So inadequate overlearning tends to produce more rapid for-
getting.
Still a fourth reason for forgetting is improper distribution of
practice. For the most efficient remembering, experiments have shown
that practice time should be distributed as much as possible. For ex-
ample, if 120 minutes are to be spent on practice or study of some-
thing, studying the 120 minutes all at once produces the most forget-
ting, studying 20 minutes a day for six days produces less forgetting,
studying 10 minutes twice a day for six days produces still less for-
getting, and so on. So if a lot of forgetting has taken place in a
given situation, it may have been caused by insufficient distribution
of practice time over a long enough period. It is well known by stu-
dents that cramming for examinations in long study sessions, although
it helps to refresh one’s memory on the material for immediate use in
the examination, does not make for remembering the material for very
long after the examination. The cause is of course inadequate dis-
tribution of study periods.
Forgetting is frequently helped along because the material learned
lacks meaningfulness. Numerous experiments have shown that with the
same amount of study, non-meaningful material is forgotten more readily
than meaningful material. If a person spends an hour memorizing a
poem in English and an hour memorizing a poem of the same length in
Turkish, he will no doubt forget what he has learned of the Turkish
poem more rapidly than what he has learned of the English poem, that
is if the person does not understand Turkish. That is why people when
learning unrelated material try to organize the material into meaning-
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ful related patterns such as little poems like "’Thirty days hath
September, April, June and November. • • • " to remember the number of
days in each month.
Another reason for forgetting is emotional blocking. Very fre-
quently, because of general emotional excitement, we can’t remember
something. We are asked a question, and seem to have the answer on
the tip of our tongue, yet we can’t quite recall it. Later when the
emotional excitement subsides, we remember the answer. How often,
because of this emotional blocking, students have been prevented from
recalling the answers to questions during the general emotional ex-
citement of an examination! And how often has emotional blocking
caused a young lover about to propose marriage to his girl friend to
completely forget his carefully prepared speech! Worry, anxiety, fear
or anger also frequently cause people to fail to recall something for
the time being due to emotional blocking.
The seventh and final reason for forgetting that we shall con-
sider is dissociation resulting in amnesia. Amnesia is the apparent
loss of a whole section of a person’s memory. Sometimes it is caused
by an injury to the brain. But more frequently it is the result of
the stress of intense emotional conflict. A person becomes so dis-
gusted with, or afraid of a certain portion of his life experience,
that in mental self-defense, he causes it to be split off from the
rest of his consciousness, and thus causes it to be conveniently for-
gotten. We call this splitting off process dissociation. Amnesia is
not due to a temporary emotional blocking, but is due to the emotional
splitting off of a portion of consciousness for a more or less extended

Ill
period of time. Since amnesia is not real forgetting but is rather
apparent forgetting, the amnesia ends when the emotional stress sub-
sides either because of psychiatric treatment, or the passage of time,
or an intense emotional shock.
Well... .My time is almost up, so let’s take a quick look at what
we have been discussing. We saw that forgetting is something that
takes place in spite of us, but that it can be counteracted to some
extent by more efficient learning habits. And we also saw that the
greatest loss due to forgetting, as indicated by the forgetting curves
of the pioneer memory investigator Ebbinghaus, occurs during the first
day and then the forgetting rate gradually tapers off with time. We
considered seven reasons why we forget: one. .. .disuse; two.... inhibi-
tion, both retroactive inhibition where the interference of a second
learning works backward on a first learning, and proactive inhibition
where the interference of a first learning works forward on a second
learning.. ..and retroactive inhibition was extensively investigated as
you will recall, by the psychologist McGeogh; three. . ..inadequate over-
learning; four. .. .improper distribution of time for practice or study;
five. .. .insufficient meaningfulness of the learning material; six....
emotional blocking; and finally seven. .. .dissociation, which is the
splitting off of an emotionally unwelcome portion of one’s memory from
the rest of one’s consciousness producing a state known as amnesia.
Oh....Oh....Time’s up....So this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying ”So long” till we chat again.
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WHY WE LAUGH
Topic: A
Format : Individual Talk
Hello there* •••This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on
your radio door again for another Psychology Chat with you....And what
shall we chat about this time? Well, let’s see....Let us discuss the
subject: "Why We j-,augh".
You know, we don’t often think about it,... .but have you ever won-
dered how many times a day people in this world laugh. Oh-h-h-h....
I bet it runs into the ’’zillions" for the two and a quarter billion
people who live on this earth of ours.
Well wh3r do people laugh so much anyway? It must serve some use-
ful purpose or people wouldn’t be laughing as much as they do. Psychol-
ogists tell us that everyday. .. .every minute, we are faced with prob-
lems and conflicts that we have to solve, if we are to feel reasonably
happy. The activity which we carry out to solve our problems is called
adjustment. So, if we are faced with a problem, occasionally we adjust
to the problem by laughing.
Now laughter is mainly a form of social behavior. . ..that is, laugh-
ter is something we do in the presence of other people. If we notice
someone laughing while walking down the street by himself, we become
rather suspicious that maybe he is a little bit on the "balmy side".
Because laughter is social, it tends to be contagious. One person
laughing can gradually get a whole group to laugh. Experiments have
shown that large groups of people can be worked into violent fits of
laughter by simply allowing the groups to listen to phonograph records
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of a heartily laughing man. Radio comedians prefer to work in front
of live audiences so that radio listener^ at home will be stimulated
to laughter not just by the joke itself, but by the joke and the sound
of the laughter of the studio audience responding to the joke. The
radio listener thus gets the social effect of being a part of the laugh-
ing audience ana laughs mere readily.
We don’t often think about it, but laughter is a very powerful
means of social control. Many people would rather take a physical beat-
ing than be ridiculed or laughed at in the presence of their friends.
Ridicule hurts the pride of most people, and to avoid being laughed at,
most people are willing to follow many of the rules and fashions of so-
ciety as dutifully as if they were watched over by a policeman. In the
case of some people, they can be more effectively controlled by threat
of ridicule than by threat of a policeman.
But laughter is not just a means of social control. We don’t just
laugh at. people, we also laugh with people. So laughter doesn’t just
control individuals, but it also tends to produce a feeling of social
fellowship which other socializing devices frequently find it hard to
equal. Laughter has a relaxing and mellowing effect, and when a whole
group of people laugh at and enjoy the same thing, the relaxec. and mel-
lowed feeling pervading the group produces a common bond of fellowship
and mutual cooperation that is very desirable from a social point of
view.
That people regard laughter as an important means of social adjust-
ment is evidenced by the fact that in everyday life people frequently
resort to the use of feigned, non-genuine laughter. How often we find
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folks using make-believe laughter to maintain social position, to
appear interested in something one doesn’t care about, and to avoid
being conspicuous or discourteous! And.. ..how frequently people use
non-genuine laughter to oover up for one’s lack of understanding of a
situation so as not to appear stupid, to laugh off an insult, or to
cover up pain. By laughing at ourselves we beat others to the punch
in laugiiing at us, and thus we "save face" and stave off embarassment.
In a given situation not everyone will laugh to the same extent.
Laughter can vary from a slight twitching at the corners of the mouth
on the one extreme to holding the belly and rocking back and forth
violently while making assorted loud noises on the other extreme.
Whether a person will laugh at all, or to what extent the pe rson will
laugh. depends on many factors: The person’s state of health; whether
he is tired or not; what his temporary mood is (that is, is he a gloomy,
grouchy type or a happy-go-lucky, gay type)
;
how he reacts to sudden-
ness (that is, does he react to suddenness with fear or anger, or does
he react with a playful laugh)
;
how socialized is he (good mixers laugh
more readily than the solitary, hermit type)
;
to what race and religion
does he belong, and with what causes has he strong sympathy (jokes at
the expense of one’s own race or religion, or at the expense of a cause
with which we strongly sympathize are always less funny than other
jokes, or are frequently not funny at all) . Besides these factors there
are other conditions which affect the degree of laighter. For example
whether one is a man or a woman.... jokes at the expense of men are fun-
nier to women than to men, and the opposite situation also holds true.
Age is also a factor....a person’s idea of what is funny changes as his
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age increases. The cultural group one was brought up in is another fac-
tor....what is funny to a Northerner is not always funny to a Southerner,
the reverse situation also being true. Yi/hat is funny to a citizen cf the
United States is not likely to be funny to a group of African natives,
Chinese peasants, or Arctic eskimos.
So thus far we have seen that laughter is a form of social behavior
which is both controlling and socializing, and that whether or not and
to what extent a person will laugh in a given situation will depend on
the individual’s personality, age, sex and the groups in which he was
brought up and educated. ...Now we come to the point where we look for the
specific reasons why people laugh. Biere is no one theory which adequate-
ly explains all laughter. A number of theories have been brought for-
ward which explain why we laugh in certain types of situations. Let us
consider seven of the more common theories which explain why we laugh.
But first, let us pause for 30 seconds for a few words from our announcer.
Well, now, let us see....We were about to examine seven of the more
important explanations as to why people laugh.
Experimental surveys and analyses of humor diaries seem to agree
that the most common type of humor is that which results from the feeling
of elation we get when we feel superior to someone else in a certain situ-
ation. For example, we laugh when we see someone slip on a banana peel,
or when someone makes a dumb mistake. Why?. . ..because we feel better off
than the person sprawling on the floor or the person who pulled the boner.
As a result of this feeling of superiority we feel elated and laugh*
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The second most frequent type of humor is that which results from
incongruity. We say that two things, or ideas, or events are incon-
gruous when the two do not match, when one is out of place with respect
to the other. We would certainly laugh if a dignified college professor
in the midst of a complicated scientific explanation began to do the
boogey-woogey. nnd why. .. .because two things which don’t match, which
are out of place with respect to each other, are put together, and when
we see this incongruity, we laugh.
Laughter is frequently caused by release from a strained situation.
A person advances toward you menacingly, his hands approach your body
apparently to do you harm. As his hands touch your body, he merely
tickles you. You laugh. Why?....because there has been a quick re-
lease from a strain or preparation for danger which has unconsciously
built up in you. Then again, you listen attentively to an apparently
serious anecdote which the speaker is developing with great gravity.
As he reaches the climax, his story suddenly goes from the sublime to
the ridiculous. The strain which gradually built up within you as you
approached the climax of the story was released when you suddenly saw
there was no reason for building up the strain in the first place. You
will note that laughter produced by release from a strained situation
also depends to some extent on the factor of incongruity.
An interesting explanation for laughter is one advanced by the
psychologist, McDougall. He states that laughter is an antidote to
sympathy. He believes that we have an instinctive tendency to sympa-
thize with people and that we would wear ourselves out in the process
of sympathizing. So we laugh in order to prevent ourselves from sym-
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pathizing with people in unfortunate situations.
Still another explanation for laughter is the factor of sudden-
ness or unexpectedness. This factor pervades all the other explana-
tions for laughter. A situation tends to be funny only if the factor
in the situation which causes the laughter comes upon us suddenly or
unexpectedly.
A rather interesting physiological explanation for laughter is
based on the following idea: It has been known for some time that
when we are faced with a situation provoking fear or anger, two glands
mounted on top of our kidneys called the adrenal glands secrete a pow-
erful chemical substance known as adrenin into the bloodstream. This
adrenin has the power to prepare the entire body for violent self-pro-
tective action. For example, it causeslarge amounts of blood glucose,
a blood sugar, to be released into the blood stream. This blood glu-
cose is the chemical fuel which operates our muscles. If the situation
is such that there is no need for violent muscular action, the blood
sugar and other specially secreted chemicals left unused in the blood
tend to change into toxins. A toxin is a substance which is harmful,
poisonous or depressing to the body. Crile, the physiologist, suggests
the interesting theory that laugh provoking situations contain emotional
elements in them which stimulate the adrenal glands to prepare the body
for violent action. But when it is seen that the humorous situation
doesn’t amount to anything really fearful or ai ger-provoking, the body
automatically begins to laugh in order touse up the chemical fuel and
other substances specially secreted into the blood stream for the occa-
sion. By using up these substances through laughter, the substances
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are prevented from turning into chemicals which are toxic or harmful
to the body.
The final explanation for laughter which we will consider is the
idea that laughter is a disguised means of releasing repressed emotions.
The theory of psychoanalysis claims that all the inner impulses and de-
sires which people have which are not sanctioned by society or our con-
science, are pushed down or repressed into the unconscious part of our
mind and are never allowed to come back to our conscious mind except in
a disguised unrecognizable form. Society has set up various restric-
tions in connection with our sex desires, and as a result many aspects of
our sex desires have been pushed down into the unconscious. So some of
this sex energy comes back to the conscious mind in the disguised form
of not only telling sexual jokes and so-called dirty stories, but also
heartily laughing at these jokes and stories. Then too. .. .society does
not approve of our beating up or injuring people we dislike or hate. So
these desires are also pushed down into the unconscious. But our dis-
likes and hates are allowed back into the conscious part of our mind in
the disguised form of ridiculing the victims of oir dislike and subject-
ing them to the discomfort of derisive laughter. So laughter, then is
frequently a disguised means of releasing oir repressed emotions in a
form acceptable to society and our conscience.
Well, my time is almost up so let’s take a quick look at what we
have discussed. We saw that laughter is a form of social behavior both
controlling and socializing, and that whether or not and to what extent
a person will laugh in a given situation will depend on the individual’s
personality, age, sex, and the groups in which he was brought up or
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educated. We considered seven more or less overlapping explanations as
to why we laugh: one....because of a feeling of elation due to a feel-
ing of superior adaptation; two. . ..because we perceive an incongruity,
where one thing, idea, or event seems out of place with respect to the
other; three. ...because we are released from a strained situation; four
....because, as McDougall has suggested, we laugh to prevent ourselves
from sympathizing with the victim of the humorous situation; five....
because of the factor of suddenness or unexpectedness; six. .. .because,
as Crile ha3 suggested, by laughing we use up the blood glucose, a mus-
cular fuel, and other substances poured into the blood stream under the
influence of adrenin, a powerful energizing substance, and thus prevent
these substances from turning into toxins which are substances harmful
and depressing to the body; and finally seven....because laughter can
be a disguised means of releasing repressed emotions, such as sex im-
pulses and feelings of hostility toward people.
Oh....oh....Time’s up... .So this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying "So long " till we chat again.
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WHY WE LIE
Topic : B
Format: Individual Talk
Hello there....This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on
your radio door again for another Psychology Chat with you....And
what shall we chat about this time? Well, let's see....Let us discuss
the subject: "Why We Lie".
You know, we don't often think about it, but have you ever won-
dered how many times a day people in this vrorld tell a lie. Oh-h-h-h
I bet it runs into the "zillions" for the two and a quarter billion
people who live on this earth of ours. One psychologist, after making
a survey of lying, claims that one person in four lies faster than he
tells the truth.
Well, why do folks do so much lying anyway? It must serve some
useful purpose or people wouldn’t be lying so much. Psychologists tell
us that everyday, every minute, we are faced with problems and conflicts
that we have to solve, if we are to feel reasonably happy. The activity
which we carry out to solve our problems is called adjustment. So, if
we are faced with a problem, occasionally we adjust to the problem by
lying. Now don't get me wrong. ...I'm not claiming that we can make good
adjustments by lying. I am simply indicating that many people find ly-
ing to be a useful method of adjustment, whether it be good or bad. Of
course adjustment based on lying is only temporary, and sooner or later
the person will find the lie catching up with him, which will set up a
new problem for adjustment, and the new problem will be even more diffi-
cult to adjust to than the earlier one because of the complications in-
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troduced by the unreality of the previous lie.
Well, what is a lie anyway? You know.... it isn’t so easy to de-
fine a lie because truth is a relative thing. .. .that is, it varies
with time and place. What may have been true in a given situation at
one time, may no longer be true today. What may be considered true in
a given situation in one group of people, may be considered false by
another group of people. Also, people are sometimes forced by external
circumstances of a social nature to lie against their will. In that
case, are they really lying? Then again, people sometimes lie with
perfectly good intentions such as for example to keep a surprise party
secret. Would that be a lie? So you see, it isn’t so easy to define a
lie. William Stern has given a definition of a lie which ranks among
the best definitions. He states that a lie, to be a real lie, must
have three elements in it. First, there must be consciousness of fal-
sity, that is the person must actually be aware that he is making a
false statement. Secondly, there must be intentional deception, that
is the person must mean to deceive and want to lie. And thirdly, there
must be a distinct purpose in view, that is the person must have a motive
for falsifying his statements.
Now there are different ways ih which a person can lie: First, he
may give actual false information either orally or in writing. Secondly,
he may distort and twist true information by such techniques as exaggera-
tion or understatement or remodelling the truth. Thirdly, he may conceal
information by such techniques as intentional silence, evasion or denial.
And fourthly, the person may state the truth but may phrase it in such a
way as to mislead the listener into arriving at a false conclusion.
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Well, •••now that we have defined a lie and have considered four
ways in which people may lie, let’s stop a moment to consider the vari-
ous types of lies that occur in everyday life. Different students of
the lying problem have classified lies in different ways. But here’s
a classification of lies by Charlotte Buhler that ranks among the best.
She divides lies into three classes: the social lie, the asocial lie,
and the antisocial lie. The social type of lie is one where the pur-
pose of the lie is to help soneone else. The asocial lie is a type of
lie which is dictated by personal needs, but there is no intent to harm
anyone else. The antisocial lie is one inspired by self-interest where
the liar doesn’t care if the lie happens to harm somebody else or in-
tentionally wants the lie to hurt some other person. So we have social,
asocial, and antisocial kinds of lies.
Now, how do we get to lie? Well. .. .lying like a lot of other forms
of behavior is a learned habit, and the development of this habit usual-
ly starts in childhood. Children learn not just what they’re told, but
more often they learn to do what they see others do, especially if
these other people are individuals that the child respects and thinks a
lot of. So parents who lie in the presence of their children automatic-
ally teach their children to lie. If brothers and sisters lie a good
deal, the child is encouraged to learn to lie. Similarly, in school and
out in the community the child learns to lie by watching others lie, es-
pecially if the lies of others are successful in attaining their goal.
Also.. ..the more a child is thrown on the defensive at home, in school,
or out in the community, the greater will the child’s tendency be to lie
in self-defense. And.... as the child learns the meaning of loyalty to
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friends or to groups to which he belongs, he learns to lie in behalf
of these friends or groups, especially if such lies are rewarded or
praised, as they usually are. As the child grows older, the lying
habit improves with practice. So.. ..how much of a liar a person learns
to be depends on the type of surroundings in which he was brought up
as well as the kind of environment in which he lives at present.
So thus far we see that a real lie has three essential elements
in it: consciousness of falsity, intentional deception, and a dis-
tinct purpose in view; and... .that there are three types of lies: so-
cial, asocial and antisocial lies. We also have seen that lying is a
habit acquired in our childhood environments and depending also upon
the environment in which we live at present. Now we come to the point
where we look for the specific reasons why people lie. I say "reasons”
instead of "reason" because a human being is such a complex creature
that he doesn’t lie for just one reason but for many reasons. In the
time we have remaining in this Psychology Chat, let us consider seven
of the more important reasons why people lie. But first, let us pause
for 30 seconds for a few words from our announcer.
Well, now, let us see.... We were about to examine seven of the more
important reasons why people lie.
One of the most common reasons for lying is self-defense due to
fear. A person may lie to prevent being hurt mentally such as to avoid
being scolded, embarassed, dishonored, or teased. Also.... a person may
lie to avoid being hurt physically. .. .to prevent discomfort, pain, or
physical punishment. Occasionally people lie to avoid losing property
which they possess. All of these lies are in self-defense, and the
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reason for the lie is fear. We sometimes give this type of lie the more
pleasant sounding name of nan excuse n
,
although not all excuses are lies.
A second common reason for lying is aggressive greed due to self-
ishness. A person may deliberately lie in order to gain material things
such as money, property and other material objects considered to be of
value. Or, a person may lie to obtain non-material things such as ad-
vantage, reputation, applause, approval, or attention. The reason why
people are willing to lie to obtain these things is selfish greediness.
A good deal of this selfish type of lying occurs in the everyday be-
havior of people which we label as competition, although not all compe-
tition is dishonest.
We also frequently come across a third reason for lying, namely,
loyalty. We learn very early in life that we are more or less expected
to lie in behalf of our relatives, friends, and grovps to which we be-
long, even though we personally gain very little from the lies. We note
that this type of lying is quite generally encouraged and sometimes even
rewarded. And we avoid as much as possible ever having the label of
"squealer" attached to us. People sometimes excuse this sort of lie by
calling it a "white lie" which is not considered by society to be as bad
as just the term "lie".
Still a fourth reason for lying in everyday life is the desire for
revenge due to hatred. A lie of this type is malevolent and is designed
to do positive harm to the victim of the lie....to cause him suffering
and hardship. A common example of this kind of lie is false accusation,
where one person accuses another person of some wrong doing of which the
first person or one of his friends is guilty. The motive for this type
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of lie is not so much to get out of being held accountable for one’s
own wrongdoing, as it is to get the pleasure out of seeing someone suffer
for something he has not done. Frame-ups and false statements in court
are common examples of this type of lie which is definitely antisocial
and is condemned by society.
A fifth common reason for lying is what psychologists call compen-
sation. Many people are bothered more or less by a feeling of inferior-
ity either in social affairs, or in their jobs, or in their love life,
or with respect to their physical appearance. Any behavior by a person
which is consciously or unconsciously designed to fight against a feel-
ing of inferiority within oneself is called compensation. An example of
this type of behavior is the self-glorifying, attention-getting lie,
where we give emotional coloring to some incident by building up our part
in the incident to make ourselves more important than we really internally
feel we are. Most people tend to color up, more or less, the accounts of
their experiences. In many cases this is done unconsciously. Also....
occasionally we are victims of frustration. By frustration we mean the
feeling of mental and emotional defeat that we get when things we wanted
and planned for don’t work out. Frequently people compensate for this by
lying. How conraonly you hear this type of lie. ...The unsuccessful busi-
nessmai saying business is fine, the poor student in school telling his
out-cf-school friends that he is doing honor work, the frustrated wife
bragging about her good-for-nothing husband. . . .are just three examples
of the many you could mention from your everyday observation of people.
And now ¥/e come to the sixth reason for lying, namely, a low set of
ideals or standards in life. Mich if not all of our voluntary conduct in
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life is directed by a set of standards which we have developed and
learned through experience. If these standards are such that they de-
mand constant facing of reality and a spirit of honesty and fair play
toward other people, the conduct of the individual tends to be along
the lines of truthfulness. If, on the other hand, the individual’s
standards are such that lying is not considered wrong, the individual
then tends to lie frequently without a feeling of guilt* We find this
to be particularly true in so-called psychopathic personalities. A
person is said to have a psychopathic personality if he is so self-
centered that in order to constantly achieve his own ends, he refuses
to live by the rules of society* And*...although he knows he is doing
wrong, he does not feel that he is doing wrong* Such a person would
deliberately lie as often as necessary, and feel no guilt whatsoever.
A seventh common reason for lying is because the lie in question
is socially acceptable and approved by society. Such falsehoods as
Santa Claus’s activities at Christmas time, babies being delivered by
the stork or in the doctor’s black bag, unwarranted statements concern-
ing the greatness or superiority of various social groups and social
movements, statements about our national virtues such as equality of
opportunity are but a few of the cultural lies which we repeat from
day to day because society not only sanctions their repetition but
encourages people to tell them even though people doubt the truth of
these statements. We tell such cultural lies because we have been
taught that it is fashionable and proper to tell them.
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Well, my time is almost up so let’s take a quick look at what
we have discussed* We saw that a lie according to William Stern, to
be a real lie, must have three elements in it: consciousness of
falsity, intentional deception, and a distinct purpose in view; while
according to Charlotte Buhler, lies can be classified as social,
asocial or antisocial depending on the purpose of the lie* We also
saw that lying is a habit learned beginning in childhood both from
the precept and example of those with whom we associate* We con-
sidered seven reasons why people lie: one****in self-defense due to
fear; two* •because of aggressive greed due to selfishness; three**
because of our desire to protect a person or group out of a feeling
of loyalty; four*, ..because of a desire to hurt someone in order to
get revenge; five • • .because of compensation which is the tendency
to fight against feelings of inferiority or feelings of frustration,
which are feelings of mental and emotional defeat; six* ••because of
low ideals and standards in life, such as is found in exaggerated
form in psychopathic personality where an individual knows he is doing
wrong yet does not feel he is doing wrong in terms of guilt; and
finally seven* ••because a lie is culturally approved with the result
that a person repeats the lie even though he doesn’t believe it,
because society not only sanctions the telling of the lie, but some-
times even encourages it*
Oh.. ••oh**, .Time’s up.. ••So this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying "So long” till we chat again*
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Topic: C
Format : Individual Talk
Hello there* •••This is your Psychology Braadcaster knocking on
your radio door again for another Psychology Chat with you* •••And
what shall we chat about this time?, •• ©Well, let’s see 0 Let us
discuss the subject: "Why We Swear"*
You know* •••we don’t often think about it, but have you ever
wondered how many times a day folks in this country say.,.,"Aw, doggone
it!" ••••or refer to something as "this doggone thing" or "that doggone
thing"? And have you ever wondered how many times folks in other
countries use the cuss word from their own language which means the
same as "doggone"? Oh-h-h-h.*,*I bet it runs into the "zillions" for
the two and a quarter billion people who live on this earth of ours*
Well why do folks do so much cuss ip: g anyway? It must serve some
useful purpose or people wouldn’t be swearing so mucho Psychologists
tell us that everyday* •••every minute, •••we are faced with problems and
conflicts that we have to solve, if we are to feel reasonably happy*
The activity which we carry out to solve our problems is called adjust-
ment* So. •••if we are faced with a problem, occasionally we adjust to
the problem temporarily by uttering a cuss wordo At least for the
moment we have temporarily adjusted to the problem and as a result we
don’t feel as badly as we would if we didn’t cuss* You notice I said
"At least for the moment" we adjust to the particular problem by cussing*
Now don’t get me wrong* •••I’m not claiming that we can make permanent
long-range adjustments to our everyday problems by cussing them away,.
••Nor am I urging people to cuss more in their everyday life. Our main
interest is to find out why people swear*
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Now swearing like a lot of other things we do in everyday
life is a habit. And like any other habit, swearing improves with
practice. So if you’re one of those folks who would like to swear
less, one of the things you can do is to try and cut down a little
on your swearing everyday. As your practice of the habit gradually
decreases, the habit will weaken and you will swear gradually less.
But don’t expect to eliminate swearing in one day. It can’t be done*
Eliminating swearing, like eliminating any other habit, is a matter
of gradually tapering off.
How much of a swearing habit we have depends upon the environment
or surroundings in which we were brought up and the environment in
which we live, work, and play at present. Folks who lived as children
in surroundings where a lot of swearing was going on, picked up the
swearing habit quite early in life, and through practice became quite
expert at cussing by the time they grew into adulthood. Also....the
present surroundings in which we live, work and play have a lot to do
with encouraging or discouraging the swearing habit. A lot of men who
normally didn’t do much swearing, found after entering the armed services,
that they gradually began to swear much more than they did in civilian
life. This was because they began to live in surroundings where more
than the normal amount of swearing was going on. Some of the men were
quite worried before they were to be discharged. They wondered whether
they could go back to civilian life and talk to their families and
friends without swearing to the extent they did in the armed services.
From my own experiences in the army and from those of my army buddies,
I can say that the extra swearing acquired in the army wore off fairly
rapidly in most cases as we went back to live, work, and play again in
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our former civilian surroundings#
Now one of the fundamental ideas behind much of the swearing
going on in everyday life is what psychologists call borrowing of
sanctity# For example, supposing I was angry at some one and I
wanted to cuss at him, and I said to him, "I damn you”. He would
probably say "so what", because I am not of sufficient power and
importance to make any serious impression on anyone insofar as my
personal ability to damn anyone is concerned# On the other hand, in
order to impress someone with my cuss words supposing I call upon
God to damn the person# My saying "God damn" instead of "I damn"
makes much more of an impression on the victim of the damnation,
especially if he is God-fearing# By using God*s name during the
swearing process, I have borrowed sanctity to make the swearing more
impressive# Now a goodly portion of the swearing going on in every-
day life is of the kind that borrows sanctity by involving God or
important religious personages# But most religions teach us that it
is not proper to use God*s name in vain, or for that matter the name
of any of the religious personages# Since the swearing habit has a
grip on many people, and these people know it is not proper to use
the name of God or of religious personages while swearing, they lessen
their feelings of guilt due to swearing by using modified cuss words
such as "darn" instead of "damn", "doggone" instead of "God darn",
"Gollamighty" instead of "God Almighty", "Golly" and "Gosh" instead
of "God", "Gee" instead of "Jesus", "Heck" instead of "Hell", and
many other substitutions with which people are generally familiar#
Some people swear by using personages not connected with their own rel-
igion such as "by Jiminy", "by Jupiter", "jumpin* Jehosophat", and the
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like* Thus they get around the feeling of guilt produced by using
the names of God and religious personages in rain*
So thus far we see that swearing is a learned habit and that
in order to make swearing more impressive we occasionally borrow
sanctity either openly or in disguised form. *.*Now we come to the
point where we look for the reasons why people swear* I say "reasons"
instead of "reason" because a hiiman being is such a complex creature
that he doesn’t swear for just one reason but for many reasons* In
the time we have remaining in this Psychology Chat, let us consider
seven of the more important reasons why people swear* But first let
us pause for 30 seconds for a few words from our announcer*
Well, now, let us see....We were about to examine seven of the more
important reasons why people swear*
You know, you occasionally hear a conversation that goes something
like this: "Hi, John, how was the party last night?" •••and John
answers, "I had one heck of a good time, but what a doggone hangover
I’ve got this morning! And to add to my darn troubles, that blankety-
blank boss of mine just called me in and gave me Hail Columbia for
making a mistake in these blueprints." Now why is John cussing so much
aside from the miserable feeling caused by his hangover? Well. •••be-
cause he has a limited vocabulary. He doesn’t have enough words actively
at the tip of his tongue to properly describe what he wants to say.
So he takes the easy way out and substitutes cuss words for the words
of the English language which would accurately indicate his thou^ts.
So*..*his enjoyable, exhilarating and intoxicating good time becomes a
heck of a good time; his miserable and enervating hangover becomes a
doggone hangover; his boss’s severe reprimand becomes Hail Columbia
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which is a substitution for "Hell"* Much of the cussing going on in
everyday life is due to poverty of speech* Either the individual
lacks sufficient vocabulary to express his thoughts, or if he has
the vocabulary, is too lazy to use it* So the easy way out is to
use a cuss word for the actual word one can’t think of*
A second common reason for our use of cuss words is that swearing
serves as a means of releasing pent-up anger* It’s sort of a psycho-
logical safety valve for letting off emotional steam when the emotional
pressure built up within us gets too great* Let’s say we get filled up
with a large dose of anger against someone and conditions are such
that we can’t direct this anger at the person* So we go off somewhere
and just cuss and cuss until we’ve worked off the inside emotional
pressure* As one person put it, "If I don’t get the chance to cuss,
I’ll just bust”.
A third common reason for swearing is simply putting on an act
to make up for our inner feelings of social inferiority. Alfred Adler,
the psychologist who introduced the idea of the inferiority complex
claims that much of our behavior in everyday life can be explained by
the notion that we are fighting against a feeling of inferiority which
most of us have* There are three kinds of inferiority that he talks
about: social inferiority, occupational inferiority and love inferior-
ity* So a person who feels socially inferior who happens to be in a
group which swears considerably, begins to cuss simply to prove that he
is a "regular fellow” socially* He is putting on an act which he hopes
will make him more acceptable to the group, and thus the person doesn’t
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feel as socially inferior as he would without cussing® It isn’t what
the group actually thinks of the person that counts so much as what the
person thinks or imagines the group thinks about him that makes him
swear*
Now we come to our fourth common reason for swearing, namely
verbalism. Not all the words that we use in speaking and in writing
refer to real things, but are just words that are used more for sound
effect than for conveying actual meaning to the listener® This is
called verbalism and much of our everyday cussing is of this verbalis-
tic sort. Thus a person who frequently begins his sentences with some
such words as Gosh, Good Heavens, holy cow, jeepers, shucks, etc. is
not using these words because of their meaning, but because they’re
just words without intended meaning that make good sound effects.
A fifth reason for swearing comes under the heading of Sadism.
There are some people who get pleasure by hurting those that they love
or are friendly to® They express their love or friendship by being
cruel. This perverted form of behavior is called Sadism® Now this
cruelty to loved ones and friends need not be just by physical means
such as for example playfully tripping them so they’ll fall, or trick-
ing them into embarassing and unpleasant practical jokes. Verbal
means can also be used such as cussing at the object of one’s affection
or friendship. So some of the cussing in everyday life is of the
Sadistic type where the person gets perverted pleasure out of verbally
hurting the other person. Thus a man says to his sweetheart, "Why you
blankety-blank nitwit, you ought to know better than that”, as he takes
her in his arms and kisses her* His cussing was Sadistic*
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A sixth type of cussing might be called verbalized regression.
By regression we mean going back to an earlier type of childish be-
havior, You know how some children in order to get their own way go
into a tantrum, they scream, yell, kick, throw themselves on the
floor, hold their breath and do other things that we call childish*,
Yet some adults when they can f t get their own way, regress to a child-
ish behavior level and go into a tantrum also# But since many adults
who go into a tantrum consider the childish techniques undignified,
they substitute what they mistakenly consider a more adult method
—
namely an episode of cussing, "Blankety, blank, blank. This is
going to be done my blankety-blank way, and I*m not going to take any
blankety, blank guff from you or my blankety, blank mother-in-law” •
,
»»Yes, he*s regressed into a verbal tantrum in order to get his own
way.
The seventh and final reason for swearing which we shall consider
is the release of our repressed desires. According to Freud, the
founder of psychoanalysis, all of the socially unacceptable inner
desires that we have are pushed down or repressed into the unconscious
part of our mind. His theory claims that under normal circumstances
these repressed desires can only come back to the conscious part of
the mind when they are in disguised form. Thus, sexual swearing can
be explained as a release of pent-up sex desires in a disguised farm.
That is why soldiers and sailors when isolated from women for extended
periods of time swear so much in sexual terras. They are releasing some
of their pent-up sex energy in a disguised form.
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Well... .My time is almost up, so let f s take a quick look at what
we have discussed* We saw that swearing is a habit depending on
learning and practice, and also that we scmetimes borrow sanctity to
make our cuss words more impressive* We considered seven reasons why
people swear: One.*..because cuss words are a cover up for a poor
vocabulary; two. .. .because cussing serves as a safety valve to release
an accumulation of anger; three ••• .because cussing is sometimes used
to put on an act...*to be a regular fellow....to cover up a feeling of
social inferiority*. **and the idea of inferiority you will recall was
introduced by Adler; four. .. .because our cussing is frequently
verbalism. .. .words used not to convey real meaning but just for sound
effect; five. ...because cussing is sometimes verbalized Sadism, a
verbal way of hurting people we like for the perverted pleasure it
gives us; six... .because a fit of cussing is a fom of verbalized
regression, a return to an earlier childish mode of behavior. .. .a
verbal tantrum; and finally seven... .because as Freud has indicated,
cussing is scmetimes a disguised way of allowing repressed desires to
come back to our conscious minds*
Oh... .oh. .. .Time's up....So this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying "So long" till we chat again*
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WHY WE LAUGH
Topic: A
Format: Dialogue
PARTICIPANTS: Announcer (Ann.); Psychologist (Psy.); Questioner (Que.).
ANN.: Once again we present a Psychology Interview, this time on the
subject "Why We Laugh". Let’s cut in on this interview which is
already in progress.
(FADE DOWN AND UP)
PSY.: So you want to know the psychological reason why we laugh. ...
qUE . : Ye s © . • o
PSY.: Well, psychology hasn’t the final and complete answer on that
question yet, but there are several explanations available that
we could talk over.
QUE.: Do you mean that there is no one reason for all laughter. • . .that
there are different explanations for different kinds of laughter?
PSY.: That’s about it® You see... .laughter is a complicated thing
because it is a form of social behavior©
QUE.: And just what do you mean by social behqvior?
PSY.: I mean behavior in the presence of other people© We’d become
rather suspicious of a person who laughed a great deal while by
himself. I suppose we’d think he was a little on the ’’balmy side”©
QUE.: In other words, normal laughter is always in the presence of other
people?
PSY. : Usually it is© And laughter, because it is social is quite
contagious© Experiments have shown that large groups of people
can be worked into violent fits of laughter by simply allowing
the groups to listen to phonograph records of a heartily laughing
man©
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QHE.: Yes, people do laugh, more easily when in a laughing group*
PSY. : That’s right* And* •••you probably have noticed that because
laughter is social, it has both a controlling influence as
well as a socializing influence. As a controlling influence
laughter is a social corrective*
QUE.: You mean that because people are sensitive to ridicule, they will
follow the requirements of society to avoid being laughed at?
PSY.: Yes* The ridiculing type of laughter is a powerful social
corrective* In the case of some people, they can be more
effectively controlled by threat of ridicule than by threat of
a policeman* •• .But we don’t just laugh at people, we also
laugh with people*
Q,UE.: That’s true* Some of the happiest and friendliest times people
have are when they are laughing together at the same thing*
PSY.: (iuite so... .Laughter has a powerful socializing influence.
Q,UE.: I guess people don’t realize how important laughter is in
social adjustment*
PSY.: Well, they realize it at least unconsciously, if not consciously*
Otherwise, people wouldn’t make such extensive use of feigned,
non-genuine laughter. You know how people sometimes use non-
genuine, feigned laughter to appear interested in something
they don’t care about, or to avoid being conspicuous or dis-
courteous*
QUE.: Oh, I see what you mean* And sanetimes people use this feigned,
make-believe laughter to cover up their lack of understanding of
a situation so as not to appear stupid....or to laugh off an
insult. • • .or to cover up pain*
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PSY.: That’s right* By laughing at ourselves we heat other to the
punch in laughing at us, and thus we "save face” and stave
off embarassment*
QBE.: Why is it that not all people laugh to the same extent at a
particular joke or situation?
PSY. : Well, the degree to which a person will laugh in a given case
depends on many factors* For example, the person’s state of
physical health...*
QBE.: You mean whether he is sick or not?
PSY.: Yes, and whether he is tired or not also. Whether a person
will laugh in a given situation will depend on his emotional
make-up, too; for example, his temporary mood... .that is, is
he for the moment depressed or cheerful?
QBE.: Would that also include his permanent disposition?. ...Whether he
is a gloomy, grouchy, happy-go-lucky, or gay type?
PSY. : It certainly would* And it would also include how the person
reacts to suddenness... .that is, does the person react to sudden-
ness with fear or anger, or does he react with just a playful
laugh or amusement.
QBE.: I see.
PSY.: There’s also another factor which we should consider and that is
sympathy* We don’t tend to laugh as much or at all at jokes
made at the expense of groups with which we have strong feelings
of sympathy. For example, jokes at the expense of our race or
religion, or a {group to which we belong, or a cause in which we
strongly believe are usually less funny to us or not funny at
all*
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QUE.: I suppose that’s why men and women don’t laugh, to the same extent
at jokes which are at the expense of their own sex.
PSY. : That’s right. A joke at the expense of a man usually is funnier
to women than to men, and the opposite situation is true also®
Then too, we should mention age as a factor#
Q,UE.: That’s right at that. What’s funny to grown-ups is not as funny
to children.
PSY.: Yes. Studies show that what we consider to he funny changes from
year to year as we grow older. We should also mention the
cultural group we were brought up in as a factor. For example,
what would be funny to a citizen of the United States would not
always be funny to a group of African natives, Chinese peasants,
or Arctic eskimos. And what’s funny to them likewise might not
be funny to us.
QUE.: Well, let’s stop a moment. I’m kind of swamped, and I want to
see whether I’ve got straight what you said to me so far.
PSY.: All right.
QUE.: Let’s see.»..we discussed the idea that laughter was social....
PSY.: Yes, and that it had both a corrective effect as well as an
effect of creating friendship among people.
QUE.: And we also discussed various factors that determine to what
extent something will be funny to a person. How would you
summarize those?
PSY.: Well, we could summarize them under the headings of the individual’s
personality, age, sex, and the groups in which he was brought up
and educated
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QUE.: Well, I don’t want to hurry you, but supposing we get down to
those specific reasons as to why we laugh that you were going
to talk about.
PSY.: All right. There are a number of them and they axe more or less
overlapping, but let us consider seven of these reasons. If we
are to judge by experimental surveys and analyses of humor
diaries, the most common type of humor is that which results
from the feeling of elation we get when we feel superior to
someone else in a certain situation.
QUE.: You mean when we laugh at someone who has slipped on a banana
peel and fallen?
PSY.: In the case you mention we feel so much better off and superior
to the person sprawling on the flox>r that we feel elated and
laugh*. ..The second most frequent type of humor is that which
results from incongruity.
QUE.: Incongruity? And just what do you mean by that?
PSY.: Well, when two things or ideas or events do not match. •• .when one
is out of place with respect to the other. For example, supposing
a dignified college professor in the midst of a complicated
scientific explanation suddenly began to do the boogey-woogey,
QUE. : I bet his students would surely laugh.
PSY.: No doubt they would because they would see the incongruity in
the situation. Boogey-woogey and dignified professors lecturing
in science don’t ordinarily belong together in a lecture room.
QUE.: So far then, we have two reasons for laughter.
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PSY.: Yes. •..Which brings us to our third reason. • .release from a
strained situation® Supposing a person is advancing toward
you menacingly, his hands approach your body apparently to do
you harm, and as his hahds touch your body, he merely tickles
you playfully. What do you suppose would be your reaction?
QUE.: I guess I*d laugh®
PSY.: Most likely you would because you would suddenly be released
from a strain or preparation for danger which was unconsciously
built up in you.
QUE.: I suppose that same explanation of release from a strained
situation might apply to the case where we listen with great
attention and concentration to a story which builds up to a
climax and then suddenly goes from the sublime to the ridiculous.
PSY.: Yes. •• .and you will notice that laughter produced by release from
a strained situation also depends to some extent on the factor of
incongruity® And now.. ..the fourth reason that we might mention
for laughter was proposed by the psychologist McDougall®
QUE. : And what was his theory?
PSY.: He stated that laughter is an antidote to sympathy. He believed
that we have an instinctive tendency to sympathize with people and
that we would wear ourselves out in the process of sympathizing.
So we laugh to prevent ourselves from sympathizing with people in
unfortunate and awkward situations®
QUE.: Well, that’s quite an interesting angle on lau^iter®
PSY.: We might mention as our fifth reason the factor of suddenness or
unexpectedness. This factor pervades all the other explanations
for laughter®
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QUE.: I can see that. A situation tends to be funny ohly if the factor
in the situation which causes the laughter canes upon us suddenly
or unexpectedly.
PSY. : Quite right. ...Now, our sixth reason for laughter is a physio-
logical explanation based on the following idea....
QUE . • Yes....
PSY.: It has been known for some time that when we are faced with a
situation provoking fear or anger, two glands mounted on the top
of our kidneys, called the adrenal glands secrete a powerful
chemical substance known as adrenin into the bloodstream. This
substance has the power to prepare the body for violent self-
protective action.
QUE.: Will you give me an illustration of how this substance works'?
PSY.: Yes, Adrenin, for example, causes large amounts of blood glucose,
which is a blood sugar, to be released into the bloodstream. . ..and
this blood glucose is the chemical fuel which operates the muscles.
QUE.: I see.
PSY.: Now if the situation is such that there is no need for violent
muscular action, the blood sugar and other specially secreted
chemicals left unused in the blood tend to change into toxins#
QUE.: And what are those?
PSY.: A toxin is a substance which is harmful, poisonous, or depressing
to the body.
QTJE.: Well, I understand what you say so far, but how does it apply to
laughter?
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PSY. : The physiologist, Crile, suggests the interesting theory that
laughter provoking situations contain elements in them which
stimulate the adrenal glands to prepare the body for violent action<»
But when it is seen that the humorous situation doesn’t amount to
anything really fearful or anger-provoking, the body begins to
laugh automatically in order to use up the excessive amount of
chemical fuel and other substances especially secreted into the
bloodstream for the occasion©
QBE,: Oh, I see* By using up these substances because of the muscular
activity we go through in laughing, we prevent these substances
from turning into chemicals which are harmful to the body©
PSY.: Quite right..*.And now we come to the seventh and final explanation
for laughter that we shall consider at this time, namely the idea
that laughter is a disguised means of releasing repressed emotions.
QBE. : Just what do you mean by that?
PSY.: The theory of psychoanalysis claims that all the inner impulses
and desires which we have that are not sanctioned by society or
our conscience, are pushed down or repressed into the unconscious
part of the mind and are never allowed to come back to our conscious
mind except in a disguised unrecognizable form.
QBE.: I follow you so far#
PSY.: You see# •• .society has set up various restrictions in connection
with our sex desires, and as a result many aspects of our sex
desires have been pushed down into the unconscious. So some of
this sex energy comes back to the conscious mind in the disguised
form of not only telling sexual jokes and so-called dirty stories,
but also heartily laughing at these jokes and stories.
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QJJE.: Does this explanation for laughter apply only to sex desires?
PSY. i No, it applies to other types of repressed desires as well*
For example, society does not approve of our beating up or in-
juring people we dislike or hate* So these desires are also pushed
down into the unconscious mind*
QJJE.: I think I see what you’re getting at* Our dislikes and hates are
allowed back into the conscious mind in the disguised form of
ridiculing the victim of our dislike*
PSY.: That’s right* So you see ih some cases laughter might be explained
as a release of repressed desires in disguised form, which is the
final explanation for laughter that we were to discuss at this
time*
Q,UE.: Well, don’t run off yet* Before you go, I’d like to see whether
I’ve got everything straight in my mind in connection with what
we were talking ®ver*
PSY*: All right* In other words you want me to check up on you*
QUE.: Yes. Now let’s see* First you said that laughter is a form of
social behavior which is both a social corrective as well as a
promoter of friendship and social cooperation* And then you said
that whether or not and to what extent a person win laugh in a
given situation will depend upon the individual’s personality, age,
sex, and the groups in which he was brought up and educated.
PSY.: Correct* And I gave you seven explanations for laaghter....do ycu
remember them?
QDE.: Well, let’s see....We laugh first because of a feeling of elation
due to a feeling of superior adaptation;... .secondly, because we
perceive an incongruity in the situation;. .. .thirdly, because we
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QUE. : are released from a strained situation; .. ••fourthly, because
( cont •
)
we laugh to prevent ourselves from sympathizing with the
victim of the humorous situation. ...
PSY. : And what psychologist suggested that last reason you gave?
Q,UE . : McDougall
•
PSY.; Good. Now let’s see, you’ve given four reasons, so go on with
the fifth.
Q,UE.: The fifth explanation for laughter that you mentioned is the
factor of suddenness or unexpectedness. The sixth explanation
is that physiological one which states that we laugh to use up
the blood glucose, a muscular fuel, and other substances poured
into the bloodstream under the influence of adrenin, a powerful
energizing substance, and in that way we prevent these substances
from turning into toxins which are harmful or depressing to the
body.
PSY. : And who suggested that theory?
QUE.; Crile.
PSY.: Very good, and now, the seventh and final explanation for laughter
which we discussed was what?
QUE.; Laughter is a disguised means of releasing repressed emotions,
such as sex impulses and feelings of hostility toward people.
PSY.; That’s fine. I see you remember the important points of our
discussion.
<iUE.: Thanks for taking time out to discuss the subject "Why We Laugh"
with me.
PSY.: You’re entirely welcome.
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(FADE DOWN AND UP)
ANN.: You have just heard a Psychology Interview on the subject
"Why We Laugh"# We invite you to tune in again next week at
this same time for the next Psychology interview in this
series#
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WHY WE LIE
Topic: B
Format: Dialogue
PARTICIPANTS: Announcer (Ann*); Psychologist (Psy*); Questioner (Que.).
ANN.: Once again we present a Psychology Interview, this time on the
subject "Why We Lie"* Let’s cut in on this interview which is
already in progress*
(FADE DOWN AND UP)
PSY.: So you want to know the psychological reason why we lie**.*
QUE.: Yes*.**
PSY.: Well, people don’t lie for just one reason, but for several
reasons. •• .So, if you wish, we might discuss sane of these reasons*
QUE.: That’ll be fine* But first, as long as we’re talking about lying,
how would you define a lie?
PSY.: It’s not so easy to define a lie because truth is a relative thing.*
••that is it varies with time and place. What may have been true
in a given situation at one time may no longer be true today*
What may be held as true in a given situation in one group may
be considered false by another group of people*
QUE.: I see what you mean* I’ve often wandered whether a person is
really telling a lie if he is forced into it by social circum-
stances against his will.... or if a person lies with good intentions,
say to keep a surprise party secret*
PSY.: Well, ..*•supposing we define a lie. William Stern has given a
definition of a lie which ranks among the best definitions. He
states that a lie, to be a real lie, must have three elements in it*
QUE.: Three elements? And what are they?
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PSY.: First, there must be consciousness of falsity*
^UE*: You mean that the person must be actually aware that he is
maki ng a false statement?
PSY.: That's right* And secondly, there must be intentional deception*
Q,UE.: That is, the person must mean to deceive and want to lie*
Right?
PSY.: Yes. ^nd thirdly, there must be a distinct purpose in view.
;JJE.: You mean the person must have a motive for falsifying his
statements.
PSY.: *uite right* So*...a real lie must have these three elements
in it. While we're on the subject, there are different ways
in which a person can lie*
QUE.: How do you mean?
PSY.: There's of course the standard way of giving actual false
information either orally or in writing* Or, the person may
distort or twist true information by such techniques as
exaggeration or understatement*
Q,UE.: I see. I suppose a person could lie by concealing information.
PSY.: Yes, by such devices as intentional silence, evasion or denial.
Then too, a person might lie by stating the truth, but phrasing
the truth in such a way as to mislead the listener into arriving
at a false conclusion.
QUS.: The ways of lying seem to be many and devious.
PSY.: That's right. There are so many different kinds of lies that
writers have classified them in various ways. One of the better
classifications of lies by Charlotte Buhler divides lies into
three classifications: social, asocial and antisocial lies*
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QUE. : Well what field of lying does each of these classifications
cover?
PSY.: The social lie is one where the purpose of the lie is to help
someone else. The asocial lie is a type of lie which is dictated
by personal needs, but there is no intent to harm anyone else.*
••While the antisocial lie is one inspired by self-interest
where the liar doesn’t care if the lie happens to harm somebody
else or possibly intentionally wants the lie to hurt some other
person.
^UE.: I see. So there are three kinds of lies: social, asocial and
antisocial. You know, I read somewhere that how much of a liar
we develop into depends upon childhood* Is that so?
PSY. : Yes, childhood environment has a lot to do with the development
of the lying habit* But the adult environment we live in also
plays a part in this development*
QJJE. : How do you mBan?
PSY.: Let’s go back to childhood environment for a moment* You know,
of course, that children learn not just what they’re told, but
more often they learn to do what they see others do, especially
if these other people are individuals the child respects and
thinks a lot of*
Q,UE.: So parents who lie in the presence of their children automatically
teach their children to lie. Is that it?
PSY.: Yes, But not only parents**. .brothers, sisters, relatives, friends,
playmates, schoolmates... *all enter into the picture, .anytime the
child watches anyone lie, it contributes to developing the child’s
lying habit, especially when these lies of other people are seen to
be successful in attaining their goal.
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QUE.: I suppose if a child, is thrown on the defensive a lot, he is
tempted to lie in self-defense.
PSY. : He’s not just tempted, hut he tends to lie more frequently the
more often he's thrown on the defensive. Not only that....as
the child learns the meaning of loyalty to friends or to groups
to which he belongs, he learns to lie in behalf of these
friends or groups, especially if such lies are rewarded or
praised. ...
QUE.: ....As they usually are.
PSY.: Quite so. As the child grows older, the lying habit improves
with practice; that is, if he continues to live in an environ-
ment where lying takes place frequently.
QUE.: I can see that. One lie leads to another. Usually one lie has
to be covered up by a second lie, and so on.
PSY.: That's usually the trend. • ..When the child becomes an adult,
the type of adult environment he lives in determines whether
the frequency of his lying will be increased, will stay about
the same or will go on the decrease.
QUE.: Well.... let's see if I’ve got you straight so far....A real lie
has three essential elements in it: Consciousness of falsity,
intentional deception, and a distinct purpose in view. Right?
PSY.: Correct.
QUE.: And there are three types of lies: social, asocial and anti-
social.
PSY.: Yes.
QUE.: And lying is a habit acquired during childhood, and reenforced
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or weakened, as the case may be, by the adult environment in
which the person lives.
PSY. : A good summary indeed.
QJJE.: Thank you... .Well now, supposing we get down to some of the
specific reasons for lying which you said you were going to dis-
cuss.
PSY. : All right....Let us consider seven of the more frequent reasons
for lying. First, a very common reason. •• .self-defense due to
fear.
Q.TJE • : You mean lying to avoid being hurt physicalljr. . . .to prevent dis-
comfort, pain, or physical punishment?
PSY.: Yes. ...and also to avoid being hurt mentally such as to prevent
being scolded, embarassed, dishonored or teased. We might also
add to this self-defense type of lie the kind of lie sometimes
told in order to prevent losing property.
QJJE.: I suppose excuses fall in this self-defense kind of lie.
PSY. : Well, many excuses do, although we should bear in mind that not
all excuses are false....Now a second common reason for lying
is aggressive greed due to selfishness.
You mean where a person lies to gain material things like money
or property?
PSY.: Yes, and also lies to gain non-material things such as advantage,
reputation, applause, approval, or attention.
Q,UE.: This kind of lie pops up from time to time in everyday competi-
tion.
PSY.: It does, although not all competition is dishonest ... .Now as to
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the third, common reason for lying.... I believe I've already re-
ferred to it a few moments ago. The third reason for lying that
we might mention is loyalty.
ftUE.: Oh yes....where a person lies to protect 3cmeone else like his
relatives, or friends, or groups to which he belongs.
PSY. : That's right. People certainly hate to be labeled "a squealer"
or "a rat". They lie quite frequently to defend someone else.
QJJE.: Now what would be the fourth reason for lying?
PSY.: The desire for revenge due to hatred. A lie of this type is mal-
evolent and is designed to do positive harm to the victim of the
lie.... to cause him suffering and hardship.
QUE.: Do you mean the sort of thing like false accusations and frame-
ups?
PSY.: Yes, where the purpose is to get pleasure from seeing someone
suffer for doing something which actually he has not done. In
other words, it is a mean and antisocial way of getting revenge.
Q,UE. : The kind of thing you see among criminals....
PSY.: Well, you see the revenge -getting lie among children and non-
criminal adults also....Now as to the fifth reason for lying....
what psychologists call compensation.
QJJE.: And what do you mean by compensation?
PSY.: tony people are bothered more or less by a feeling of inferior-
ity either in social affairs, or in their jobs, or in thar love-
life, or with respect to their physical appearance.
Q,UE . : Very true •
PSY.: So any behavior by a person which is consciously or unconsciously
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designed to fight against a feeling of inferiority within one-
self is called compensation.
QUE.: Oh, I see.
PSY. : An example of this compensatory type of lie is the self-glori-
fying attention-getting lie.
QUE.: You mean, where a person gives emotional coloring to one of his
experiences by building up his part in the incident to make him-
self more important than he really was.
PSY.: Yes....and then too, people compensate for feelings of frustra-
tion.
QUE. : Frustration? How would you define that?
PSY.: We might define it as a feeling of mental and emotional defeat
that we get when things we want and plan for don’t work out. Fre-
quently, people compensate for this feeling by lying.... For ex-
ample, the unsuccessful businessman saying business is fine....
QUE.: Or the frustrated wife bragging about her good-for-nothing hus-
band.
PSY.: Yes, that’s another good example of the compensatory lie. .. .Well,
let’s go on to our sixth reason for lying, namely....a low set
of ideals and standards in life. You know, of course, that much,
if not all, of our voluntary conduct in life is directed by a set
of standards which we have developed and learned through experi-
ence.
QUE.: Yes....
PSY.: If these standards are such that they demand constant facing of
reality and a spirit of honesty or fairplay toward other people,
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the conduct of the individual tends to be along the lines of
truthfulness.
QUE.: Oh, I see....and if the individual’s standards are low, he doesn’t
consider lying to be wrong....
PSY. : That’s right. V»e find this to be particularly true in soealled
psychopathic personalities.
QUE.: And what is a psychopathic personality?
PSY.: A person who is so self-centered that in order to constantly
achieve his own selfish ends, he refuses to live by the rules of
society. And. ...although he knows he is doing wrong, he does
not feel he is doing wrong in terms of feelings of guilt.
Q,UE.: Such a person, I suppose, would lie as often as necessary, and
would think nothing of it.
PSY.: Quite so....Now we reach the seventh reason for lying, namely,
cultural approval. .. .where the lie is socially acceptable and
approved by society. For example, Santa Claus’s activities at
Christmas time....
QUE.: Or, babies being delivered by the stork or in the doctor’s black
bag. • •
•
PSY. : Yes, or we might mention on the adult level, unwarranted state-
ments concerning the greatness or superiority of various social
groups or social movements.. ..Or, statements about our alleged
national virtues such as equality of opportunity.
QOE.: It’s funny how people repeat these things even though they don’t
really believe them.
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PSY. : Well, we repeat them because society sanctions these cultural
lies and because we have been taught that it is quite fashion-
able and proper to tell them. That, just about covers the seven
reasons for lying which we were to discuss.
Q.UE.: Yes, but don’t run off yet. Before you go, I'd like to see
whether I've got everything straight in my mind in connection
with what we were talking over.
PSY. : All right . In other words you want me to check up on you.
£UE.: Yes. Now let's see. First you said that a lie to be a real lie
must have three elements in it: consciousness of falsity, in-
tentional deception, and a distinct purpose in view.
PSY.: Right. And who was the author of this definition?
QJJE.: William Stern.
PSY.: Correct. Continue.
QUE.: And then you said that lies can be classified as social, asocial
or antisocial depending on the purpose of the lie.
PSY.: Yes. And who was the author of this classification of lies?
Q,UE.: Charlotte Buhler.
PSY.: Very good. Continue.
^UE.: You further stated that lying was a habit learned beginning in
childhood both from the precept and example of those with whom
we associate, and this habit is either encouraged or discouraged
by the type of adult environment in which we live.
PSY.: Q,uite so... .And I gave you seven explanations for lying. Do you
remember those?
QUE.: .Veil.... let’ s see. The first reason for lying wae self-defense
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due to fear; the second reason was aggressive greed due to self-
ishness ....
PSY. : Correct,...
<TJE.: The third reason was the desire to protect a person or group out
of a feeling of loyalty; the fourth reason was the desire to
hurt someone in order to get revenge ; the fifth reason va3 compen-
sation. • . •
PSY. : And what does compensation mean?
QDE.: Ue 11, the tendency to fight against feelings of inferiority and
feelings of frustration.
PSY.: Good. And what do you mean try frustration?
Q.UE. : Peelings of mental or emotional defeat or thwarting.
PSY.: Q,uite right. Well, that’s five out of seven reasons so far....
^UE.: Well, let’s see... .the sixth reason for lying is because of a
set of low ideal3 and standards in life such as is found in ex-
aggerated form in psychopathic personality.
PSY.: And how would you define a psychopathic personality?
Q,TI£.: A person who will not follow the rules of society; who icnow3 he
is doing wrong yet does not feel he is doing wrong in terms of
guilt.
PSY.: Correct....
<0E.: And the seventh and final reason for lying ifcich we discussed was
where the lie is culturally approved and is quite frequently re-
peated because cf social encouragement to do so.
PSY.: That’s fine. I see you reman ber the important points of our dis-
cussion
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QUE.: Thanks for taking tire out to discuss the subject "Why We Lie"
with me.
PSY. : You’re entirely welcome.
(FADE DOWN AND UP)
ANN. : You have just heard a Psychology Interview on the subject
"Why We Lie". We invite you to tune in again next week at this
same time for the next Psychology Interview in this series..
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WHY WE SWEAR
Topic: C
Jornat : Dialogue
PARTICIPANTS: Announcer (Ann.); Psychologist (Psy*) ; Questioner (Que.).
ANN.: Once again we present a Psychology Interview, this time on the
subject "Why We Swear". Let's cut in on this interview which is
already in progress.
(FADE DOWN AND DP)
PSY. : So you want to know the psychological reason why we swear....
-.„UE . : Yes . . .
.
PSY.: Well, people don't swear for just one reason, but for several
reasons. So if you wish, we might discuss some of these reasons.
QDE. : That’ll be fine.
PSY.: As we look at this business of cussing, the first thing we note
is that swearing is a form of adjustment, that is a form of cop-
ing with one's everyday problems. But at best, it is only a temp
orary adjustment. No one can successfully make a final, long-
range solution of a problem by just cussing it away.
QUE.: Quite so.... Is there any foundation to the claim that swearing ac
tivity is inherited?
PSY.: Very little, if any. Swearing like a lot of other things we do
in everyday life is a learned habit. And like any other habit,
swearing improves with practice.
QDE.: Can a person get rid of his swearing habit if he wants to?
PSY.: Not all at once. A person who wants to get rid of the swearing
habit will have to try and cut do»7n a little on his swearing
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everyday. As his practice of the habit gradually decreases, the
habit will weaken and the person will swear gradually less.
QUE.: In other words, you can’t eliminate the swearing habit in one day.
PSY. : Like any other habit, the elimination of swearing is a matter of
gradually tapering off.
Q,UL.: If swearing is a learned habit, I suppose the extent to which a
person swears depends upon the environment he was brought up in.
PSY.: ....And the environment in which he lives, works and plays at
present, also. You see, folks who lived as children in surround-
ings where a lot of swearing was going on, picked up the swear-
ing habit quite early in life, and through practice became quite
expert at cussing by the time they grew into adulthood. Then
what do you suppose their adult environment would do to their
swearing habit?
QJJE.: Why, it would either increase, decrease or not change the swear-
ing habit, all depending on how much swearing ana opportunities
for swearing were present in the adult environment
.
PSY.: That’s right. For example, men who didn’t do much swearing be-
fore they were inducted into the armed services, found their
swearing going on the inc rease while in the armed services be-
cause they were living in surroundings where more than a normal
amount of swearing was going on.
QJJE.: After the men went back to civilian life, did their swearing
habit decrease to its pre-war level?
PSY.: Yes, in the case of those men who went back to the same civilian
environment they were in before the war.
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QUE.: I’ve often wondered why people involve God’s name so much in
their swearing.
PSY. : Well that can be explained by what psychologists call the prin-
ciple of borrowing of sanctity.
QUE. : Just what do you mean by that 1
PSY.: Well, supposing I was angry at someone and I wanted to cuss at
him; and I said to him, ”1 damn you”. He would probably say
”So what”, because I am not of sufficient power and importance
to make any serious impression on anyone insofar as my personal
ability to damn anyone is concerned.
QJJE.: I follow you so far.
PSY.: On the other hand, in order to impress someone wi th my cuss words,
supposing I call upon God to damn the person. ISy saying ”God
damn” instead of ”1 damn” makes much more of an impression on the
victim of the damnation, especially if he is God-fearing. By
using God’s name during the swearing process, I have borrowed
sanctity to make the swearing more impressive.
Q,UE.: A goodly portion of the swearing going on in everyday life is of
the kind that borrows sanctity by not only involving God’s name
but also the names of other important religious personages.
PSY.: That’s right....And as you know, most religions teach us that it
is not proper to use God’s name in vain, or for that matter the
name of any of the religious personages. Now since the swearing
habit has a grip on many people, and these people know it is not
proper to use the name of God or of religious personages while
swearing, they lessen their feelings of guilt due to swearing by
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using modified cuss words.
QUE. : And what do you mean by modified cuss words?
PSY. : "Darn" instead of "damn", "doggone" instead of "God darn",
"Gollamighty" instead of "God Almighty", "Golly" or "Gosh" in-
stead of "God", "Gee" instead of "Jesus", "Heck" instead of
"Hell", and many other substitutions with which people are quite
familiar.
QUE.: I see what you mean.
PSY. : Some people swear by using personages not connected with their
own religion such as "By Jiminy", "By Jupiter", and the like.
Thus they completely get around the feeling of guilt produced by
using the name of God and personages from their own religion in
vain. Well. •• .supposing now we get on to some of the reasons
why people swear.
QUE.: O.K. But first let’s see if I’ve got you straight so far.
PSY.: All right.
QUE.: You said swearing was a learned habit....
PSY.: Correct.
QUE.: ....And that in order to make swearing more impressive, we occa-
sionally borrow sanctity either openly or in disguised form.
PSY.: That sums it up very well, so let us get on with our discussion
of the reasons why people swear. Let us consider seven of these
reasons.
QUE . : O.K.
PSY.: First we might mention poverty of speech as a reason for swearing.
QUE. : What do you mean by that?
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PSY.: Well, you sometimes hear a conversation that goes something like
this: "Hi, John, how was the party last night?".. • .and John an-
swers, "I had one heck of a good time, hut what a doggone hangover
I’ve got this morning. And to add to my darn troubles, that boss
of mine just called me in and gave me Hail Columbia for making a
mistake in these blueprints."
QJJE.: Poor John, his hangover certainly has him in a bad mood.
PSY.: It has. But he isn’t cussing entirely because of his hangover.
He is cussing also because of a limited vocabulary. He doesn’t
have enough words actively at the tip of his tongue to properly
describe what he wants to say. So he takes the easy way out and
\
substitutes cuss words for the words of the English language
which would accurately indicate his thoughts.
Q,UE.: In what way?
PSY.: His enjoyable, exhilarating and intoxicating good time becomes a
heck of a good time; his miserable and enervating hangover be-
comes a doggone hangover; his boss’s severe reprimand becomes
Hail Columbia which is a substitution for "Hell".
QUE.: I can see now that much of the cussing going on in everyday life
is due to poverty of speech.
PSY.: Quite right .• .Either the individual lacks sufficient vocabulary
to express his thoughts, or, if he has the vocabulary, is too
lazy to use it. So the easy way out is to use a cuss to rd for
the actual word one can’t think of.
QJJE.: Well, doesn’t emotion, say, anger, enter into the swearing pic-
ture?
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PSY. : It does... .and that brings us to the second reason for swearing
in our list of seven, namely that cussing serves as a means of
releasing pent-up anger. It’s sort of a psychological safety
valve for letting off emotional steam when the emotional pres-
sure within us gets too great.
Q,UE.: Swearing for that reason is quite frequent in everyday life, es-
pecially for people who get angry easily.
PSY.: Indeed it is. ...Now our third reason for swearing is somewhat
different from the previous two reasons. This explanation for
swearing states that we sometimes cuss simply to put on an act
....to make up for our inner feelings of social inferiority.
Q.UE.: Social inferiority?
PSY.: Yes. You see. • ..Alfred Adler, the psychologist who introduced
the idea of the inferiority complex, claims that much of our be-
havior in everyday life can be explained by the notion that we
are fighting against a feeling of inferiority which most of us
have.
Q,TJE.: I see.
PSY. : There are three kinds of inferiority that he talks about : so-
cial inferiority, occupational inferiority, and love inferiority.
So a person who feels socially inferior, who happens to be in a
group which swears considerably, begins to cuss simply to prove
that he is a regular fellow socially. He is putting on an act
which he hopes will make him more acceptable to the group.
Q,UE.: I see. In that way the person doesn’t feel as socially inferior
as he would without cussing.
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PSY. : That’s right.... It isn’t what the group actually thinks of the
person that counts as much as what the person thinks or imagines
the group thinks about him that makes him swear, And now....
there’s a fourth reason for swearing which we should mention....
QUE.: ....And that is....
PSY.: Verbalism. You see, not all the words that we use in speaking
and in writing refer to real things. Frequently words are used
more for sound effect than for conveying actual meaning to the
listener. Vie call this verbalism. . ..and much of our everyday
cussing is of the verbalist ic sort. Do you suppose that a person
who begins his sentences with some such words as "holy cow”,
"jeepers”, ’’shucks” and the like is trying to convey any special
meaning by these words?
Q,UE.: Most likely not. They’re just words that are used for sound ef-
fect.
PSY.: Quite right....Now our fifth reason for swearing comes under the
heading of Sadism. You know there are some people who get pleas-
ure by hurting those that they love or are friendly to.
QTJE.: I’ve heard of such people.
PSY.: Such perverted behavior is called Sadism.
QUE.: Well how does it tie in with swearing?
PSY.: Cruelty to loved ones and friends need not be just by physical
means such as for example playfully tripping them so they’ll fall,
or tricking them into embarassing or unpleasant practical jokes.
Verbal means can also be used such as cussing at the object of
one’s affection or friendship.
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QUE. : That explains why a husband sometimes cusses at his wife even
though he loves her. I suppose he really doesn’t mean any harm.
Ee’s just sadistic.
PSY.: Yes. And you often find the same type of cussing going on be-
tween parents and children or between friends. The whole idea
is that the person doing the cussing is getting pleasure out of
being cruel to the one he likes or loves as the case may be.
QJJE.: Well, that gives us five reasons for swearing.
PSY.: Let’s go on to the sixth reason. .. .verbalized regression.
QUE. : And what’s that?
PSY.: By regression we mean going back to an earlier type of childish
behavior. You know how some children, in order to get their own
way, go into a tantrum. .. .they scream, yell, kick, throw them-
selves on the floor, hold their breath, and do other things that
we call childish.
t;UL .: Yes....
PSY.: Yet seme adults when they can’t get their own way, regress to a
childish behavior level and go into a tantrum also.
QUE.: That we know only too well.
PSY.: But sisee many adults who go into a tantrum consider the childish
techniques undignified, they substitute what they mistakenly con-
sider a more adult method—namely an episode of cussing in order
to get their own way.
QBE.: In other words, they go into a verbal tantrum.
PSY.: Indeed they do....Well now, that brings us to the seventh reason
for swearing—the final reason that we shall consider.
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QUE.: And what is our s eventh reason?
PSY. : Release of our repressed desires. You know. • • .Freud, the found-
er of psychoanalysis, claims that all of the socially unaccept-
able inner desires that we have are pushed down or repressed into
the unconscious part of our mind. His theory states that under
normal circumstances these repressed desires can only come back
to the conscious part of the mind when they are in disguised form.
QUE.: And how does that tie in with swearing?
PSY.: Well, take swearing in sexual terms, for example. Sexual swear-
ing can be explained as a release of repressed sex desires in a
disguised form. Some people get real satisfaction and pleasure
when they swear in terms of the sexiest cuss words they can think
of. Then too, soldiers and sailors, when isolated from women for
an extended period of time, swear a great deal in sexual terms.
Q,UE.: Would the explanation be that these servicemen are releasing some
of their pent-up sex energy in disguised form?
PSY.: That is correct ... .And I believe we have now covered the seven
reasons for cussing that we set out to discuss.
Q,tJE.: Yes, we have....But don’t run off yet. Before you go, I’d like to
see whether I’ve got everything straight in my mind in connection
with what we were talking over.
PSY.: All right. In other words you want me to check up on you.
Q,UE.: Yes. Now let's see. First you said that swearing is a habit de-
pending on learning and practice, and also that we sometimes bor-
row sanctity to make our cuss words more impressive.
PSY.: Right, so far.
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QUE.: Now, let me see if I can remember the seven reasons for swearing
that you discussed. The first reason was that cuss words are a
cover up for a poor vocabulary. Secondly, cussing serves as a
safety valve to release an accumulation of anger.
PSY. : Excellent, so far. Continue.
Q,UE.: Third reason for swearing is that it is used to put on an act....
to be a regular fellow.... to cover up for a feeling of social in-
feriority.
PSY.: Good. Who did we mention as the person who introduced the idea of
inferiority?
QJffi.: Adler.
PSY.: That’s right. Now what was the fourth reason for swearing that we
mentioned?
Q,UE.: Verbalism, which means the use of words for sound effect rather
than to convey real meaning.
PSY. : Correct
.
QUE. : The fifth reason. . ..cussing is sometimes verbalized Sadism, a verb-
al way of hurting people we like for the perverted pleasure it
gives us. The sixth reason. .. .Cussing is a form of verbalized re-
gression. .. .a return to an earlier childish mode of behavior....
a verbal tantrum.
PSY.: Very good. And now the seventh and final reason....
Q,UE.: Cussing is sometimes a disguised way of allowing repressed desires
to come back to the conscious mind.
PSY.: And who introduced the theory of repressing thoughts into the un-
conscious?
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QUE.: Freud.
PSY. : That’s fine. I see you remember the important points of our
discussion.
Q,UE.: Thank you for taking time out to discuss the subject "WHY Yffi
SWEAR" with me.
PSY.: You're entirely welcome.
(FADE DOWN AUD UP)
Ann.: You have just heard a Psychology Interview on the subject "Why
We Swear". We invite you to tune in again next week at this
same time for the next Psychology Interview in this series.
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WHY WE LEARN — Test (Form A)
Identification Symbol Group_
1. We have to learn to learn efficiently, (a) True (b)False l.(
2. We learn only when we try to learn, (a) True (b)False 2.(
3- Which FIVE of the following eight factors which limit 5.(
7. the extent of learning ability were discussed in the 4.(
transcription: 5.(
(a) Intelligence ; (b)Mongolism; (c)Focal infections; 6.(
(d)Glandular malfunction; (e)Prolonged indulgence in 7.(
drugs; (f)Cretinism; (g)Chronic fatigue; (h) poor
vision and poor hearing.
8- Tihich EIGHT of the following twelve reasons for learning
15. were considered in the transcription:
(a) Maturation
(b)Adequate distribution of practice periods
(c) Motivation
(d) Conditioning
(e) Association
(f) Proper use of the whole-part method
(g)
Repetition
(h)Active recitation
(i) Feeling tone:
( j
)
Trial-and-error
(k) Optimum atmospheric conditions
(l) Patterning
8
.(
9 .(
10
. (
11
.
(
12
.
13. (
14. (
15. (
16- The two men Pavlov and uhorndike were mentioned in the
17. transcription in which one of the following three
connections
:
(a) As an early experimenter with
conditioning in humans PAVLOV 16. (
(b)As emphasizing the role of satisfiers and THORNDIKE 17.
annoyers in learning
(
c)
As an early experimenter with
conditioning in dogs
18-
20 .
Match the three terms used in the transcription which
are listed at the right below with the proper definition
listed at the left below:
(a)The association of a new object, situation GESTALT
or event and an old response
(b) Response to pleasantness rather than
indifferent situations in learning
(c) Mental activity which suddenly
organizes disconnected perceptions and
thoughts into a meaningful pattern
(d) A meaningful, unitary, organized mental
pattern of perceptions and th.oug.hts
INS GET
CONDITIONED
RESPONSE
18. (
19. (
20
. (
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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WHY WE FORGET — Test (Form A)
Identification Symbol Group_
1-Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether
8. the following eight statements are true or false. Use a
T for True and F for False.
1. Forgetting has both advantages and disadvantages. l.( )
2. Fast learners are fast forgetters. 2.( )
3. Learning curves usually include a level portion where
there is no improvement despite additional practice. 3.( )
In the forgetting curve discussed in the transcription:
4. Twice as much is forgotten at the end of the first
twenty minutes after learning stops than during the
rest of the first day. 4.( )
5. About 2/3 of what is learned is forgotten at the
end of the first day after learning stops. 5.( )
6. All forgetting curves drop abruptly imnediately after
learning stops. 6.( )
7. Speed of forgetting depends on efficiency of learning. 7.( )
8. Reminiscence occurs in all learning. 8.( )
9-Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for learning 9.( )
15. were considered in the transcription: 10. ( )
(a) Inhibition (retroactive and proactive) 11. ( )
(b) Improper use of the whole-part method 12. ( )
(c) Disuse 13. ( )
(d) Inadequate overlearning 14. ( )
(e) Passive rather than active learning method 15. ( )
(f) Improper distribution of practice
(g)
Insufficient meaningfulness of learning material
(h)Associative inhibition
(i) Lack of "belongingness"
(j)
Emotional blocking
(k) Dissociation
16-The two men Ebbinghaus and McGeogh were mentioned in the
17. transcription in which one of the following three connections:
(a) As a pioneer investigator of the rates of
learning and forgetting EBBINGHAUS16. ( )
(b)As an experimenter with reminiscence effects McGEOGH 17. ( )
(c) As an experimenter with and proponent of
retroactive inhibition as a cause of forgetting
18-Match the three terms used in the transcription which
20. are listed at the right below with the proper definition
listed at the left below:
(a) Second learning works backward and RETROACTIVE INHIBITION 18. ( )
interferes with first learning
(b)A process wherein one or more portions
of one’s mental and emotional life be- PROACTIVE INHIBITION 19. ( )
comes split off and lost from consciousness
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(c) Inhibition due to strong effect of past
associations DISSOCIATION 20. ( )
(d) First learning works forward and inter-
feres with second learning
'' 5
, )
.
Y/EY WE LAUGH — Test (Form A)
PART I
172
Identification Symbol Group.
Format (check one): Individual Talk
;
Dialogue
]
Dramat i zat ion
1-Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether the following
8* eight statements are true or false according to the transcription.
Use a T for true; an F for false 0
1. Laughter is more a social corrective than it is a socializing
influence promoting friendship lo( )
2. Laughter has been experimentally stimulated by means of
phonograph records of a laughing man. 2o( )
3. With some people ridiculing laughter is more effective as a
means of discipline than is a policeman* 3*( )
4* The extensive use of feigned laughter stems from the fear of
laughter as a social corrective* 4«( )
5* Continuous solitary laughter on the part of a person is
regarded a3 normal. 5.( )
6* Jokes tend to be equally funny to both men and women* 6»( )
7. Experiments show that jokes made at the expense of a given
group of people are regarded as being just as funny by
members of the group as they are by non-members* 7*( )
8* To what extent a person will laugh in a given situation
depends on his individual type of reaction to suddenness* 8 0 ( )
9- Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for laughing were
15* considered in the transcription:
(a) Feeling of superior adaptation 9»( )
(b) Theory of degradation 10 «( )
(c) Incongruity 11* ( )
(d) Release from strained situation 12* ( )
(e) Antidote to sympathy 13 *( )
(f) Instinct of laughter 14. ( )
(g)
Suddenness 15* ( )
(h)Nullification of expectation
(i) Pride
(j)
To use up adrenally stimulated blood chemicals
(k) Release of repressed desires in disguised form
16-The two men McDougall and Crile were mentioned in the transcription
17* in which of the following three connections:
(a) As the one who suggested the nullification of
expectation theory of laughter McDOUGALL 16* ( )
(b) As the one who suggested the theory that CRILE 17* ( )
laughter uses up adrenally stimulated excess
blood chemicals
(c) As the one who suggested the antidote to
sympathy theory of laughter
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18-Match the three terms used in the transcription which are listed
20. at the right below with the proper definition listed at the
left below:
(a)Substance which is either harmful, poisonous, or
depressing to the body
(b) Chemical which promotes digestive action of theBLOOD
stomach
(c) Chemical which serves as fuel for muscular action
(d) Substance which stimulates body to prepare itself
for violent muscular activity
ADRENIN 18.
(
GLUCOSE 19. (
TOXIN 20(
:1
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PART II
Identification Symbol
Married
;
Single
Occupation
_
Sex; Male Female Ago
No. of Children No* of years of schooling
Group
Please answer the following questions FRANKXY.
1« At what point (s) while listening to the transcription did your
interest and attention lag?
a« At no point
b» At the beginning
Co Just before the break
do At the beginning of the second part
e o Toward the end
So If you accidentally tuned into this transcription on ycur radio,
would you
a* Continue to listen to it while seated near the radio
bo Listen to it while engaging in some other activity
in your home
Co Time it off or switch to another program
3# If you had your choice of the following on a radio sohedule,
which ONE would you tune in:
a« The transcription you just heard
bo A quiz Rhow
c o A comedy show
do A variety show
e. A new3 broadcast
f. A sports broadcast
go A dramatization
ho A forum or round table
io A popular music program
jo A classical music program
4# While listening to the transcription, which of the following
feelings did you get:
a« Became bored
bo Became discouraged because transcription was overloaded
with material
Co Was continually interested to see what was coming next
and enjoyed the transcription
5o Were the summaries helpful to you? Yes; No
JIc
{
J
,
f | _ J
J
6 How much do you think you will remember of the transcription
for future use, say by a month from now?
all; 7/8; 3/4; 2/3;
.
1/2; 1/3;
1/4; 1/8; 1/16; none.
REMARKS:
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WHY WE LIE — Test (Form A)
PART I
Identification Symbol Group
Format (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatize
tion
1- Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether the following
8. eight statements are true or false according to the transcription*
Use a T for true; an F for false.
1. According to the definition of a lie given in the transcription,
a lie must have the following three elements: consciousness of
falsity, unintentional deception, distinct purpose in view.
l.( )
2. It is possible to lie by saying nothing. 2.( )
3. When one tells the truth but states it in a way so as to
mislead people into a false conclusion, it is a lie ac-
cording to the definition of a lie given in the trans-
cription. 3.( )
4. A social lie is one where the purpose of the lie is to
help someone else. 4.( )
5. Throwing a child on the defensive frequently should
affect the development of the child’s lying habit to an
appreciable extent. 5.( )
6. The transcription mentioned a twofold classification of
lies: social and antisocial. 6.( )
7. Precept is more important than the example set by adults
in teaching a child to lie. 7.( )
8. Training a child to develop ideals and standards which
conform with what society considers to be high ideals
and standards will help in discouraging the development
of the lying habit. 8.( )
9- Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for lying were 9.( )
15. considered in the transcription: 10. ( )
(a) Fear — self-defense 11. ( )
(b) Selfishness — aggressive greed 12. ( )
(c) Feeblemindedness 13. ( )
(d) Loyalty 14. ( )
(e) Retrospective falsification 15. ( )
(
f)
Revenge
(g)
High suggestibility
(h) Compensatory tendencies
(
i)
Inexact memory
(j)
Low ideals and standards in life
(k) Cultural approval
16-The two names William Stern and Charlotte Buhler were mentioned in
17. the transcription in which of the following connections:
(a)As author of a good threefold classification of lies WILLIAM
STERN 16. ( )

177
(b) As author of an explanation of psychopathic lying
CHARLOTTE BUHLER
(c) As author of a good definition of a lie involving
three essential elements
18-Match the three terms used in the transcription which are
20* listed at the right below with the proper definition listed
at the left below:
(a) Withdrawing from problems of everyday life COMPENSATION
(b) Inner feeling of mental and emotional defeat FRUSTRATION
(c) Flouting the rules of society without feelingPSYCHQPATHIC
of guilt that something wrong has been done PERSONALITY
(d) Fighting against inner feelings of inferiority
17. ( )
18. ( )
19. ( )
20
. ( )
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PART II
Identification Symbol
Married Single No •
Occupat ion
Sex: Male ; Female Age
of Children No* of years of schooling
Group_
Please answer the following questions FRANKLY.
lo At what point (s) while listening to the transcription did your
interest and attention lag?
a« At no point
bo At the beginning
Co Just before the break
do At the beginning of the second part
eo Toward the end
2o If you accidentally tuned into this transcription on your radio,
would you
a* Continue to listen to it while seated near the radio
bo Listen to it while engaging in some other activity
in your home
Co Tune it off or switch to another program
3* If you had your choice of the following on a radio schedule,
which ONE would you tune in:
a* The transcription you just heard
b# A quiz show
c« A comedy show
do A variety show
eo A news broadcast
fo A sports broadcast
go A dramatization
ho A forum or round table
io A popular music program
jo A classical music program
4o While listening to the transcription, which of the following
feelings did you get:
ao Became bored
bo Became discouraged because transcription was overloaded
with material
Co Was continually interested to see what was coming next
and enjoyed the transcription
5. Were the summaries helpful to you? Yes; No
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How much do you think you will remember of the transcription
for future use, say by a month from now?
6ft
all; 7/8;
.
3/4;
.
2/3; 1/2 ; 1/3
1/4; 1/8; 1/16; none.
REMARKS
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WHY WE SWEAR — Test (Form A)
PART I
Identification Symbol Group
Format (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatization
1- Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether the following
8* eight statements are true or false according to the transcription*
Use a T for true; an F for false*
1* Swearing is a habit and improves with practice* 1*(
E* The tendency to swear can be eliminated abruptly through
the exertion of our will power* 2*(
3* The degree of development of one*s tendency to swear depends
only on the type of environment one lived in as a child* 3*(
4* Swearing frequently depends on the principle of borrowing
of sanctity* 4 0 (
5* A change in adult environment may change the degree to which a
person swears* 5*(
6* The purpose of borrowing sanctity is to make a combination of
cuss words more impressive* 6*(
7* Feelings of guilt due to swearing with the use of God f s name
in vain are counteracted by using disguised cuss words* 7*(
8* Swearing is usually a means of long-range permanent adjustment* 8*(
9- Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for swearing were
15* considered in the transcription:
(a) Poverty of speech
(b)Low character and ideals
(c) Release of pent-up anger
(d)Putting on an act to combat social inferiority feelings
(e) Use of cuss words for sound effect
(f) Psychopathic antisocial tendencies
(g)
Verbally hurting those we like
(h) Verbal tantrum
( i
)
Over-suggest ible
(j)
Reaction to frustration
(k) Release of repressed desires in disguised form
M
10 * (
11 * (
12 * (
13* (
14* (
15* (
16- The two names Adler and Freud were mentioned in the
17* transcription in which of the following connections:
(a) Introduced the idea of psychoanalysis ADLER 16*
(
(b) Introduced the idea of borrowing of sanctity FREUD 17. (
(c) Introduced the concept of inferiority
18- Match the three terms used, in the transcription which are
20* listed at the right below with the proper definition listed
at the left below:
(a) Gaining of perverted pleasure from inflicting pain
or abuse on a person whom one loves or likes VERBALISM 18*
(b) Withdrawal from reality SADISM 19. (
(c) Use of words for conveying sound effect rather REGRESSION 20*
than meaning
(d) Return, under stress, to an earlier childish
mode of adjustment
)
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PART II
Identification. Symbol Sex:
Married ;Single No. of Children
Occupat ion
Male
;
Female Age
No. of years of schooling^
Group
Please answer the following questions FRANKLY.
1. At what point (s) while listening to the transcription did your
interest and attention lag?
a. At no point
b. At the beginning
c. Just before the break
d. At the beginning of the second part
e* Toward the end
2» If you accidentally tuned into this transcription on your radio,
would you
a. Continue to listen to it while seated near the radio
b* Listen to it while engaging in some other activity
in your home
c* Tune it off or switch to another program
3 0 If you had your choice of the following on a radio schedule,
which ONE would you tune in.
a. The transcription you just heard
b. A quiz show
C, A comedy show
d. A variety show
e. A news broadcast
f. a sports broadcast
go A dramatization
h. a forum or round table
i. A popular music program
j • A classical music program
While listening to the transcription, which of the following
feelings did you get:
a. Became bored
b. Became discouraged because transcription was overloaded
with material
c. Was continually interested to see what was
and enjoyed the transcription
coming next
Were the sumnaries helpful to you? Yes; No
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6* How much do you think you will remember of the transcription
for future use, say by a month from now?
all; 7/8; J3/4; 2/3; 1/2; 1/3:
1/4; 1/8; 1/16; none.
REMARKS:
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WHY WE LAUGH — Test (Form B)
Identification Symbol Group_
Format (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatization
1- Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for laughing ware 1. ( )
7* considered in the transcription: 2.( )
(a) Instinct of laughter 3.( )
(b) Suddenness 4»( )
(c) Nullification of expectation 5.( )
(d) To use up adremally stimulated blood chemicals 6.( )
(e) Theory of degradation 7.( )
(f) Release of repressed desires in disguised form
(g)
Feeling of superior adaptation
(h) Incongruity
(i) Pride
(j)
Antidote to sympathy
(k) Release from strained situation
8- Match the three terms used in the transcription which are
10, listed at the right below with the proper definition listed
at the left below:
(a) Substance which stimulates body to prepare itself TOXIN 8.( )
for violent muscular activity BLOOD GLUCOSE 9.( )
(b) Chemical which prevents blood from clotting ADRENIN 10* ( )
(c) Chemical which serves as fuel for muscular action
(d) Substance which is either harmful, poisonous, or
depressing to the body
11- The two men Crile and HcDougall were mentioned in the transcription
12* in which of the following three connections:
(a).as the one who suggested that pride was the cause CRILE 11* ( )
of laughter McDOUGALL 12 •( )
(bj^s the one who suggested the antidote to sympathy
theory of laughter
(c)As the one who suggested the theory that laughter
uses up adrenally stimulated excess blood chemicals
13- Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether the following
20, eight statements are true or false according to the transcription.
Use a T for true; an F for false.
13. Continuous solitary laughter on the part of a person is not
regarded as normal, 13. ( )
14. Experiments show that jokes made at the expense of a given
group of people are not considered to be just as funny by
members of the group as they are by non-members. 14. ( )
15. Laughter is more a socializing influence promoting friendship
than it is a social corrective 15. ( )
• Ridiculing laughter is more effective in disciplining some
people than is a policeman. 16. ( )
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WHY WE LAUGH — Test (Form B)
(Continued)
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17* The individual's type of reaction to suddenness is not a
factor in determining to what extent a person will laugh
in a given situation*
18 o Jokes do not tend to be equally funny to men and women*
19* The extensive use of feigned laughter stems from the fear
of laughter as a social corrective*
20* Through the use of phonograph records of a laughing man,
attempts at experimentally stimulating laughter have been
unsuccessful*
17 * ( )
18. ( )
19. ( )
20. ( )
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7/HY WE LIE — Test (Form B)
Identification Symbol Group
Format (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatization
1- Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for lying were 1* ( )
7# considered in the transcription: 2#( )
(a) Feeblemindedness 3.( )
(b) Selfishness —* aggressive greed 4#( )
(c) Loyalty 5#( )
(d) Retrospective falsification 6#( )
(e) Fear — self-defense 7 0 ( )
(f) Revenge
(g)
Compensatory tendencies
(h) High suggestibility
(i) Cultural approval
(j)
Low ideals and standards in life
(k) Inexact memory
8- Match the three terms used in the transcription which are
10# listed at the right below with the proper definition listed
at the left below:
(a) Inner feeling of mental and emotional defeat PSYCHOPATHIC
(b) Fighting against inner feelings of inferiority PERSONALITY 8.( )
(c) Pushing down revolting thoughts into the unconsciousFRUSTRATION 9#( )
(d) Flouting the rules of society without feeling of COMPENSATION 10# ( )
guilt that something wrong has been done
11- The two names Charlotte Buhler and William Stem were mentioned
2.
in the transcription in which of the following connections:
(a)As author of an explanation of psychopathic lying CHARLOTTE BUHLER
(b) As author of a good definition of a lie involving 11# ( )
three essential elements WILLIAM STERN 12# ( )
(c) As author of a good threefold classification of lies
13- Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether the following
20# eight statements are true or false according to the transcription.
Use a T for true; an F for false.
13. Throwing a child on the defensive frequently should not affect
the development of the child's lying habit to an appreciable
extent. 13 #( )
14. The example set by adults is more important than precept in
teaching a child to lie# 14. ( )
15# According to the definition of a lie given in the
transcription, a lie must have the following three
elements: consciousness of falsity, intentional
deception, distinct purpose in view# 15
. ( )
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WHY WE LIE — Test (Form B)
(CONTINUED)
16* When one tells the truth but states it in a way so as to
mislead people into a false conclusion, it is still the
truth according to the definition of a lie given in the
transcription#
17# Training a child to develop ideals and standards which
conform with what society considers to be high ideal3 and
standards will help in discouraging the development of the
lying habit#
18# The transcription mentioned a threefold classification of
lies: social, asocial, and antisocial#
19# A social lie is one where the purpose of the lie is
primarily to help oneself#
20# It is possible to lie by saying nothing in some eases,.
16. ( )
IV. ( )
18. ( )
19. ( )
20
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WHY W3 SWEAR — Test (Form B)
Identification Symbol Group
Fomat (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatization
1- Which SEVEN of the following eleven reasons for swearing were 1*( )
7* considered in the transcription: 2.( )
(a) Release of pent-up anger 3.( )
(b) Putting on an act to combat social inferiority feelings 4.( )
(c) Low character and ideals 5.( )
(d) Poverty of speech 6*( )
(e) Psychopathic antisocial tendencies 7.( )
(f) Use of cuss words for sound effect
(g)
Verbal tantrum
(h) Over-suggest ible
(i) Verbally hurting those we like
(j)
Release of repressed desires in disguised foun
(k) React ion to frustration
8- Match the three terms used in the transcription which are
10. listed at the right below with the proper definition listed
at the left below:
(a) Retura, under stress, to an earlier childish SADISM 8.( )
mode of adjustment VERBALISM 9«( )
(b) Pushing down revolting thoughts into the unconsciousREGRESSION 10© ( )
(c) Use of words for conveying sound effect rather
than meaning
(d) Gaining of perverted pleasure from inflicting
pain or abuse on a person whom one loves or likes
11- The two names Freud and Adler were mentioned in the
12.
transcription in which of the following connections:
(a) Introduced the concept of inferiority FREUD 11. ( )
(b) Introduced the idea of borrowing of sanctity ADLER 12. ( )
(c) Introduced the idea of psychoanalysis
13- Indicate in the proper parentheses at the right whether the
20. following eight statements are true or false according to
the transcription.
Use a T for true; an F for false.
13. A change in adult environment cannot change the degree
to which a person swears. 13 •( )
14.
By using disguised cuss words people counteract feelings
of guilt due to swearing with the use of God's name
in vain. 14. ( )
15.Swearing is a habit and improves with practice. 15. ( )
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WHY WE SWEAR — Test (Form B)
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16* The type of environment one lived in as a child is the only
determinant of the degree of development of one’s tendency
to swearo 16* ( )
17* Swearing is usually not a means of long range permanent
adjustment* 17 •( )
18* Borrowing of sanctity is consciously or unconsciously used
to make a combination of cuss words more impressive* 18* ( )
19* A good deal of the swearing going on in everyday life depends
on borrowing of sancity* 19* ( )
20. The tendency to swear can be eliminated abruptly through the
exertion of our will power* 20* ( )
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APPENDIX B
OUTLINES, SCRIPTS AND TESTS
OF THE MAIN EXPERIMENT

SCRIPT OUTLINES - SERIES II
BASIC 12-POINT SCRIPT OUTLINE — TOPIC D: THE IDIOT
THE IDIOT:
1* He is in the lowest classification of the feebleminded.
2* He has an I.Q,. of less than 20.
3. He has a Mental Age of less than 3 years*
4. He is unable to guard self against physical dangers.
5. He has physical stigmata of degeneracy in most cases.
6* He either never learns to walk, or if he does, walks in
a clumsy and uncertain fashion.
7. Talking, if not absent, is limited to inarticulate animal-
like noises, and in most favorable cases to a few mumbled
syllables.
8. In most cases, he is unable to learn habits of personal
cleanliness, dressing and eating.
9. His sense organs are usually defective, and his observation
memory and reasoning are extremely limited.
10* His emotions and impulses are crude and poorly inhibited.
He tends to be destructive and unaffect ionate.
11. Sterility, excessive susceptibility to diseases, and
convulsions are common in the idiot.
12. He tends to die young; average age at death of this
group (in New York) is 19.
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SCRIPT OUTLINES - SERIES II
BASIC 12••POINT SCRIPT OUTLINE — TOPIC E: THE IMBECILE
THE IMBECILE:
1* He is in the middle classification of the feebleminded*)
2* He has an I.Q. of 20 to 50.
3o He has a Mental Age of 3 to 7 years*
4* He can learn to avoid the common dangers of life.
5. He has physical stigmata of degeneracy in many cases.
6* He usually learns to walk, but muscular coordination of the
body in general is poor*
7. He has limited vocabulary and his pronounciat ion is usually
defective* Sentences, though consecutive, are short and poorly
put together*
8. He can be taught to take care of himself with respect to habits
of cleanliness, dressing and eating.
9* He can complete about the first two grades of school.
10* He must be given orders to counteract extreme lack of initiative
his moral and social developments are deficient.
11* With special instruction, he can learn to obey commands and do
simple, brief, repetitive tasks* E.g. Simple home duties,
running errands, garden work, handling freight, garbage or
cinders, laundry work, dairy work, cement mixing, knitting,
weaving, brush making and net making.
12. He tends to die young; average age at death of this group
(in New York) is 31.
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SCRIPT OUTLINES - SERIES II
BASIC 12-POINT SCRIPT OUTLINE — TOPIC F: THE MORON
THE MORON:
1, He is in the highest classification of the feebleminded*
2* He has an I*Q* of 50 to 70*
3* He has a Mental Age of 7 to 12 years
o
4* He is capable of earning a living under favorable circumstances
and can thus become a useful citizen*
5* He looks like a normal person and is usually overrated as to
intelligence by the average individual*
6* He lives, in most cases, by habit rather than by judgement
or reason*
7* He can learn to read simple books and talk fairly well on
everyday subjects*
8* He lacks the capacity of foreseeing consequences of behavior
and hence cannot plan*
9* He usually can finish the first 3 or 4 grades of school*
10* He lacks esthetic feelings and subtle humor; he has some
social characteristics of cooperation in group activities*
11* He can learn to do jobs without immediate supervision which
require little reasoning* E.G* digging, land cultivation,
porters, janitors, factory or road workers, housework, barbers,
soldiers, movie projectionists, printers, shipping and sales
clerks, carpenters* Some even learn to operate a lathe, gear
cutting machine, or sewing machine; to drive a horse, auto-
mobile or truck; and to play the drums, and musical wind
instruments*
12* He is suggestible and easily led; he works usually for
immediate rewards rather than for remote goals*
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THE IDIOT
Topic: D
Format: Individual Talk
Hello there ••• •This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on your
radio door again for another Psychology Chat with you* This time let
us discuss the subject: "The Idiot"
.
I guess you ,ve heard the word idiot used before. •• •maybe someone
even called you an idiot. But psychologists do not use the word idiot
for name calling purposes or in the loose sense it is used in everyday
life 0 The psychologist means something definite when he uses the tenn
idiot, or at least considerably more definite than the popular meaning
of the term.
The condition which the psychologist calls amentia or which is
more commonly referred to as feeble-mindedness is divided into three
classifications: the idiot, the imbecile and the moron. The individual
who belongs in the lowest classification of the feebleminded is labelled an
idiot* VS/hen an idiot is given an intelligence test he gets an I.Q,. or
intelligence quotient of less than 20. By an I.Q* of less than 20 we mean
that the person has less then one-fifth of the intelligence of a normal
person of the seme age. An idiot also has a mental age of less than 3*
By that is meant that the adult idiot’s intelligence is less than that of
the average 3 year old person.
An idiot is unable to guard himself against coitmon physical dangers*
He may not hesitate to put his hand into a fire. He may wade into deep
water even though he cannot swim. If left on the roof of a tall building,
the idiot may try to walk off, or if unable to walk may attempt to crawl
or roll off the roof of the building* If an idiot finds himself in front
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of an oncoming automobile, he may make no effort to get out of the way.
Accordingly, idiots have to be put in special institutions and carefully
supervised in order to prevent them from getting killed or from killing
someone else through an inability to recognize danger.
Idiots, in most cases, have what psychologists call physical stigmata
of degeneracy. This is a fancy way of saying that idiots usually have
one or more distinguishing marks involving physical deformities. The
skull may be excessively large, or it may be too small, or it may be
peculiarly shaped. The slit of the eye may be slanted like in the case
of the Chinese or Japanese person. The ears, the features of the face,
or the bones may be deformed. The skin and hair may be abnormal. In
most cases, idiots have one or more of these so-called stigmata of
degeneracy.
Idiots are definitely below normal when it comes to walking. Some
idiots never learn to walk. They may remain in bed lying down through-
out their lives. Others learn to sit up, swaying from side to side
or swaying backward and forward constantly. The highest grade idiot
learns to walk, but he walks in a clumsy and uncertain fashion. Those
idiots who learn to walk, learn to do so at a much later age than the
normal individual.
With respect to talking, some idiots never learn to make any
appreciable sound and remain more or less mute. Other idiots learn
to make some sounds which usually are of a disagreeable nature. These
idiots may utter various types of grunt3, growls, screeches, cries and
other types of animal like noises. The highest grade of idiot learns
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to mumble a few syllables which do not have much value for normal
communication between people* Also, these syllables are acquired by
the idiot at a much later age than a normal child®
Most idiots are unable to learn the basic habits of personal clean-
liness, dressing and eating. Thus most idiots do not develop adequate
toilet habits and soil themselves just like infants do. Soma of the
higher grade idiots can be taught by special techniques to acquire
reasonable toilet habits, hfost idiots cannot learn to dress themselves
and remain undressed or dressed as the case may be until an attendant
takes care of them0 Some idiots are destructive to their clothes and
attempt to tear them off. Only thd highest grade of idiots learn proper
eating habits of feeding themselves and properly selecting their food.
Most idiots will eat whatever will come to hand such as earth, lime,
wood, cloth and other pon-edible or harmful materials, fifhen such idiots
eat by themselves, they get the material into their mouths in a most
animal-like fashion which Emily Post would never sanction. Obviously,
eating on the part of an idiot must be carefully supervised by an attendant*
In the case of many idiots one or more sense organs usually are
defective due to improper development® Thus the idiot may not see or
hear or maintain his balance properly* .also, observation on the part of
the idiot is very poor. What little he observes in his surroundings has
very limited meaning and significance to him® An idiot’s memory is
extremely limited, if it exists at all® Also, little if anything can be
expected from the idiot in the way of reasoning®
An idiot’s emotions and impulses are crude and poorly inhibited. The
normal person learns to control his emotions and Impulses in accordance
with the dictates of society and the culture in which he lives. Not so in
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tlie case of the idiot® If he reacts emotionally to a situation, he tends
to overreact sometimes to almost a violent extent* If he has an impulse to
do something, he does it, if he is able, regardless as to whether the act
is in accordance with the requirements of society or not* Idiots tend to
be destructive because they are incapable of refined manipulation of
things and also because they fail to understand the value of things*
Most idiots tend to be unaffectionate and unsociable*
It would seem that Nature is trying to prevent idiots from begetting
more of their kind, because many idiots are sterile and therefore cannot
pass on their idiotic characteristics to a new generation* <=iuite a few
idiots have convulsions from time to time, and idiots as a group are much
more liable to contract all types of disease than are normal people*
So it can be seen that the idiot is at a disadvantage compared to
normal people in the race for survival, and it can be expected that the
idiot would probably die at a much younger age than normal people.
Statistics show that idiots do die at a comparatively young age. For
example, a survey of the age at death of idiots who died in New York
State institutions revealed that the average age at death was 19 years*
Well.. ..My time is almost up, so let’s take a quick look at what
we have discussed. We saw that the idiot is in the lowest classification
of the feebleminded, has an I.Q. or intelligence quotient of less than £0,
and a Mental Age of less than 3 years. Hie is unable to guard himself
against common physical dangers and in most cases has one or more physical
stigmata of degeneracy, that is distinguishing marks involving physical
deformity. Walking for the idiot, if not absent, is at best of a clumsy
and uncertain kind* As for talking, if the idiot talks at all»- he makes
inarticulate animal-like noises and in most favorable cases may be able
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to mumble a few syllables* Except in sane cases of the highest grade,
the idiot is unable to learn habits of personal cleanliness, dressing
and eating. One or more of the idiot’s senses are usually defective
and the idiot’s capacities for observation, memory, and reasoning are
extremely limited. The idiot’s emotions and impulses, we found, are
crude and poorly inhibited, and he tends to be destructive and unaffect-
ionate. We noted that sterility, abnormal susceptibility to diseases,
and convulsions are common among idiots. And we saw finally that idiots
as a group tend to die young, the average age at death of idiots in New
York institutions being about 19 years.
Oh... .Oh....Time’s up....so this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying "So Long” till we chat again.

THE IMBECILE
198
Topic : E
Format: Individual Talk
Hello there <> •• .This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on
your radio door again for another Psychology Chat with you# This
time let us discuss the subject: "The Imbecile"
«
I guess you’ve heard the word imbecile used be fore. ...maybe
someone even called you an imbecile. But psychologists do not use
the word imbecile for name calling purposes or in the loose sense
it is used in everyday life. The psychologist means something
definite when he uses the term imbecile, or at least considerably
more definite than the popular meaning of the term.
The condition which the psychologist calls amentia or which
is more commonly referred to as feeblemindedness is divided into
three classifications: the idiot, the imbecile and the moron. The
individual who belongs in the middle classification of the feeble-
minded is labelled an imbecile. Y/hen an imbecile is given an
intelligence test he gets an I.Q,. or intelligence quotient of any-
where from 20 to 50. By an I.Q,. of 20 to 50 we mean that the person
has anywhere from one-fifth to one-half of the intelligence of a
normal person of the same age. An imbecile also has a mental age
ranging from 3 to 7 years. By this is meant that the adult imbecile’s
intelligence ranges from the lov/er limit of that of the average normal
3 year old child to the upper limit of that of the average normal 7
year old child.
Imbeciles, unlike idiots, can learn to guard themselves against
the common physical dangers of life. Whereas much training of an
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idiot to avoid putting his hand into fire or getting out of the way
of an oncoming automobile may be of little avail, such training of an
imbecile brings results, and the imbecile will guard himself against
the common dangers of life without constant supervision* Like the
normal person, once an imbecile has learned that a certain situation
is dangerous, he will avoid that situation in the future, even though
it takes the imbecile longer than normal to learn of the danger.
Imbeciles have physical stigmata of degeneracy in many cases.
That is they have various characteristic distinguishing physical de-
formities like a misshapen head, deformed facial features, deformed
bones, and the like 0 But imbeciles tend to have fewer physical stigmata
of degeneracy than idiots do. Whereas, stigmata of degeneracy are
found among idiots in most cases, among imbeciles these stigmata are
found in many cases.
Unlike the idiot, imbeciles all learn to walk quite well....but
walking develops later than in the case of the normal person. Imbeciles
as a rule have very poor muscular coordination of the body in general.
As a result, they are incapable of refined skills involving the use of
the hands and feet. Manual tasks which an imbecile performs usually
are carried out in a much mors clumsy manner than would be the case
with a normal person.
Imbeciles learn to talk after a fashion, but what little ability
for talking they acquire comes at a much later stage of development
than is the case with normal persons. An imbecile has a limited vocabulary
and his pronunciation is usually defective. An imbecile is capable of
using consecutive sentences in talking, but the sentences are as a rule
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rather short and poorly put together. The imbecile’s talk reflects
his rather cloudy understanding of even simple things. Communication
with an imbecile cannot be successfully carried out by means of ab-
stract words, but must be in terms of concrete specific things which
the imbecile can understand.
Imbeciles, unlike idiots, can be taught to take care of them-
selves with respect to habits of personal cleanliness, dressing end
eating. With special type training, imbeciles develop dependable
toilet habits. They learn to dress and undress themselves, wash
themselves, and keep fairly neat. With regard to eating habits im-
beciles can learn to select foods properly, to avoid eating harmful
things, and to eat in a manner which approximates pretty well that of
the normal person.
Whereas the idiot cannot profit from ordinary schooling, the
average imbecile can complete at least the first grade of school and
in some cases may even complete the second grade of school. The third
grade is usually beyond the imbecile’s grasp, and even in the first
two grades the imbecile may appear rather stupid and slower than the
normal child. Imbeciles profit roost from a special type of schooling
which avoids the use of words and abstractions as much as possible and
is carried out in terms of things, pictures, pantomime, etc. Also,
the training of the imbecile, like in the case of all feebleminded,
must be at a slow patient and leisurely rate.
In most imbeciles initiative is entirely lacking. Imbeciles
rarely start to do anything on their own, but must be told to do what
has to be done. Imbeciles will follow orders if the latter are put in
- J
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language which, the imbecile can understand or are supplemented with
the proper pantomime, Ihe moral and social development of the im-
becile is deficient, Since moral standards and social requirements
are in most cases abstractions and must be learned by the individual,
it cen readily be se n why the imbecile cannot develop morally and
socially to the normal level, Such i eas like justice, honesty,
fashion end good taste mean very little if anything to an imbecile,
rut an imbecile is not iranoral or ant isocial. .. .rather he is unmoral
and unsocial for he has never learned to understand fully the meaning
an "i significance of moral ana social codes.
nith special non-verbal and patient instruction, an imbecile can
learn to do simple, brief, repetitive tasks which makes the imbecile
useful to the institution where he lives and at the same time gives
him something constructive to do to take up his time. Imbeciles can
le.rn to obey commands, run errands, ana carry out simple domestic
duties. 4 few exaiaples of other jobs an imbecile can learn to do in-
clude: garden work, laundry work, dairy work, laboring like handling
freight, cinders or garbage, cement mixing, knitting, weaving, brush
making, broom making, and net making. Unlike idiots, imbeciles can
learn to play and enjoy simple games.
-ince the imbecile is at a disadvantage compared to normal peo
:
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in the race for survival, it might be expected that the imbecile would
probably die at a much younger age than normal people. Statistics show
that imbeciles do die at a comparatively young age, although they have
a longer life expectancy than idiots, .-or example, a survey of the age
at death of imbeciles who died in New York State institutions revealed
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that the average age at death was 31 years*
Well. ...My time is almost up, so let T s take a quick look at what
we have discussed. We saw that the imbecile is in the middle classifi-
cation of the feebleminded, has an I. Q,. or intelligence quotient ranging
from 20 to 50 and a Mental Age ranging from 3 to 7 years. He can learn
to avoid the comnon dangers of life, and has physical stigmata of de-
generacy in many cases. We saw that the imbecile usually learns to
walk, but that muscular coordination of the body in general is poor.
The imbecile has a limited vocabulary and pronunciation is usually
defective. Sentences uttered by the imbecile, though consecutive, are
short and poorly put together. We noted that the imbecile can be
taught to take care of himself with respect to habits of personal
cleanliness, dressing and eating. In school the imbecile can complete
about the first two grades but special type of instruction is needed.
Initiative is usually entirely lacking in the imbecile, and his social
and moral developments are deficient. With special instruction, the
imbecile can learn to obey commands and do simple brief repetitive
tasks of a useful nature. And we saw finally that imbeciles as a
group tend to die young, the average age of inbeciles at death in
New York institutions being about 31 years.
Oh. ...Oh. . ..Time t s up... .so this is your Psychology Broadcaster
saying nSo long" till we chat again.
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TEE MORON
Topics F
Format: Individual Talk
Hollo there*...This is your Psychology Broadcaster knocking on
your radio door again for another Psychology Ghat with you. This time
let us discuss the subject: "The Moron"*
I guess you’ve heard the word moron used before* •• .maybe someone
even called you a moron. But psychologists do not use the word moron
for name calling purposes or in the loose sense it is used in everyday
life* The psychologist means something definite when he uses the term
moron, or at least considerably more definite than the papular meaning
of the term*
The condition which the psychologist calls amentia or which is
more commonly referred to as feeblemindedness is divided into three
classifications: the idiot, the imbecile and the moron. The individ-
ual who belongs in the highest classification of the feebleminded is
labelled a moron* When a moron is given an intelligence test he gets
an I*Q* or intelligence quotient of anywhere from 50 to 70* By an
I. <4* of 50 to 70 we mean that the person has anywhere from one-half
to seven-tenths of the intelligence of a normal person of the same
age* A moron also has a mental age ranging fran 7 to 12 years* By
that is meant that the adult moron’s intelligence ranges from the
lower limit of that of the average 7 year old child to the upper
limit of that of the 12 year old person.
Morons as a rule are capable of earning a living under favorable
circumstances and can thus become useful citizens* Although the lower
grade morons usually have to be placed in an institution, a large
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percentage of morons live out in the community, have a job, marry and
raise a family, and live a quiet respectable life. Morons, of course,
do not hold mentally difficult jobs and cannot compete vocationally
with normal people. But if competition for jobs is not too keen,
many high grade morons manage to remain employed and live the life of
a useful respectable citizen*
Whereas idiots and imbeciles are usually quickly recognized by
their extreme mental defectiveness and by the physical stigmata of
degeneracy which they may possess, morons look like normal people and
are frequently attractive in appearance and quite sociable and likeable 0
Because of their attractive appearances and sociability, morons are
frequently overrated as to intelligence by the average person and are
considered normal. This illusion of normality is heightened by the
social situation of the moron holding a job, bringing up a family,
end participating in community recreation and other activities.
One basic way in which a moron differs from a normal person is
that the moron lives mainly by habit rather than by judgement or
reason. The moron hasn’t the mental capacity or inclination to think things
through or determine whether one course of action is better than another.
He simply does automatically what he is habitually used to doing in
most cases. Therefore it is extremely important that morons be trained
to acquire socially and personally constructive habits, so that by living
in accordance with these good habits, the moron will not become a problem
to himself or the ccominity.
A moron lacks the capacity of foreseeing the consequences of his
actions. As a result morons are unable to plan ahead with respect to
their lives. Because the moron cannot foresee the consequences of his
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emotional behavior he frequently does anti-social things* For example,
moronic girls occasionally get influenced into lives of prostitution
or become mothers of illegitimate children* Because morons cannot
plan, they tend to spend money foolishly* Budgeting has little or no
meaning to them* Some morons get into trouble with the law because
they cannot recognize the moral obligation of repaying debts or paying
for goods bought on credit.
Many morons learn to read simple books and acquire enough of a
command of vocabulary to talk fairly well in everyday subjects* This
heightens the illusion of normality for those people who cannot detect
moronity* When morons talk about everyday subjects, they do not
talk in terms of what they have thought out themselves or in terms of
careful critical evaluation of various people’s opinions, but they
usually simply repeat without thinking what they have heard other
people say on the same subject* At times they do not adhere consist-
ently to one subject, shifting from subject to subject, and frequently
they use words in their conversation which mean little or nothing to
them. Morons cannot grasp the meanings of abstract words*
The average moron can complete the first three or four grades of
school* Morons rarely if ever complete the six elementary grades, and
as soon as their moronity is detected by intelligence tests and other
means, it is best to place the moron in special classes of students of
the same low mental ability. In these, classes, by specially devised
teaching techniques, morons can be taught to read, write and figure as
much as their mental ability will allow, and they can be taught con-
structive personal and social habits as well as an occupation which is
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within their grasp*
Morons lack esthetic feeling and they rarely if ever learn to
appreciate what is artistic* Morons also lack subtle humor and can
only see as funny the more coarse types of humor* Morons in most
cases show some social characteristics of cooperation in group
activities. They do not fully understand the significance of social
cooperation, but more through suggestion and imitation morons
cooperate with others to a considerable degree in group activities
and social enterprises*
as has been previously indicated morons can learn to do various
types of jobs without immediate supervision, Although these jobs
are economically fruitful, the jobs are of a nature which require
little or no reasoning, judgement or foresight. It has been said
that much of the dirty work of the world is done by cheerful morons.
Examples of jobs which morons can successfully carry on are digging,
land cultivation, porters, janitors, factory and road workers, domestic
work, barbers, soldiers, carpenters, printers, movie projectionists, shipping
clerks and sales clerks , Some even learn how to operate a lathe, gear
cutting machine or sewing machine; to drive a horse, automobile or truck;
and even to play the drums and musical wind instruments.
Morons are suggestible and therefore easily led. If morons get into
the wrong kind of company they can be influenced to do all sorts of anti-
social things such as becoming criminals, prostitutes, and the like. In the
right kind of company, morons by suggestion and imitation lead socially
useful and law-abiding lives. Morons usually cannot see the value of
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remote goals but readily understand the value of immediate rewards
„
So if morons are to be properly trained and managed, it is better to
show them the immediate rewards whioh will result from doing certain
things rather than asking them to work for remote goals
»
Well*...My time is almost up, so let’s take a quick look at what
we have discussed* We saw that the moron is in the highest classification
of the feebleminded, has an I*Q* or intelligence quotient ranging from
50 to 70, and a Mental Age ranging from 7 to 12 years* The moron is
capable of earning a living under favorable circumstances and looks
like a normal person with the result that he is usually overrated as
to intelligence by the average individual* We saw that a moron lives
mainly by habit rather than by judgment or reason, and that he lacks
the capacity of foreseeing consequences of his behavior which makes
him unable to plan* The moron can learn to read simple books and talk
on everyday subjects* He usually can complete about the fourth grade
of school* We noted that the moron lacks esthetic feeling and subtle
humor, but that he has some social characteristics of cooperation in
group activities. Morons can learn to do economically remunerative
jobs without immediate supervision, if the jobs require little reason-
ing, judgment or foresight* And we saw finally that the moron is
suggestible and easily led, and that he works usually for immediate
rewards rather than for remote goals.
Oh. ...Oh. , ••Time’s up.,.*so this is j’-our Psychology Broadcaster
saying "So long" till we chat again*
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THE IDIOT
Topic: D
Format : Dialogue
Characters: Announcer (Ann.); Interviewer (Int.); Psychologist (Psy)
.
ANN: At this time we present another in the series of Psychology In-
terviews ....And here again is our Psychology Interviewer.
INT: Hello folks....As always in these interviews we have our Psychol-
ogist with us here in the studios....and today we’re going to
find out all about an interesting type of person...#The Idiot.
So let’s get our interview underway.
(PAUSE)
In everyday life we use the term idiot mostly for name calling,
but what does a psychologist mean by the term idiot?
PSY: Psychologists mean something much more definite when they use
the term idiot than when you hear the term popularly used. You
see, we divide the condition which we call amentia, or what most
people refer to as feeblemindedness, into three classifications:
the idiot, the imbecile and the moron.
INT: And how does the idiot rank in these classifications?
PSY: The idiot belongs in the lowest classification, that is he is the
most feebleminded of the three types.
HIT: Can the idiot take an intelligence test?
PSY: Yes, as a matter of fact that is one of the important ways in
which we classify the feebleminded. An idiot usually gets an
I.Q. or intelligence quotient of less than 20.
INT: And what does that mean?
PSY: It means that the idiot has a level of intelligence which is less
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than one-fifth of that of a normal person of the same age. We
also say that an idiot has a Ivfental Age of less than three 7/ears
«
INT: 7<hat does a Mental Age of less than three years mean?
PSY: It means that the idiot, even though an adult, has an intelligence
level which is less than that of the average three year old per-
son.
INT: Well.... if the top mental limit of an idiot is only that of an
average three year old, you can’t expect very much from him.
PSY: No, you can’t. For example, idiots as a rule are unable to guard
themselves against common physical dangers. They can’t learn to
understand that a dangerous situation is really dangerous. An
idiot would not hesitate to put his hand into fire. Or.... if left
alone on the roof of a tall building, he would probably walk off
or roll off the roof.
INT: I see now why idiots are kept in institutions for their own pro-
tection. Incidentally, I hoticed in the case of a particular
idiot that he had a large peculiarly shaped head.
PSY: That’s quite common among idiots. You’ll find that in most cases
idiots have what psychologists call physical stigmata of degeneracy.
INT: That term is quite a mouthful.
PSY: Well, it’s just a fancy way of saying that idiots have one or more
distinguishing marks involving physical deformities. These include
not only misshapen excessively large or excessively small skulls,
but also such things as slanted Chinese type eyes, deformed ears,
nose or chin, abnormal skin and hair, and other possible assorted
physical stigmata.
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INT: Can idiots walk?
PSY: Only the highest grade idiot learns to walk in a rather clumsy
and uncertain fashion. But many idiots never learn to walk. They
either remain in bed all their lives or they learn to sit up
usually swaying constantly from side to side or backward and for-
ward.
INT: ijad how about talking?
PSY: Some idiots never learn to make any appreciable sound and remain
more or less mute. Other idiots learn to make some disagreeable
sounds like grunts, growls, screeches, cries and other types of
animal-like noises. The highest grade idiot learns to mumble a
few syllables which do not have much value for communication be-
tween persons.
INT: I suppose idiots are not so very good at keeping clean.
PSY: That’s right. Most idiots not only are unable to wa3h themselves,
but also, because of inadequate toilet habits, soil themselves
like an infant. The higher grade idiots through special training
techniques acquire reasonable toilet habits.
HIT: And how about dressing and eating habits?
PSY: Most idiots cannot learn to dress themselves, and tend to be de-
structive to their clothes. Except for the highest grade idiot,
most idiots usually try to eat whatever will come to hand such as
earth, lime, wood, cloth and other non-edible or harmful materials.
INT: I suppose Emily Post wouldn’t sanction the idiot’s table manners
either.
PSY: Probably not....One of the reasons why the idiot is at a disadvan-
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tage is that one or more of his sense organs are usually defective
due to improper development. Thus the idiot may not see or hear
correctly or maintain his balance properly.
INT: I imagine the idiot’s powers of observation are poor.
PSY: Indeed they are. What little the idiot does observe in his sur-
roundings has only slight meaning and significance to him. His
memory and reasoning ability are practically nil.
INT: And how about the idiot’s emotions and impulses?
PSY: Well, in most cases the idiot’s emotions and impulses are crude and
poorly inhibited. If he reacts emotionally to a situation, he
tends to overract sometimes to an almost violent extent.
INT: If the idiot has an impulse to do something, I suppose he does it,
that is if he is able, regardless as to whether the act is in ac-
cordance with the dictates of society.
PSY: Quite so. In the process of giving rein to his emotions and im-
pulses, the idiot usually tends to be destructive, unaffect ionate
and unsociable.
HIT: How do idiots compare with normal people in general health aid
vigor?
PSY: Idiots as a group are much more liable to contract all types of
disease than are normal people. Quite a few idiots, too, tend to
have convulsions from time to time. Also we find that idiots usual-
ly are sterile and cannot pass on their idiotic characteristics to
a new generation.
INT: It seems that the idiot is at a definite disadvantage compared to
normal people in the race for survival.
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PSY: That’s quite true and therefore we’re not at all surprised when
we find that idiots die at a comparatively young age. For example,
a survey of the age at death of idiots who died in New York State
institutions reveals that the average age at death was 19 years.
INT: Well, I see our time is almost up, so would you like to summarize
what we have been discussing?
PSY: All right.... We might say that the idiot is in the lowest of the
three classes of the feebleminded, has an I.Q. or intelligence
quotient of less than 20 and a Mental Age of less than three years.
He cannot guard himself against the common physical dangers, and
in most cases has one or more physical stigmata of degeneracy....
What else did we talk about?
HIT: The idiot’s v/alking, talking, cleanliness, etc....
PSY: Oh yes. .. .Walking, for the idiot, if not absent, is at best of a
clumsy and uncertain kind. As for talking, if the idiot talks at
all, he makes inarticulate animal-like noises, and in the most
favorable cases may be able to mumble a few syllables. ...Except in
cases of the highest grade, the idiot is unable to learn habits of
personal cleanliness, dressing and eating.
INT: I see by my notes here that we talked next about the idiot's senses,
emotions and impulses.
PSY: That’s right.... We saw that one or more of the idiot’s senses are
usually defective, and that the idiot’s capacity for observation,
memory and reasoning is extremely limited. We found that the idiot’s
emotions and impulses are crude and uninhibited, and that he tends
to be destructive and unaffectionate. . . .Let ’s see.... I believe we
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talked about the idiot’s susceptibility to disease next, didn’t
we?
INT: That’s right..*.and about their life expectancy.
P3Y: Well, we noted that susceptibility to disease, convulsions and
sterility are common among idiots. And we mentioned finalljr that
idiots as a group tend to die young, the average age at death of
idiots in New York institutions being about 19 years.
INT: That just about summarizes our discussion for today and I see that
our time is up. Thank you for telling us all about the idiot.
And now it’s time to say....
PSY : Good day. . .
.
INT: ....And so long until our next Psychology Interview.
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THE IMBECILE
Topic: E
Format : Dialogue
Characters: Announcer (Ann.); Interviewer (Int.): Psychologist (Psy.)
ANN: At this time we present another in the series of Psychology Interviews.
And here again is our Psychology Interviewer.
INT: Hello folks....As always in these interviews we have our psychologist
with us here in the studios.. . .and today we’re going to find out all
about an interesting type of person. ...The Imbecile. So let’s get
our interview underway.
(PAUSE)
In everyday life we use the term imbecile mostly for name calling, but
what does a psychologist mean by the term imbecile?
PSY: Psychologists mean something much more definite when they use the
term imbecile than when you hear the term popularly used. You see,
we divide the condition which we call amentia, or what most people
call feeblemindedness, into three classifications: the idiot, the
imbecile, and the moron.
INT: And how does the imbecile rank in these classifications?
PSY: The imbecile belongs in the middle classification, that ishe is
less feebleminded than the idiot, but more feebleminded than the
moron.
INT: Can the imbecile take an intelligence test?
PSY: Yes, as a matter of fact that is one of the important ways in which
we classify the feebleminded. An imbecile usually gets an I. Q,.
or intelligence quotient ranging from 20 to 50.
INT: and what does that mean?
PSY: It means that the imbecile has a level of intelligence which ranges
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frora one-fifth to one-half of the intelligence of a normal person
of the same age. We also say that an imbecile has a Mental Age
of 3 to 7 years.
INT: What does a mental age of 3 to 7 years mean?
PSY: It means that the imbecile, even though an adult, has an intelli-
gence level which ranges from the lower limit of that of the av-
erage normal 3 year old child to the upper limit of that of the
average normal 7 year old child.
INT: Well, in that case, we can expect somewhat more in the way of in-
telligent activity from an imbecile than we can expect from an
idiot.
PSY: That’s quite right. For example, imbeciles, unlike idiots, can
learn to guard themselves against the common physical dangers of
life without constant supervision. Like the normal person, once
an imbecile has learned that a certain situation is dangerous, he
v/ill avoid that situation in the future*., .but it takes the im-
becile longer than normal to learn.
INT: Do imbeciles have misshaped heads like idiots do?
PSY: Well, it’s true that imbeciles are found with physical stigmata
of degeneracy, that is distinguishing physical deformities like a
misshaped head, deformed facial features, deformed bones, and the
like... .But imbeciles tend to have fewer stigmata of degeneracy
than idiots do.
INT: Would yon say, then, that these deformities are found among idiots
in almost all cases, but among imbeciles only in many cases?
PSY: That’s about it.
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INT: How about walking. .. .that is, in the case of the imbecile.
PSY: Unlike the idiot, imbeciles all learn to walk quite well, but walk-
ing develops later than in the case of the normal person. Im-
beciles as a rule have very poor muscular coordination of the body.
INT: I suppose, then, that they are not capable of refined skills.
PSY: That’s quite right. Manual tasks which an imbecile performs usual-
ly are carried out in a much more clumsy manner than would be the
case with a normal person.
INT: Do imbeciles learn to talk?
PSY: Yes, imbeciles learn to talk after a fashion, but at a later stage
than is the case in the development of the normal person. The im-
becile’s vocabulary is limited and his pronunciation is usually de-
fective. Although the imbecile is capable of using consecutive
sentences in talking, his sentences as a rule are rather short and
poorly put together.
INT: How do imbeciles compare 7/ith idiots as far as habits of personal
cleanliness, dressing and eating are concerned?
PSY: Imbeciles, unlike idiots, can be taught to take care of themselves
with respect to habits of personal cleanliness, dressing and eat-
ing. For example, with special type training they develop dependable
toilet habits.
INT: Do they learn to dress and undress themselves?
PSY: Yes, they do. Also....with regard to eating habits, imbeciles can
learn to select foods pronerly, to avoid eating harmful things, and
to eat in a manner which approximates fairly well that of the normal
person
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INT: Of course we know that the idiot cannot profit from going to
school. .. .but how about the imbecile? Can he get anything out of
going to school?
PSY: A little. The average imbecile can complete at least the first
grade of school and in some cases may even complete the second
grade. But usually the imbecile will appear rather stupid and
slower than the normal child while in school, and as in the case
of all feebleminded, the imbecile gets the most out of specially
designed methods of instruction.
INT: I see.... I suppose it’s asking too much to imagine that imbeciles
have any initiative.
PSY: That’s right. Initiative is entirely lacking in most imbeciles.
Also.... it might be said that the imbecile’s moral and social de-
velopment is deficient because an imbecile cannot learn to under-
stand the meaning of such abstractions as honesty, justice, fashion
or good taste
.
INT: I understand that imbeciles can learn to do certain easy types of
jobs.
PSY: Yes, if the jobs are of the simple, brief and repetitive type.
INT: Can you give us a few examples?
PSY: Yes. Imbeciles can learn to obey commands, run errands, and carry
out simple domestic duties. Imbeciles can learn to do garden work,
laundry work, dairy work, laboring like handling freight, cinders
or garbage, cement mixing, knitting, weaving, brush making, broom
making, and net making.
INT: That’s quite a list.
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PSY: Well, that doesn’t include all of the jobs imbeciles can learn
to do.
INT: I guess imbeciles can be quite useful*
P3V : Yes....and while being useful, imbeciles have something construc-
tive to do to take up their time*
INT: We saw in a previous broadcast that idiots die young. How about
imbeciles?
PSY: Imbeciles have a longer life expectancy than idiots, but imbeciles
die at a much younger average age than normal people. A survey of
the age at death of imbeciles who died in New York State institu-
tions revealed that the average age at death was 31 years.
INT: Well, I see our time is almost up, so would you care to summarize
what we have been discussing?
PSY: All right....We might say that the imbecile is in the middle class-
ification of the feebleminded, has an I.Q,. or intelligence quotient
ranging from 20 to 50 and a Mental Age ranging from 3 to 7 years.
He can learn to avoid the common physical dangers of everyday life
and has physical stigmata of degeneracy in many cases. .. .'What else
did we talk about?
HIT: The imbecile’s walking talking, cleanliness, etc....
PSY: Oh ves.... The imbecile usually learns to walk, but his general
muscular coordination is poor. As for talking, the imbecile has a
limited vocabulary and his pronunciation is defective. His senten-
ces, though uttered consecutively, are short and poorly put togeth-
er. As a rule, the imbecile can be taught to take care of himself
with respect to habits of personal cleanliness, dressing and eating.
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INT: I see by my notes here that we talked about the imbecile’s school-
ing next.
PSY: That’s right....We saw that the imbecile can complete about two
grades of school, but that a special type of instruction is need-
ed for best results. We found that initiative is entirely lacking
in the imbecile, and that his social and moral developments are
deficient ... .Let ’s see.... I believe we talked next about the type
of jobs that the imbecile can perform, did we not?
INT: That’s right.
PSY: Well, we noted that with special instruction the imbecile can
learn to obey commands, and do simple brief repetitive tasks of a
useful nature. And we mentioned finally that imbeciles as a group
tend to die young, the average age at death of imbeciles in New
York institutions being about 31 years.
INT: That just about summarizes our discussion for today and I see that
our time is up. Thank you for telling us all about the imbecile.
And now it’s time to say...*
PSY: Good day....
INT: And so long until our next Psychology Interview.
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THE MORON
Topic: F
Format : Dialogue
Characters: Announcer (Ann.); Interviewer (Int.); Psychologist (Fsy.)
ANN: At this time we present another in the series of Psychology Inter-
views. And here again is our Psychology Interviewer.
INT: Hello folks....as always in these interviews we have our psycholo-
gist with us here in the studios. .. .and today we’re going to find
out all about an interesting type of person. .. .The moron. Ho let’s
get our interview underway.
(PAUSE)
In everyday life we use the term moron mostly for name calling, but
what does the psychologist mean by the term moron?
PSY: Psychologists mean something much more definite when they use the
term moron than when you hear the term popularly used. You see,
we divide the condition which we call amentia, or what most people
call feeblemindedness, into three classifications: the idiot, the
imbecile, and the moron.
INT: And how does the moron rank in these classifications?
PSY: 'The moron belongs in the highest classification, that is he is the
least feebleminded of the three types.
INT* Can the moron take an intelligence test?
PSY: Yes, as a matter of fact that is one of the important ways in which
we classify the feebleminded. A moron usually gets an I. Q. or in-
telligence quotient ranging from 50 to 70.
INT: And what does that mean?
PSY. It means that the moron has a level of intelligence which ranges from
one-half to seven-tenths of the intelligence of a normal person of
the same age. We also say that a moron has a Mental «ge anywhere
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from 7 to 12 years,
INT: What does a mental age of 7 to 12 years mean?
PSY: It means that the moron, even though an adult, has an intelligence
level which ranges from the lower limit of that of the average normal
7 year old child to the upper limit of that of the average normal
12 year old person,
INT: Well, in that case, we can expect somewhat more in the way of intelli-
gent activity from a moron than we can expect from an imbecile,
PSY: That’s quite right. Morons as a rule are capable of earning a living
under favorable circumstances and can thus become useful citizens.
Although the lower grade morons usually have to be placed in an
institution, a large percentage of morons live out in the community,
have a job, marry and raise a family, and live a quiet respectable
life.
INT: Do morons have misshaped heads like idiots and imbeciles?
PSY: No, morons as a rule do not have physical stigmata of degeneracy
such as misshaped heads and facial features. Morons look like normal
people and are frequently attractive in appearance and quite sociable
and likeable. Because of this attractive appearance and sociability
morons are frequently overrated as to intelligence by the average
person, and are mistakenly considered to be normal.
INT: I can see where it would be hard to distinguish a moron from a nor-
mal person, especially when the moron holds a job, brings up a family
and takes part in recreation and other canraunity activities.
PSY: Well, there are ways in which the difference shows up quite definitely.
For example, a basic way in which a moron differs from a normal person
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is that the moron lives mainly by habit rather than by judgment
and reason. He doesn’t think things through or determine whether
one course of action is better than another. In most cases he
does automatically what he is habitually used to do.
INT: It appears then that it is extremely important to train morons in
socially and personally constructive habits.
PSY: That’s right. The kind of life they’ll lead will be determined by
the type of habits they acquire.
INT: I can see then that morons do not do much planning.
PSY: As a rule, morons rarely plan ahead with respect to their lives,
because morons visually lack the capacity of foreseeing the conse-
quences of their actions. Thus some moronic girls get led into
lives of prostitution or become mothers of illegitimate children.
INT: How about money matters?
PSY: Well, morons tend to spend money foolishly because they cannot plan.
Budgeting has little or no meaning to them. Some morons even get
into trouble with the law because they cannot recognize the moral
obligations of repaying debts or paying for goods bought on credit.
INT: How do morons compare with the lower types of feebleminded on
reading and talking?
PSY: Many morons learn to read simple books and acquire enough of a
command of vocabulary to talk fairly well on everyday subjects.
But when morons talk about things, they usually repeat without
thinking what they have heard other people say on the same subject.
Morons find it difficult to consistently adhere to the subject
under discussion, and they frequently use words in their conversa-
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tion whose meaning they do not understand.
INT: I suppose, then, that morons get more out of schooling than im-
beciles do ...
.
PSY: Yes. The average moron can complete the first three or four
grades of elementary school. But it is best to place morons in
special classes of students of the same low mental ability. There
by specially devised teaching techniques the moron can be taught
those things which are within his mental grasp which will make him
a useful citizen.
INT: How are morons on art and humor?
PSY: Morons lack esthetic feeling and rarely if ever learn to appreciate
what is artistic. Morons also lack subtle humor and can only see
as funny the more coarse types of humor.
INT: And how are morons on cooperation?
PSY: Morons, in most cases, show some social characteristics of cooper-
ation in group activities. They do this more through suggestion
and imitation than through realizing the desirable outcome of
their cooperation.
INT: You indicated before that morons can learn to do various types of
economically useful jobs without immediate supervision. Will you
give a few examples?
PSY: Yes. The jobs must involve as little reasoning and judgment as
possible, and depend largely on habit. For example, digging, land
cultivation, porters, janitors, factory and road workers, domestic
work, barbers, soldiers, carpenters, printers, movie projectionists,
shipping clerks and sales clerks. Some morons even learn to
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operate a lathe, gear cutting machine or sewing machine; to drive
a horse, automobile or truck; and even to play the drums and musical
wind instruments.
INT: It has been said that morons tend to be criminals. Is that true?
PSY: No. Morons are suggestible and therefore easily led. In bad
company they become criminals ... .In good company they become socially
useful and law-abiding citizens. Statistics show that morons con-
stitute only a small percentage of criminals.
INT: How are morons best motivated?
PSY: By the use of immediate rewards. Morons rarely see the value of
remote goals. It*s what’s in it for me now that usually counts
with a moron.
INT: Oh.. .Oh, I see our time is almost up, so would you care to summarize
what we have been discussing?
PSY: All right....We might say that the moron is the highest class of
the feebleminded, has an I.Q,. or intelligence quotient ranging
from 50 to 70, and a Mental Age ranging from 7 to 12 years. He
is capable of earning a living under favorable circumstances and
usually looks like a normal person. We saw that the moron lives
mainly by habit rather than by judgment or reason, and that he
lacks the capacity of foreseeing the consequences of his behavior
and hence cannot plan....What else did we talk about?
INT: The moron’s reading, talking and schooling....
PSY: Oh yes....We noted that the moron can learn to read simple books
and talk on everyday subjects. He usually can complete about the
fourth grade of school. .. .The moron lacks esthetic feeling and
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subtle humor, but he has some social characteristics of cooperation
in group activities.
INT: We talked about the moron’s jobs....
PSY: Yes....The moron can learn to do economically remunerative jobs
without immediate supervision, provided the jobs require little
reasoning, judgment and foresight, -and.... I believe we mentioned
finally that the moron is suggestible and easily lea.... that he
usually works for immediate rewards rather than for remote goals.
INT: That just about summarizes our discussion for today....and I see
that our time is up. Thank you for telling us all about the
moron. And now it’s time to say....
PSY : Good day ....
INT: ....And so long until our next Psychology Interview.
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Topic:
Format:
PSYCHOLOGY FROM A JUKEBOX (THE IDIOT)
D
Dramatization
Characters: Mrs . Brown, Judy Brown, Tom Burns, Voice of the Jukebox,
Announcer
.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND BACK.
ANN: And now we present a dramatization entitled. .. .Psychology
from a Jukebox. Fantastic you say? Well listen and see for
yourself.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND OFF. DOOR SLAM.
MRS. B: (CALLING OUT) That you, Judy?
JUDY: (FROM DISTANCE) Yes, tom.
MRS . B
:
Where *ve you been all afternoon and evening? Your supper’s
cold.
JUDY: Oh, I ate out tom....You see, a gang of us had a jukebox dance
session. .. .tod we ate at about 6 o’clock.
MRS. B: What did you eat?
JUDY: We had shrimp salad and stuff.
MRS . B (CHIDINGLY) Oh Judy. You know you shouldn't eat shrimp salad.
It never agrees with you. Besides. .. .what did you spend so
much time at the jukebox session for? You know you should have
been studying for tomorrow’s psychology quiz.
JUDY: (REPROACHFULLY) Aw Mom....Have a heart. All you want me to do
is study, study, study. Besides, don’t worry. I’ve got some
time yet before going to bed to go over my psych notes.
MRS. B: But Judy, you look so tired. You should be going to bed.
JUDY: Oh, just give me a half hour with my psych notes, Mom. We’re
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having a quiz tomorrow on the subject of ’’feeblemindedness."
I’ve got to study up on the "Idiot" especially. I simply must
hit that quiz for a good grade. My average needs bolstering up.
MRS.B: O.K. Judy. Hurry up and get your studying over with and
then (FIRMLY) please.... go to bed.
JUDY: All right, Mom. Don’t worry. (IN LOWER VOICE) Now let’s
see....there are three classifications of feeblemindedness....
the idiot, the imbecile, and the moron. ... (VOICE FADE) ....
and the idiot is in the lowest classification....
BIZ: JUKEBOX RECORDING UP AND BaCK.
JUDY: (SURPRISEDLY) Why hello TomI
TOM: Hello?? i ! Judy, have you gone balmy? Why you’ve been here
right along.... at the jukebox session. .. .remember?
JUDY: Aw, quit kiddin’ . I*ve just been home. Mom gave me the devil for
staying at the jukebox session instead of studying for the
psych quiz.
TOM: Judy, you shouldn’t have eaten that shrimp salad. You’re
having hallucinations. Why you’ve been here right along.
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC UP.
TOM: Come on, let’s cut a rug. .. .Letting such good music go to
waste ... .It ’s a crime!
JUDY: I still say I was home. But O.K., let’s dance.
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC STOPS ABRUPTLY. FIVE SECONDS SILENCE.
Y.of J.B: (ECHO CHAMBER)
.
(EERILY) . Hallo, hallo, hallo. This is the
Voice of the Jukebox. You rascals. .. .you should be studying
for your psychology quiz. (BUZZ) • My conscience won’t allow
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it enymore**.*no more music® •••from now on you get psychology** <—
just psychology*.. *you hear?
JUDY: Gosh, Mom was right* I shouldn’t have eaten that shrimp salad*
(EXCITEDLY) I’m hearing things l
TQM: Gee, Judy, I don’t know* I heard a peculiar voice coming out of
that jukebox*
JUDY: You heard it too?!
TQM: Yeh. I hope I’m not going nuts* Aw* •••let’s skip ito I’ll throw
another nickel in the slot ••••Let’s see ••••this new hot arrange-
ment of "Honeysuckle Rose” is just what the doctor ordered to stop
us from hearin* things*
BIZ: CLINK OF NICKEL FALLING IN JUKEBOX SLOT. BUZZING SOUND UP AND BACK.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) No, no, no. ...no music. ...we present six psychology
statements for five cents, so here goes* Of the three classes of
feeblemindedness. •• .the idiot, the imbecile and the moron**«.the
idiot is in the lowest classification and therefore the most
feebleminded of the three.
JUDY: Gee, he’s talking about the idiot... .Just what I want to review*
Y.OFJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The idiot has an I*Q* or intelligence quotient of
less than 20*
TQM: That means intelligence of less than one-fifth of normal, doesn’t it?
JUDY: Yeh*
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The idiot has a mental age of less than three years*
JUDY: Doesn’t that mean, Tom, that the intelligence of the idiot is less
than that of the normal three year old child?
TQM: Yes 0 Say, this is a neat way of reviewing for our quiz*
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V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The idiot is unable to guard himself against
common physical dangers* (BUZZ) The idiot also has physical
stigmata of degeneracy in most cases*
JUDY: What did the prof say physical stigmata were, Tom?
TOM: Those were distinguishing marks like a misshaped head, slant
eyes or other facial and bone deformities*
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The idiot either never learns to walk, or, if
he does, he walks in a clumsy uncertain fashion*
BIZ: LUUD BUZZING, CLICK AND SILENCE.
TQM: Say, what happened? The jukebox stopped*
JUDY: I guess we got our nickel t s worth.
TOM: Say, that’s right ... .only six psych statements for a nickel*
JUDY: This is an easy way to review for the quiz, so throw in another
nickel, Tom. •• .huh?
TOM: O.K.
BIZ: CLINK OF NICKEL FALLING INTO JUKEBOX SLOT. BUZZING SOUND UP AND BACK.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) Some idiots never learn to talk; others learn to
make animal-like noises like screeches, growls, and grunts; the
highest grade idiots learn to mumble a few syllables* (BUZZ)
In most cases, idiots are unable to learn habits of personal
cleanliness, dressing and eating*
JUDY: That’s right. Remember, Tcm, the prof telling us how idiots soil
themselves like infants, tear their clothes, and try to eat wood
and dirt?
TOM: Yeh. Let’s listen some more. I’ve got a nickel invested here*
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V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) In most cases the sense organs of the idiot are
defective, and his observation, memory and reasoning are extremely
limited. (BUZZ) The idiot’s emotions and impulses are crude
and poorly inhibited.
JUDY: Yes, idiots therefore tend to be destructive and unaffectionate.
Remember, Tom?
TOM: Pipe down. Let’s listen.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) Idiots are usually sterile, tend to have convul-
sions in many cases, and are more susceptible to diseases than are
normal people. (BUZZ) Idiots tend to die young; their average
age at death in New York institutions is 19 years.
BIZ: LOUD BUZZING, CLICK AND SILENCE.
TQM: Say, that’s all right....a nice way to review for a quiz.
JUDY: Wouldn’t it be nice if we had this juke box in the examination
roam with hidden ear phones so we could hear all the answers to
the quiz.
TOM: Wouldn’t be a bad idea, if you could get away with it.
BIZ: RUMBLING NOISE IROM JUKEBOX.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) (LOUDLY) I heard that ... .you rascals. .. .for such
dishonest thoughts you shall be punished....
BIZ: RUMBLING NOISE INCREASES IN VOLUME'
TOM: Look out, Judy, a sword is coming out the jukebox and straight
at us!
JUDY: (SCREAMS)
: Judy, Judy, wake up. I told you that you shouldn’t have eaten
that shrimp salad; you’re having a nightmare.
MRS.B
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JUDY: (SLEEPILY) Where’s the sword,. • .and the jukebox?
MRS.B: What sword and what jukeboxS Judy, I told you to go to bed. You
can’t study now.. ..you’re too tired. You fell asleep over ycur
books and had a nightmare. Now go to bed.
JUDY: O.K., Mom. . . .right after I telephone Tom.
BIZ: DIALING OF TELEPHONE NUMBER
JUDY: Hello. •• .Tom?
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Yes. Is that you Judy?
JUDY: Yeh. Say, I fell asleep over ray books and had the funniest dream.
TQM: (FILTER MIKE) Yeh?
JUDY: I dreamt that the jukebox at our dance session was giving out
psychology information instead of music. • . .and say the information
was correct, too.
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Not a bad idea. Someone ought to invent such a
jukebox.
JUDY: But seriously Tom, are you reviewing for the quiz?
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Yuh, I’m going over the notes now.
JUDY: Well, let’s see if I’ve got this stuff about the idiot straight...
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) O.K.
JUDY: The idiot is in the lowest classification of feeblemindedness, has
an I.<^. of less than 20 and a Mental Age of less than 3 years.
TQM: (FILTER MIKE) Right you are. The idiot is unable to guard himself
against physical dangers and has physical stigmata of degeneracy
in most cases.
JUDY: Now on walking and talking.... If the idiot learns to walk at all
it’s in a clumsy and uncertain fashion. •• .If he learns to talk,
usually it amounts to animal-like noises, or at best a few mumbled
syllables
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TOM: (FILTER MIKE) I hope 1*11 be smarter than an idiot on the quiz
tomorrow*
JUDY: You and me both*
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Let’s see now. In moat cases an idiot is unable
to learn habits of personal cleanliness, dressing and eating*
His sense organs are usually defective and hi3 observation,
memory and reasoning are extremely limited,,
JUDY: My... .but you sound smart, Tom*
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Why shouldn’t I sound smart •..I’m reading the
stuff straight out of my notebook.
JUDY: Now I’ll be smart and read out of my notebook. .. .An idiot’s
impulses are crude and poorly inhibited. .*So the idiot tends to
be destructive and unaffectionate.
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Correct* Among idiots, sterility, convulsions and
susceptibility to diseases are cannon*
JUDY: Yes«***and idiots die young* What was the average age at death
of idiots in New York institutions?
TQM: (FILTER MIKE) Let’s see...*My notes say 19 years*
MRS.B: (OFF MIKE) Judy, are you going to bed?
JUDY: (CALLING OUT) Yes, Mom* (IN LOWER VOICE) Tom, I guess you hear
the boss giving me orders, so I better hang up.**.See you in school
tomorrow* Good Night*
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Good Night, Judy*
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND BACK
ANN: So now you’ve heard it ... .Psychology from a Jukebox* Tune in
again next week at this same time for another dramatization on
the problems of college youth*
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND OFF AT CUE
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PSYCHOLOGY FROM A JUKEBOX (THE IMBECILE)
Topics E
Format: Dramatization
Characters: Mrs* Brown, Judy Brown, Tom Burns, Voice of the Jukebox,
Announcer.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND BACK
ANN: And now we present a dramatization entitled. .. .Psychology from a
Jukeboxo Fantastic you say? Well listen and see for yourself.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND OFF. DOOR SLAM
MRS *B) (CALLING OUT) That you, Judy?
JUDY: (FROM DISTANCE) Yes, Mom,
MRS •B
:
Where *ve you been all afternoon and evening? Your supper's cold.
JUDY: Oh, I ate out, Mom....You see, a gang of us had a jukebox dance
session. And we ate at about 6 o'clock.
MRS.B: What did you eat?
JUDY: We had shrimp salad and stuff.
MRS.B: (CHIDINGLY) Oh Judy. You know you shouldn't eat shrimp salad#
It never agrees with you. Besides. .. .what did you spend so much
time at the jukebox session for? You know you should have been
studying for tomorrow's psychology quiz.
JUDY: (REPROACHFULLY) Aw, Mom. Have a heart. All you want me to do
is study, study, study. Besides, don't worry. I've got some
time yet before going to bed to go over my psych notes.
MRS.B: But, Judy, you look so tired. You should be going to bed.
JUDY: Oh, just give me a half hour with my psych notes, Mom. We're
having a quiz tomorrow on the subject of "Feeblemindedness".
I've got to study up on the Imbecile especially. I simply must
hit that quiz for a good grade. My average needs bolstering up.
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MRS.B: O.K., Judy* Hurry up and get your studying over with and then
(FIRMLY) please* ***go to bed*
JTJDY: All right, Mom* Don’t worry* (IN LOYffiR VOICE) Now let me see**
••there are three classifications of feeblemindedness*.. .the
idiot, the imbecile and the moron. ... (VOICE FADE)....and the
imbecile is in the middle classification.*..
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC UP AND BACK
JUDY: (SUPRISEDLY) Why hello Tom!
TOM: Hello??!! Judy, have you gone balmy? Why you’ve been here right
along*...at the jukebox session. •• .remember?
JUDY: aw, quit kiddin’. I’ve just been home® Mom gave me the devil for
staying at the jukebox session instead of studying for the psych
quiz*
TQM: Judy, you shouldn’t have eaten that shrimp salad. You’re having
hallucinations* Why you’ve been here right along*
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC UP
TQM: Come on, let’s cut a rug. ..Letting such good music go to waste..
••It’s a crime!
JUDY: I still say I was home. But O.K., let’s dance*
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC STOPS ABRUPTLY. FIVE SECONDS SILENCE
V.ofJ .B: (ECHO CHAMBER) (EERILY) Hallo, hallo, hallo. This is the Voice
of the Jukebox. You rascals. .. .you should be studying for your
psychology quiz. (BUZZ) Ly conscience won’t allow it anymore..
..no more music.... from now on you get psychology... .just psycho-
logy....you hear?
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JUDY: Gosh, Mom was right. I shouldn’t have eaten that shrimp salad.
(EXCITEDLY) I’m hearing things
l
TOM: Gee, Judy, I don’t know. I heard a peculiar voice coming out of
that jukebox.
JUDY: You heard it too?J
TOM: Yeh. I hope I’m not going nuts. Aw.. ..let’s skip it. I’ll throw
another nickel in the slot ....Let’s see. ...this new hot arrangement
of ’’Honeysuckle Rose” is just what the doctor ordered to stop us
from hearin’ things.
BIZ: CLINE OF NICKEL FALLING IN JUKEBOX SLOT. BUZZING SOUND UP AND BACK
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) No, no, no, ....no music, we present six psychology
statements for five cents, so here goes. •• .Of the three classes of
feeblemindedness — the idiot, the imbecile and the moron, the
imbecile is in the middle classification, that is more intelligent
than the idiot but less intelligent than the moron.
JUDY: Gee, he’s talking about the imbecile.... Just what I want to review.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The imbecile has an I.Q. or intelligence quotient
of 20 to 50.
TOM: That means intelligence anywhere from one-fifth to one-half,
doesn’t it?
JUDY: Yeh.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The imbecile has a mental age ranging from 3 to
7 years.
JUDY: Doesn’t that mean, Tom, that the intelligence of the imbecile
ranges from that of the normal 3 year old child to that of the
normal 7 year old child?
TQM: Yes. Say, this is a neat way of reviewing for our quiz.
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V.ofJoB: (ECHO CHAMBER) The imbecile can learn to avoid the common dangers
of life* (BUZZ) The imbecile also has physical stigmata of
degeneracy in many cases*
JUDY: What did the prof say physical stigmata were, Tom?
TOM: Those were distinguishing marks like a misshaped head, slant
eyes, or other facial and bone deformities.
V*ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The imbecile usually learns to walk, but muscular
coordination of the body in general is poor*
BIZ: LOUD BUZZING, CLICK, AND SILENCE
TOM: Say, what happened? The jukebox stoppedl
JUDY: I guess we got our niciel's worth*
TOM: Say, that's right ••• .only six psych statements for a nickel*
JUDY: This is an easy way to review for the quiz, so throw in another
nickel, Tom, huh?
TOM: O.K*
BIZ: CLINK OF NICKEL FALLING INTO JUKEBOX SLOT* BUZZING SOUND UP AND BXK
V.ofJ'.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The imbecile has a limited vocabulary and his
pronounciation is usually defective* His sentences, though consecutive,
are short and poorly put together* (BUZZ) The imbecile can be
taught to take care of himself with respect to habits of cleanliness,
dressing and eating*
JUDY: Say, this review is O.K.
TOM: Yeh* Let's listen some more* I've got a nickel invested here*
V.ofJ'.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) Imbeciles can complete about the first two grades
of school and profit most from a special type of instruction
designed for them. (BUZZ) The imbecile must be given orders to
counteract his extreme lack of initiative*
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JUDY: Yes, and the moral and social developments of the imbecile are
also deficient. Remember, Tom?
TQM: Yeh, pipe down and let’s listen.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) With special instruction imbeciles can learn to
obey commands and to do simple brief repetitive tasks like simple
home duties, running errands and garden work*
TOM: Yeh... .and also handling freight, garbage or cinders, laundry work,
dairy work®...
JUDY: ....And cement mixing, knitting, weaving, brush and net making.
Y.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) Imbeciles tend to die young; their average age
at death in New York institutions is 31.
BIZ: LOUD BUZZING, CLICK AND SILENCE
TOM: Say, that’s all right....a nice way to review for a quiz.
JUDY: Wouldn’t it be nice if we had the jukebox in the examination room with
hidden ear phones so we could hear all the answers to the quiz.
TOM: It wouldn’t be a bad idea, if you could get away with it.
BIZ: RUMBLING NOISE FROM JUKEBOX
Y.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) (LOUDLY) I heard that. ...you rascals. .. .for such
dishonest thoughts you shall be punished....
BIZ: RUMBLING NOISE INCREASES IN VOLUME
TQM: Look out, Judy, a sword is coming out of the jukebox and straight at us l
JUDY: (SCREAMS)
MRS.B: Judy, Judy, wake up. I told you tiiat you shouldn’t have eaten that
shrimp salad*. ..you’re having nightmares.
JUDY: (SLEEPILY) Where’s the sword*. ..and the jukebox?
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MRS.B:
JODY:
BIZ:
JUDY:
TOM:
JUDY:
TOM:
JUDY:
TOM:
JUDY:
TOM:
JUDY:
TOM:
JUDY:
TOM:
JUDY:
What sword and what jukebox! Judy, I told you to go to bed. You
can't study now....You're too tired. You fell asleep over your books
and had a nightmare. Now go to bed*
O.K., Mom. .. .right after I telephone Tom.
DIALING OF TELEPHONE NUMBER
Hello. •• .Tom?
(FILTER MIKE) Yes. Is that you Judy?
Yeh. Say, I fell asleep over my books and had the funniest dream.
(FILTER MIKE) Yeh?
I dreamt that the jukebox at our dance session was giving out
psychology information instead of music... .and say, the information
was correct, too.
(FILTER MIKE) Not a bad idea. ...Someone ought to invent such a
jukebox.
But seriously, Tom, are you reviewing for the quiz?
(FILTER MIKE) Yuh, I'm going over the notes now.
Well, let's see if I've got this stuff about the imbecile straight...
.
(FILTER MIKE) O.K.
The imbecile is in the middle classification of feeblemindedness, has
an I.«^. of 20 to 50, and a mental age of 3 to 7 years.
(FILTER MIKE) Right you are. The imbecile can learn to avoid the
common dangers of life and has physical stigmata of degeneracy in
many cases*
Now on walking and talking. .. .The imbecile usually learns to walk,
but his muscular coordination in general is poor. The imbecile's
vocabulary is limited, his pronounciation is defective, and his
sentences though consecutive, are short and poorly put together*
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TOMs (FILTER MIKE) I hope I’ll be smarter than an imbecile on the quiz
tomorrow.
JTJDY: You and me both®
TQM: (FILTER MIKE) Let's see now. •• .Imbeciles can be taught to take care
of themselves with respect to habits of cleanliness, dressing and
eating. Also, the imbecile can complete about the first two grades
of school.
JUDY: My, but you sound smart, Tom.
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Why shouldn’t I sound smart. I’m reading the stuff
straight out of my notebook*
JUDY: Now I’ll bo smart and read out of my notebook* ...The imbecile must
be given orders to counteract his extreme lack of initiative, and
his moral and social development is deficient*
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Correct* With special instructions imbeciles can
learn to obey commands and do simple brief repetitive tasks*
JUDY: Yes... .and imbeciles die young* ...What was the average age at death of
imbeciles in New York institutions?
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Let’s see,...My notes say 31 yearso
MRS.B: (OFF MIKE) Judy, are you going to bed?
JUDY: (CALLING OUT) Yes, Mom. • . .Tom, I guess you hear the boss giving me
orders, so I better hang up. ...See you in school tomorrow. Good Night.
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Good night.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND BACK
ANN: So now you’ve heard it....Psychology from a Jukebox. Tune in again
next week at this same time for another dramatization on the problems
of college youth.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND OFF AT CUE
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PSYCHOLOGY FROM A JUKEBOX (THE MORON)
Topic: F
Format: Dramatization
Characters: Mrs. Brown, Judy Brown, Tom Burns, Voice of the Jukebox,
Announcer.
BIZ: MUSIC UP AND BACK
ANN: And now we present a dramatization entitled* * •Psychology from
a Jukebox. Fantastic you say? Well listen and see for yourself*
BUZ: MUSIC UP AND OFF* DOOR SLAM
MRS.B: (CALLING OUT) That you, Judy?
JUDY: (FROM DISTANCE) Yes, Mom*
MRS.B: Where’ve you been all afternoon and evening? Your supper’s cold*
JUDY: Oh, I ate out, Mom.**.You see, a gang of us had a jukebox dance
session* And we ate at about 6 o’clock*
MRS.B: What did you eat?
JUDY: We had shrimp salad and stuff*
MRS.B: (CHIDINGLY) Oh Judy* You know you shouldn’t eat shrimp salad*.
It never agrees with you* Besides* *.*what did you spend so much
time at the jukebox session for? You know you should have been
studying for tomorrow’s psychology quiz*
JUDY: (REPROACHFULLY) Aw Mom* Have a heart* All you want me to do is
study, study, study* Besides, don f t worry* I*ve got some time yet
before going to bed to go over my psych notes*
MRS.B: But Judy, you look so tired. You should be going to bed*
JUDY: Oh, just give me a half hour with my psych notes, Mam* We’re having
a quiz tomorrow on the subject of ’’Feeblemindedness”* I fve got to
study up on the Moron especially* I simply must hit that quiz for
a good grade* My average needs bolstering up*
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HRS.B: O.K. Judy* Hurxy up and get your studying over with, and then
(FIRMLY) please.*. .go to bed.
JUDY: All right, Mom. Don’t worry. (IN LOWER VOICE) Now let me see.*
..there are three classifications of feeblemindedness*. . .the idiot,
the imbecile and the morono ... (VOICE FADE)....and the moron is in
the highest classification..*.
EIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC UP AND BACK
JUDY: (SURERISEDLY) Why hello Tom?!
TQM: Hello??! 1 Judy, have you gone balmy? Why jrou’ve been right here
all along.. »»at the jukebox session. •• .remember?
JUDY: Aw, quit kiddin*© I*Ye just been home* Mom gave me the devil for
staying at the jukebox session instead of studying for the psych
quiz*
TOM: Judy, you shouldn’t have eaten that shrimp salad* You’re having
hallucinations© Why you’ve been here right along*
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC UP
TOM: Come on, let’s cut a rug. ...Letting such good music go to waste© 0
..It’s a crime!
JUDY: I still say I was home© But O.K©, let’s dance*
BIZ: JUKEBOX MUSIC STOPS ABRUPTLY. FIVE SECONDS SILENCE
V*ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) Hallo, hallo, hallo. This is the Voice of the
Jukebox© You rascals ••• ©you should be studying for your psychology
quiz© (BUZZ) My conscience won’t allow it anymore. ...no more music©*
from now on you get psychology. ..©just psychology.©. .you hear?
JUDY: Gosh, Mom was right. I shouldn’t have eaten that shrimp salad©
(EXCITEDLY) I’m hearing things!
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TQM: Gee, Judy, I don’t lqiow. I heard a peculiar Toice coming out
of that jukebox*
JUDY: You heard it too!?
TOM: Yeh. I hope I’m not going nuts 0 Aw. ...let’s skip it. I’ll throw
another nickel in the slot....Let’s see....this new hot arrangement
of "Honeysuckle Rose" is just what the doctor ordered to stop us
from hearin* things.
BIZ: CLINK OF NICKEL FALLING IN JUKEBOX SLOT. BUZZING SOUND UP AND BACK
V.of. J.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) No, no, no... .no music... .we present six psychology
statements for five cents, so here goes# •• .Of the three classes of
feeblemindedness# •••the idiot, the imbecile and the moron, the
moron is in the highest classification. .. .that is he is the most
intelligent of the three*
JUDY: Gee, he’s talking about the moron... .Just what I want to review.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The n*>ron has an I.** or intelligence quotient of
50 to 70*
TQM: That mean intelligence anywhere from one-half to seven-tenths of
normal intelligence, doesn’t it?
JUDY: Yeh.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The moron has a mental age ranging from 7 to
12 years.
JUDY: Doesn’t that mean, Ton, that the intelligence of the moron ranges
from that of the normal 7 year old child to that of the normal 12
year old person?
TOM: Yes. Say, this is a neat way of reviewing for our quiz*
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V«ofJ.B:®ICHO CHAMBER) The moron is capable of earning a living under
favorable circumstances and can thus become a useful citizen*
(BUZZ) The moron looks like a normal person and is usually-
overrated as to intelligence by the average individual*
JUDY: Yuh* Remember how the prof said that the moron's holding a job;
getting married and raising a family, and participating in commun-
ity recreation and activities gives an illusion of normality to
the moron*
TOM; That's right*
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The moron in most cases lives by habit rather than
by judgement or reason*
BIZS LOUD BUZZING, CLICK, AND SILENCE
TQM: Say, what happened? The jukebox stopped!
JUDY: I guess we got our nickel's worth*
TOM: Say, that's r ight • • • .only six psych statements for a nickel*
JUDY: This is an easy way to review for the quiz, so throw in another
nickel, Tern, huh?
TQM: O.K.
BIZ: CLINK OF NICKEL FALLING INTO JUKEBOX SLOT* BUZZING SOUND UP AND BACK
Y.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The moron can learn to read simple books and talks
fairly well on everyday subjects* (BUZZ) The moron lacks the
capacity of foreseeing the consequences of his behavior and hence
cannot plan for the future*
JUDY: Say, this review is O.K*
TOM: Yeh* Let's listen some more. I've got a nickel invested here*
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V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) The moron usually can finish the first three
or four grades of school, and profits most from a special type
of instruction. (BUZZ) The moron lacks esthetic feelings and
subtle humor.
JUDY: But the moron has some social characteristics of cooperation in
group activities. Remember, Tom?
TOM: Yeh, pipe down and let’s listen.
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) Morons can learn to do jobs without immediate
supervision which require little or no reasoning, such as digging,
land cultivation, porters, janitors.
TOM: Yeh.. ..And also factory and road workers, domestic workers,
barbers, soldiers, carpenters, movie projectionists, shipping
and sales clerks.
JUDY: Some morons even learn to operate a lathe, gear cutting machine,
or sewing machine. .. .to drive a horse, automobile or truck.. ..and
even to play the drums and musical wind instruments*
V.ofJ.B.: (ECHO CHAMBER) Morons are suggestible and easily led. They
usually work for immediate rewards rather than for remote goals
o
BIZ: LOUD BUZZING, CLICK AND SILENCE
TOM: Say, that’s all right....a very nicd way to review for a quiz.
JUDY: Wouldn’t it be nice if we had the jukebox in the examination room
with hidden ear phones so we could hear all the answers to the quiz®
TOM: It wouldn’t be a bad idea, if you could get away with it.
BIZ: RUMBLING NOISE EROM JUKEBOX
V.ofJ.B: (ECHO CHAMBER) (LOUDLY) I heard that....you rascals.. ..for such
dishonest thoughts you shall be punished....
BIZ: RUMBLING NOISE INCREASES
0
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TOM: Look out, Judy, a sword is coming out of the jukebox and straight
at us l
JODY: (SCREAMS)
MRS.B: Judy, Judy, wake up* I told you that you shouldn’t have eaten
that shrimp salad* •••you’re having nightmares*
JUDY: (SLEEPILY) Where’s the sword....and the jukebox?
MRS.B: What sword and what jukebox? Judy, I told you to go to bed* You
can’t study now.*..you’re too tired. You fell asleep over your
books and had a nightmare. Now, go to bed®
JUDY: Q*K*> Man... .right after I telephone Tom*
BIZ: DIALING OF TELEPHONE NUMBER
JUDY: Hello* • o .Tom?
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Yes* Is that you, Judy?
JUDY: Yeh. Say, I fell asleep over my books and had the funniest dream.
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Yeh?
JUDY: I dreamt that the jukebox at our dance session was giving out psy-
chology information instead of music. ...and say, the information
was correct, too.
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) Not a bad idea. Someone ought to invent such a
jukebox.
JUDY: But seriously, Tom, axe you reviewing for the quiz?
TQM: (FILTER MIKE) Yuh, I’m going over the notes now0
JUDY: Well, let’s see if I’ve got thi3 stuff about the moron straight....
TOM: (FILTER MIKE) O.K.
JUDY: The moron is in the highest classification of the feebleminded,
has an I.Q. of 50 to 70, and a mental age of 7 to 12 years.
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£ living under favorable eircuusuances and iookB like £ normal
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ncron lire s mostly by habit ratder tdan by judgement and
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on everyday aabjeett*
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tomorrow.
J’-Li: Ton and me bond..
?CIl: (FULL?. ILLS) Let’s see now. one moron lacks tie capacity of
foreseeing the consequences of nis behavior and. denes cannot plan,
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but you sound smart, Job*
?CK: (HUE ILLS) Idy shouldn’t I sound smart. I’m reading tde stuff
straight out of ry notebook; o
JUT: ITow, 1*11 be smart and read cut of ny notebook, too*...Ihe moron
lacks estdetie feelings and subtle hour; de das sxe social
characteristics of cooperation in group activities.
rat: ( 171.77?. 1773 ) Correct. Ine moron can leam to do jobs without
immediate supervision wdied require little or no reasoning and
foresight.
JILT: Tes....and morons are suggestible and easily led...*
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1SS.E: (OFF .J2S) Judy, are you going to bed?
JULY: (C-aLLHX> OUT) Yes, iSon..,.Tac, I guess you bear the boss giTing
me orders, so I better hang up. •••See you in school tomorrow*
Good night*
lOU (FILTER kTECE) Good night,
EOZ: IHEIC UP AMD BACK
JUT;: So now you*Te heard it ... .Psychology from a Jukebox. Tune in again
at this sane time for another dramatization on the problems of
college youth.
BUS kTSIC UP AKD OF? AT CUE
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FEEBLEMINDEDNESS — THE IDIOT (TEST — FORM A)
Identification Symbol Group_
Format (check one): Individual Talk j Dialogue ; Dramatization
1* In which classification of feeblemindedness is the idiot?
a* The lowest
b. The middle
c* The highest
d. The dull-normal
2 o The I*Q* or intelligence quotient of an idiot is:
A# 15 to 25
b. 30 to 50
c* 50 to 70
do 0 to 20
3* The mental age of an idiot is:
a# 3 to 7 years
b* 7 to 12 years
c# 0 to 3 years
do 2 to 4 years
4o The idiot:
a» Is able to guard himself against the common physical dangers
without supervision
b* Is unable to guard himself against common physical dangers
Co Can guard himself against simple physical dangers
do Can guard himself against vivid physical dangers
5© The idiot has physical stigmata of degeneracy:
a© In most cases
bo In many cases
c o Rarely
do Never
&o Idiots, as a group:
a. Never learn to walk
bo All learn to walk in a clumsy and uncertain fashion
Co All sit and sway either backward and forward or sideward
do Either never learn to walk or learn to walk in a clumsy fashion
7o Idiots, as a group:
a© Are either mute or make animal-like noises
bo Are either mute or make animal-like noises or can mumble a few
syllables
Co Have a limited vocabulary with defective pronounciation but can
put together short consecutive sentences
do Make only animal-like noises such as grunts, growls, screeches
INDICATE (USING A T FOR TRUE AND AN F FOR FALSE) WHETHER THE FIVE STATEMENTS
BELOW ARE TRUE OR FALSE
8 o In most cases the idiot is able to learn habits of personal cleanli-
ness, dressing and eating*
9o The idiot *s sense organs are usually defective, and his observation,
memory and reasoning are extremely limited*
10* The idiot f s emotions and impulses are crude and poorly inhibited,
but he is rarely destructive and unaffect ionateo
r
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11 • Sterility, abnormal susceptibility to diseases, and convulsions
are common among idiots®
12* Idiots tend to die young; the average age at death of this
group (in N.Y.) is 31 years.

FEEBLEMINDEDNESS -- THE HvIBECILE (TEST -- FORM A)
Identification Symbol Group.
Format (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatization
1. In which classification of feeblemindedness is the imbecile?
a. The lowest
b. The middle
c. The highest
d. The dull-normal
2 . The I.Q. or intelligence quotient of an imbecile is:
a. 0 to 20
b. 50 to 70
c. 20 to 50
d. 25 to 45
__3. 'The mental age of the imbecile is:
a. 3 to 7 years
b. 0 to 3 years
c. 2 to 6 years
d. 7 to 12 years
4. The imbecile:
a. Is unable to guard himself against physical dangers
b. Is able to guard himself against common physical dangers
c. Gan only guard himself against vivid physical dangers
d. Can guard himself against simple physical dangers only with
supervision
5. The imbecile has physical stigmate of degeneracy:
a. In most cases
b. In many cases
c. Rarely
d. Never
6. Imbeciles, as a group:
a. Never learn to walk
b. All sit and sway either backward and forward or sideward
c. Usually learn to walk, but muscular coordination of the
body is poor
d. Either learn to walk or do not depending on the case
7. Imbeciles, as a group:
a. Are either mute or make animal-like noises
b. Gan do no more than mumble a few indistinct syllables
c. Can talk fairly well on everyday subjects
d. Have a limited vocabulary with defective pronunciation, but
can put together, even though poorly, short consecutive
sentences
INDICATE (USING A T FOR TRUE AND AN F FOR FALSE) WHETHER THE FITE
STATEMENTS BELOW ARE 'TRUE OR FALSE
8. The imbecile can be taught to take care of himself with respect
to habit-s of cleanliness, dressing and eating.
9 . The imbecile cannot complete more than the first two grades of
school.
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10. The imbecile’s moral and social developments are deficient,
but he does not lack initiative.
11. Examples of the tasks an imbecile can do include handling
freight, cement mixing and brush making.
12 . Imbeciles tend to die young; the average age at death of
this group (in N.Y.) is 19 years.
: . .
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FEEBLEMINDEDNESS — THE MORON (TEST — FORM A)
Identification Symbol Group_
Format (check one): Individual Talk ; Dialogue ; Dramatization
_1. In which classification of feeblemindedness ic the moron?
a. The lowest
b. The middle
c. The highest
d. 'The dull-normal
2. The I.Q. or intelligence quotient of a moron is:
a. 0 to 20
b. 50 to 70
c. 20 to 50
d. 40 to 75
3 . The mental age of the moron is:
a. 3 to 7 years
b. 0 to 3 years
c. 9 to 12 years
d. 7 to 12 years
4 . The moron
:
a. Is unable to guard himself against common physical dangers
b. Can guard himself against physical dangers only with
supervision
c. Is capable of earning a living under favorable circumstances
d. Needs constant supervision and must be institutionalized
5 . The moron
a. Can exercise appreciable judgment and reason
b. In most cases lives by habit rather than by judgment and
reason
c. Always lives by habit
d. Uses more judgment and reason than we give him credit for
6 . The moron:
a. Has physical stigmata of degeneracy in most cases
b. Has physical stigmata of degeneracy in many cases
c . Usually looks like a normal person
d. Looks like a normal person only in some cases
7. The moron can complete not more than:
a. The first two grades of school
b. The first four grades of school
c. The first five grades of school
d. The first six grades of school
INDICATE (USING A T FOR TRUE AND AN F FOR FALSE) WHETHER THE FIVE
STATEMENTS BELOW ARE TRUE OR FALSE
8. The moron can learn to read simple books and talk fairly well
on everyday subjects.
9. The moron can plan because he possesses the capacity of fore-
seeing the consequences of his behavior.
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10. The moron lacks esthetic feelings and subtle humor, but he has
some social characteristics of cooperation in group activities.
11. Examples of the jobs a moron can perform include: janitor, sales
clerk, truck driver, player of musical wind instruments.
12. The moron is not suggestible and can work for remote goals
equally as well as for immediate rewards.
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Identification Symbol Sex: male ; Female Age
Married
;
Single No. of children No. of years of schooling
Occupation Group
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FRANKLY . UNDERLINE THE ANSWER THAT
APPLIES.
1. which procedure do you prefer for teaching psychology?
a. The conventional live teacher
b. Recordings and transcriptions of radio programs or of
specially prepared educational scripts
c. A combination of teacher and recordings
2. Did you feel any tension or discomfort while listening to the
recordings for fear you would forget the material heard?
a. None b. A little c. Quite a bit d. A lot
3. Which radio recording did you like the most?
a. 'Why We Laugh b. Why We Lie c. ‘The Idiot d. 'The Imbecile
e. The Moron
4. Which program format did you like the most?
a. The individual talk b. The dialogue c. The dramatization
5. From which program format do you think you learned the most?
a. The individual talk b. The dialogue c. The dramatization
5. Underline those radio recordings which seemed to you to be overloaded
with too much material for the time allocated to the recording,
a. Why We Laugh b. Why We Lie c. The Idiot d. The Imbecile
e. The Moron
7. Were the summaries helpful to you? a. Yes b. No
8. How much do you think you will remember of the radio recordings
for future use, say by a month from now?
a.All b.7/8 c .3/4 d.2/3 e.l/2 f.1/3 g.1/4 h.1/8 i.1/16 j .None
9. If you heard programs on the radio similar to the radio recordings
you heard in class, do you think you would learn enough from them by
hearing them once to make it worth your listening? a. Yes b. No
10. Do you feel that programs of the type you heard in the recordings
should be put on the radio? a. Yes b. No
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11. Although it is realized that choice of a radio program depends
on the person’s mood, ON AN AVERAGE which ONE of the following
radio programs would you tune in, if you had a free choice.
UNDERLINE ONLY ONE.
a. An educational program of the type similar to the recordings
heard in class; b. A quiz show; c. A comedy show; d. A
variety show; e. A news broadcast; f. A sports program;
g. A dramatization; h. A forum or roundtable discussion;
i. A popular music program; j. A classical music program;
k. A "disc jockey slow"; 1. A "soap opera" program.
REMARKS; (Use other side of this sheet, if necessary)
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EEEBLElvIINDEDNESS — THE IDIOT (TEST—FORM B) Identification Symbol
1. The average age at death of idiots in New York institutions is:
a. 19 years
b. 31 years
c. 35 years
d. 24 years
2. Which ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES conditions commonly
found among idiots?
a. Sterility and convulsions, but not abnormal susceptibility
to disease
b. Sterility and abnormal susceptibility to disease, but not
convulsions
c. Convulsions and abnormal susceptibility to disease, but
not sterility
d. Sterility, abnormal susceptibility to disease and convulsions
3. Which ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES the idiot's emotions
and impulses?
a. Crude and poorly inhibited; idiot usually is destructive
and unaffect ionate
b. Crude and poorly inhibited; idiot usually is destructive
but is affectionate
c. Crude and poorly inhibited; idiot usually is not destructive
but is unaffect ionate
d. Fairly well inhibited; idiot usually is not destructive
and has fairly normal affection
4. Which ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES the idiot?
a. His sense organs are rarely defective, and his observation,
memory and reasoning though not normal are fair
b. His sense organs are usually defective, and though his
observation and reasoning are extremely limited, his
memorj’- is fair
c. His sense organs are rarely defective, and though his
observation and memory are fair, his reasoning is limited
d. His sense organs are usually defective, and his observation,
memory and reasoning are extremely limited
5. Which of the following habits — personal cleanliness, dressing
and eating — can the idiot usually learn?
a. Personal cleanliness, dressing, eating
b. Personal cleanliness, dressing
c. Personal cleanliness, eating
d. Cannot learn any of the three habits
6. The mental age of an idiot is:
a. 2 to 4 years
b. 0 to 3 years
c. 7 to 12 years
d. 3 to 7 years
7. The idiot has physical stigmata of degeneracy:
a* Never
b. Rarely
c. In many cases
d. In most cases
. . . ..
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INDICATE (USING A I FOR TRUE AND AN F FOR FAI^E) WHETHER THE FIVE
STATEMENTS BELOV, AHE TRUE' OR FALSE
e. ‘Hie idiot is in the middle classification of the feebleminded.
9. The I.Q. or intelligence quotient of an idiot is 20 or less.
10. The idiot is able to guard himself against common physical
dangers without supervision.
11. Idiots usually either never learn to walk, or at best lsarn
to walk in a clumsy and uncertain fashion.
12. Idiots usually have a limited vocabulary with defective
pronunciation.
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FEEBLEMINDEDNESS — THE IMBECILE (TEST-FORM B) Identification Symbol
1. The average age at death of imbeciles in New York institutions is:
a. 19 years
b. 31 years
c. 35 years
d. 24 years
2. Examples of the tasks an imbecile can learn to do include:
a. Handling freight, brush making
b. Barbering, carpentering
c. Factory work, sales clerk
d. Truck driving, printing
3. Y/hich ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES the imbecile?
a. He lacks initiative, and his moral and social developments are fair
b. His initiative is fair, and his moral and social developments
are deficient
c. He lacks initiative, and his moral and social developments
are deficient
a. Both initiative as well as moral and social developments are
present to a fair degree
4. The imbecile as a rule cannot complete more than:
a. The first grade of school
b. The first two grades of school
c. The first three grades of school
d. Hie first four grades of school
5. Which of th9 following hebits — personal cleanliness, dressing and
eating — can the imbecile usually learn?
a* Personal cleanliness, dressing, eating
b. Personal cleanliness, dressing
c. Personal cleanliness, eating
d. Cannot learn any of the three habits
6. The mental age of the imbecile is:
a. 7 to 12 years
b. 2 to 6 years
c. 0 to 3 years
d. 3 to 7 years
7 . The imbecile has physical stigmata of degeneracy:
a. Never
b. Rarely
c. In many cases
d. In most cases
INDICATE (USING A T FOR TRUE AND AN F FOR FALSE) WHETHER THE FIVE
STATEMENTS BELOW «RE TRUE OR FALSE
8. The imbecile is in the middle class of the feebleminded.
9. Hie I.Q. or intelligence quotient of an imbecile ranges
from 20 to 50.
10. The imbecile is unable to guard himself against the common
physical dangers.
. Imbeciles usually learn to walk, but muscular coordination11
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of the body is poor.
Inbeciles can learn to talk fairly well on everyday subjects
with a reasonable vocabulary and fairly good pronunciation.
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FEEBLEMINDEDNESS — THE MORON (TEST—FORM B) Identification Symbol
1. Which ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES the moron?
a. He is not suggestible and works better for remote goals than
for immediate rewards
b. He is not suggestible and works better for immediate
rewards than for remote goals
c. He is suggestible and works better for remote goals than
for immediate rewards
d. He is suggestible and works better for immediate rewards
than for remote goals
2. Examples of jobs which the moron can perform but which the
imbecile cannot perform include:
a. Simple home duties, running errands
b. Barbering, printing
c. Knitting, weaving
d. Freight handling, cement mixing
3. Which ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES the moron?
a. He lacks esthetic feelings and subtle humor, and has no
social characteristics of cooperation in group activities
b. He possesses esthetic feelings and subtle humor, and has
some social characteristics of cooperation in group
activities
c. He lacks esthetic feelings and subtle humor, but has
some social characteristics of cooperation in group
activities
d. He possesses esthetic feelings and subtle humor, but has
no social characteristics of cooperation in group
activities
4. The moron usually:
a. Can plan ahead practically as well as the average person
b. Cannot plan ahead and lives mainly by habit
c. Can plan ahead to some degree
d. Can foresee the consequences of his behavior
5. Which ONE of the following BEST DESCRIBES the moron?
a. He can read simple books but cannot talk on everyday
subjects
b. He cannot read simple books but can talk fairly well on
everyday subjects
c. He can read simple books and can talk fairly well on
everyday subjects
d. He cannot read simple books and cannot talk on everyday
subjects
6. 'The mental age of the moron is:
a. 7 to 12 years
b. 9 to 12 years
c. 0 to 3 years
d. 3 to 7 years
_7 . The moron:
a* Uses more judgment and reason than we give him credit for
b. Always lives by habit
c. In most cases lives by habit rather than by judgment and reason
d. Can exercise appreciable judgment and reason
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INDICATE (USING A T FOR TRUE AND AN F FOR FALSE) WHETHER THE FITE
STATEMENTS ELLOF .dtE JRUE OR FALSE
8. Hie moron is in the highest class of the feebleminded.
9. The I.Q,. or intelligence quotient of a moron ranges from 50
to 60.
10. Hie moron is capable of earning a living under favorable
circumstances.
11. Hie moron usually locks like a normal person.
12. The moron usually can complete elementary school (the first
six grades)
•

APPENDIX C
TABLES 07 RAW DATA
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Table XLIII — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group I — 1Part A
Identi-
fication
Symbol Age
Mari-
tal
Status
No. of
Child-
ren
No . of
Years
School
Occupation
and
Code
Topic
X
Score
Topic
Y
Score
ACHIF 28 S - 10 Stenographer (1) 17 19
BGBIF 35 S - 15 Bookkeeper (l) 14 14
BLTIF 40 M - 10 Housewife (2) 11 13
EEMIF 28 S - 9 Lampworker (4) 7 12
EGKIM 22 S - 12 Painter (4) 18 12
EMCIF 34 M 1 14 Housewife (2) 14 11
ERIF 19 S - 12 Office Worker(l) 18 19
EVMOIF 47 M - 10 Housewife (2) 15 14
GRKIM 24 S - 13 Varied (6) 19 17
GSLIF 43 M - 13 Housewife (2) 13 13
GWCIF 47 H 1 9 Housewife (2) 11 10
HAVIF 34 M 2 12 Housewife (2) 11 13
HCIF 26 S - 12 Factory Worker (5) 18 19
IFGIF 30 M 1 12 Housewife (2) 16 17
MCWIF 39 M 1 12 Housewife (2) 14 12
MRCIF 46 H 1 14 Housewife (2) 13 16
PJSIF 21 S - 12 Factory Worker (5) 16 16
RSBIF 46 M 1 20 Attorney (0) 16 14
RTS IF 40 M 2 16 Housewife (2) 19 19
Table XLIV — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw
Group II — Part A
Data
Identi-
fication
Symbol Age
Mari-
tal
Status
No. of
Child-
ren
No. of
Years
School
Occupation
and
Code
Topic
X
Score
Topic
Y
Score
AJBIF 45 U 2 15 Housewife (2) 19 13
AJTIF 38 M - 12 Cost Clerk (l) 17 19
BJHIF 20 ' s - 12 Secretary (l) 16 16
BTKIM 17 s - 12 Student (4) 16 17
CJSIF 50 M - 12 Nurse (0) 14 13
CMLIF 40 M 4 14 Housewife (2) 17 17
DALIM 25 s - 12 Company Manager (0) 17 13
DETIF 35 S - 13 Secretary (l) 15 18
DTSIF 18 s - 11 Stitcher (4) 14 14
EiaHF 25 s m 12 Laundry Worker (6) 17 17
FLSna 26 u - 12 Welder (5) 19 15
MAMIF 45 M 3 12 Housewife (2) 14 13
MEMIF 42 w 1 14 Housewife (2) 15 16
MHGIF 41 M 1 12 Housewife (2) 18 18
MSIF 47 M 1 10 Housewife (2) 13 5
PIUIF 49 U 1 13 Housewife (2) 16 16
RSIF 39 u 3 12 Housewife (2) 7 5
SIAIF 36 M 11 Clerk (1) 13 16
SLGIF 46 M 5 14 Housewife (2) 19 11
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Table XLV — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group III — Part A
Identi-
fication
Symbol Age
Mari-
tal
Status
No. of
Child-
ren
No. of
Years
School
Occupation
and
Code
Topic
X
Score
Topic
Y
Score
ajium 25 S - 12 None (6) 17 19
AVHIF 19 S - 12 None (6) 18 16
SERIF 19 S - 12 Factory Worker (5) 14 11
CDIHF 40 S - 12 Clerk (1) 17 19
CHFIF 20 H 1 14 Bookkeeper (l) 16 11
EBRIF 43 W 3 16 Secretary (l) 16 16
EGMcTIF 20 u - 12 Housewife (2) 14 13
EPIF 40 u 2 13 Housewife (2) 12 18
JEVDIF 36 M 3 12 Housewife (2) 16 17
FEMIF 36 M 2 16 Housewife (2) 16 16
HFSTF 38 S - 12 Office Manager (0) 14 11
JCIM 28 s - 10 Magician (0) 17 17
JJHIM 27 u mm 11 Grocery Clerk (l) 16 16
JJSIF 17 s - 12 Student (4) 19 17
MACIF 35 s - 12 Clerk (1) 16 15
HJSIF 46 M 3 7 Housewife (2) 19 16
KKMIF 32 s - 14 Nurse (0) 18 16
liSHIF 44 s - 12 Clerk (1) 18 15
pinF 54 M 1 10 Housewife (2) 12 15
RMAIF 19 s - 13 Student (4) 14 11
RWIF 19 s - 12 Dental Assistant (1) 15 14
VIE IF 37 H 2 12 Housewife (2) 16 18
ifbim 25 s - 15 Draftsman (0) 17 20
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Table XLVI — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group I — Fart B
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic A
IT
I®.Test
Topic A
IT
Retest
Topic A
IT
Fercent
Retention
Topic C
Di
I®. Test
Topic C
Di
Retest
Topic C
Di
Percent
Retention
ACHIF 17 14 82 19 16 84
BGBIF 17 15 88 16 17 106
BLTIF 16 14 88 17 16 94
SEMIF 10 10 100 13 11 85
EGKIK 16 14 88 18 14 78
EKCIF 16 13 81 14 18 129
ERIF 18 17 94 20 19 95
EVMOIF 19 16 84 19 15 79
GRKIM 18 16 89 18 15 83
GSLIF 17 12 71 20 18 90
GWCIF 15 15 100 15 11 73
HAVIF 16 11 69 16 15 94
HCIF 15 16 1C 7 16 14 88
IFCIF 19 19 100 20 18 90
KCWIF 17 12 71 20 17 85
MRCIF 19 11 58 17 15 88
FJSIF 14 13 93 18 17 94
RSBIF 18 15 83 17 14 82
RTS IF 17 13 77 20 16 80
Table XLVII — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group II — Part B
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic A
IT
In. Test
Topic A
IT
Retest
Topic A
IT
Fercent
Retention
Topic C
Di
Im.Test
Topic C
Di
Retest
Topic C
Di
Percent
Retention
AJBIF 19 15 79 17 16 94
AJTIF 15 12 80 17 18 106
BJKIF 15 15 ICO 20 18 90
BTKDI 14 11 79 16 15 94
CJSIF 14 13 93 17 15 88
CKLIF 16 15 94 15 17 113
DALHI 17 16 94 18 16 89
LETIF 15 13 87 16 17 106
DTSIF 14 12 86 16 14 88
E13£IF 15 13 87 15 17 113
FLSIK 15 17 113 18 18 100
miF 13 12 92 16 15 94
LEMIF 11 11 100 15 13 87
MHGIF 16 15 94 18 18 ICO
IS IF 8 8 100 10 9 90
PIUIF 15 13 87 18 18 ICO
RSIF 12 6 50 17 11 65
SIAIF 13 11 85 14 12 86
SLGU 15 12 80 19 16 84
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Table XLVIII — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of
Group III — Part B
Raw Data
Identi- Topic C Topic C Topic C Topic A Topic A Topic A
fication IT IT IT Di Di Di
Symbol Im.Test Retest Percent
Retention
Im.Test Retest, Percent
Retention
AJMIM 20 19 95 17 14 82
AVHIF 16 16 100 15 13 87
BERIF 18 16 89 18 12 67
CDMIF 17 15 88 16 13 81
CHFIF 19 20 105 18 16 89
EBRIF 19 16 84 19 15 79
EGMcTIF 13 11 85 10 8 80
EPIF 20 17 85 19 16 84
EVDIF 18 17 94 17 14 82
FEMIF 19 17 90 19 15 79
HFSIF 18 16 89 17 14 82
JCIM 18 18 100 19 17 89
JJHIU 13 12 92 13 11 85
JJSIF 19 18 95 19 16 84
MACIF 16 13 81 16 14 88
MJSIF 18 13 72 19 10 52
mmmif 19 18 95 18 15 83
MSHIF 20 15 75 15 13 87
FMIF 14 15 107 16 13 81
RMAIF 17 16 94 16 14 88
RWIF 17 15 88 17 13 77
VMS IF 18 17 94 20 11 55
WFBIM 19 18 95 19 16 84
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Table XLIX — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group I — Part C
Identi- Questionnaire Questionnaire
fi cat ion Answers Answers
Symbol Indiv. Talk Dialogue
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
ACHIF a c c c Y l/lT~ a c c c Y i/B
BGBIF a a d c Y 1/3 a a d c Y 1/3
BLTIF e a a c Y £ a a a c Y £
EEMIF a a b c N 2/3 a 8 b c N 2/3
EGKIM e c j b Y 1/8 e a j c Y £
EMCIF e a a c Y 1/16 e a a c Y 1/16
ERIF a b j c Y 1/16 e b j c Y 1/16
EVMOIF a a a b N £ a a a c Y 3/4
GRKIM c a j a Y £ c b j c Y 12
GSLIF c c e b Y 1/16 e c e c Y V8
GV7CIF a a a c Y 1/3 a a a c Y 1/3
PIAVIF d b j c Y 2/3 a b j c Y 3/4
HCIF a b i b Y 12 a b i b Y 2/3
IFCIF a a a b Y 12 a a a c Y £
MCWIF a a b c Y JL2 a a b c Y
1
2
MRCIF a a i c Y £ a c i c Y £
PJSIF d b e b Y 1/16 e b e c Y 1/8
RSBIF a a a c Y X2 a a a c Y 2/3
RTEIF e a g b Y 1/16 a a g c Y £
Table L — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group II — Part C
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Questionnaire
Ansv/ers
Indiv. Talk
1 2 3 4 5 6
Questionnaire
Answers
Dialogue
1 2 3 4 5 6
AJBIF a c i c Y 1/8 a b i c Y £
AJTIF e b g c Y !/3 a a g c Y 1/3
BJMIF a a a c Y 3/4 a a a c Y 3/4
BTKIM e b d c Y i,2 e b d a N £
CJSIF a a a c Y 3/4 a a a b Y 3/4
CMLIF a a a c Y £ a a a c N £
DALIM a a a c Y 1/3 a a a c Y £
DETIF a a a c Y £ a b a c Y £
DTSIF a a 3 c Y JL e b 3 c Y
Ell' IF a b 3 c Y \ c b 3 c Y
FLSIM d c c a Y 1/16 b c c a Y 1/8
KAMIF d b j b N 1/8 a b 3 c N 1/3
MEMIF d a j a N _L4 d a j a N £
MHGIF e c h c Y 1 a b h c Y 2/3
MSIF b a e c Y 1 b a e c Y 2
PLHIF b a a c Y e b a c Y 1/8
RSIF e b h c Y 1/3 e b h c Y 1/3
SIAIF a a a b N 1/3 a a a b N £
SIGIF a b a c Y 4 . a b a c Y all
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Table LI — Preliminary Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group III — Part C
Identi-
fication
Syrrb ol
Qu e st i onnair
e
Answers
Indiv. Talk
1 2 3 4 5 6
Questionnaire
Answers
Dialogue
1 2 3 4 5 6
AJMIM b a b c Y 1/3 e a b b Y 1/3
AVHIF a c 3 c Y
1
T a c 3 a Y i4
BERIF e c b c N 4 e c b c Y t
CDMIF e c g b Y 3/4 e c g b Y l/3
CHFIF a a a c Y X2 e c e b Y £
EBRIF a b a c Y X4 a a a c N 1/3
EGMeTIF a b a c Y c b a a Y 1/3
EFIF c a g c Y
1
2 c a g c Y
X
2
SVDIF e b i a Y 1/3 e b i a Y i
FEMIF d b g c Y
i¥ d b g c Y £
HFSIF e a g c Y 2/3 e a g b Y
1
2
JCIM a b 3 c Y 3/4 a b 3 c Y 2/3
JJHIM b b b a N 1/16 b b b a N 1/16
JJSIF a a g c Y 3/4 a a g c Y 7/8
MACIF a - 3 c N 1/3 a a 3 c Y V3MJSIF a a a c Y all a a a c Y 12
MMMIF a b a c Y £ a b a c Y 1/3
MSHIF d - 3 c Y i e - 3 c Y £
PMIF a a a c Y 2/3 a a a c Y
1
?
RMAIF a a a c N 2/3 a b a c N X2
RWIF a b g c Y £ a c g c Y ¥
VIE IF c b g c Y £ d b g c Y 1/8
1FBIM b a 3 c Y ¥ a c 3 a Y 1/8
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Table LII — Main Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group I — Part A
Identi-
fication
Symbol Age
.
Mari-
tal
Status
No . of
Child-
ren
No. of
Years
School
Occupation
and
Code
ADISM 27 S 12 Meat Cutter (5)
AEHISM 25 S - 12 Salesman (l)
ALSISM 38 M 1 12 Shoe Worker (4)
BJKISK 41 M - 16 Administrator (C)
BPCIM 29 S - 14 Machinist (4)
BRIM 34 S - 15 Supervisor (5)
CLBISM 48 M 4 9 Sales Clerk (l)
CMLIF 18 S «• 10 Sales Clerk (l)
CTISK 35 s - 12 Salesman (l)
DBRISM 19 s <s» 12 Sales Clerk (1)
DGBIF 23 s - 12 Secretary (l)
DHYIF 35 s - 17 Teacher (0)
DMISM 41 w 1 8 Store Gwner (0)
dmrif 23 S x - 13 Compt ometrist (1)
DSSIF 35 s - 12 Sales Clerk (l)
EDSIK 52 M 3 10 Store Owner (0)
EEEIF 21 S - 13 Secretary (1)
EGG IF 33 S - 10 Sales Clerk (l)
SRIF 20 s - 12 Office Work (1)
ERBIF 25 s - 14 Dental Assistant (l)
FBCISM 52 H - 11 Expressman (7)
GEBIF 25 s - 10 Stenographer (l)
GBRISM 23 s - 14 Electrician (4)
GHMISM 28 s - 12 Bus Operator (5)
HELIF 23 s - 12 Compt ometrist (l)
HESISM 59 w 2 10 Salesman (l)
HGBISM 49 M 2 10 Salesman (l)
HKDIF 42 D - 16 Sdiphone Operator (l)
HUB IF 21 S - 12 Receptionist (l)
IJCIF 23 S - 12 Office Work (1)
IMMISM 27 S - 12 Bus Operator (5)
JCPIF 21 S - 15 Student (4)
JKMIF 27 S - 12 Secretary (l)
JERISM 42 M - 12 Store Manager (C)
JOMISM 24 S - 12 Truck Driver (7)
LFHIF 36 S - 13 Secretary (l)
IMEIF 22 s - 12 Cost Clerk (1)
LTIHSM 33 s - 16 Mechanical Engineer (0)
MCCIF 20 s - 12 Stenographer (1)
me if 25 s - 12 Detail Operator (4)
MMLIF 21 s - 10 Receptionist (1)
MYBIF 27 s - 12 Secretary (1)
NMWIF 32 s - 12 Secretary (1)
PC IF 38 s - 16 Physiotherapist (0)
RJIF 45 M 5 12 Housewife (2)
TLIF 44 M 2 11 Housewife (2)
TRBIF 21 S - 13 Draftsman (C)
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Table LIII — Main Experiment
Group II —
: Tables
Part A
of Raw Data
Identi-
fication
Symbol Ape
Mari-
tal
Status
No. of
Child-
ren
No. of
Years
School
Occupation
and
Code
AKRIISM 28 S - 12 Salesman (l)
AIT I IF 26 s - 14 Secretary (l)
ATT I IF 41 s - 10 Sales Clerk (l)
BEDIISM 25 s * 12 Truck Driver (7)
BJWIIF 23 s - 12 Stenographer (l)
CDGIIF 59 M 4 9 Housev/ife (2)
CEPIISM r 37 M 1 16 Office Manager (0)
CLMIISM 29 S - 12 Bus Operator (5)
CTIIF 38 M - 10 Housevdfe (2)
DCWIIF 19 S - 12 Secretary (l)
DMYIIF 19 s - 13 Secretary (1)
EEIIF 35 M 6 11 Housewife (2)
EEGIIF 37 M - 11 Physiotherapist (0)
EHWIIF 32 S - 12 Secretary (l)
EJHIIM 23 S - 12 Truck Driver (7)
ELGIIF 28 S - 15 Dental Assistant (l)
EMGIIM 31 S - 12 Stock Clerk (1)
FAMIIM 29 s - 12 Radio Technician (5)
FDCIIF 60 M 1 16 Housewife (2)
GARIIF 41 M 1 12 Housewife (2)
GSMDTIIF 22 S - 12 Telephone Operator (l)
HCIIF 32 S - 12 Waitress (2)
HLPIIF 18 s - 12 Secretary (l)
JCPIIF 20 s - 12 Office Work (l)
JETIISM 23 s - 12 Chauffeur (5)
J IHIISM 31 s - 12 Store Manager (C)
JZIIM 35 s - 12 Clerk (l)
LATI IF 23 s - 15
.
Secretary (l)
LCHIIF 24 s - 11 Sales Clerk (l)
LEIOISM 26 s - 12 Taxi Driver (7)
MCMIISM 25 s - 12 Sales Clerk (l)
MDBIIF 51 W 1 10 Sales Clerk (l)
MEMIIF 26 S - 12 Secretary (l)
MFIIM 31 s - 12 Meat Clerk (l)
MLCIIM 34 D - 12 Cement Finisher (5)
MPIISM 29 S - 12 Auto Mechanic (5)
EEGIIF 35 S - 9 Laundry Worker (7)
PKDIIF 31 S - 13 Clerk (1)
PTDIISM 38 D - 12 House Painter (4)
PWNIIF 31 S - 12 Cashier (l)
RAWIIF 28 s - 14 Mail Clerk (l)
RLE I IF 22 s - 14 Secretary (l)
RTEIIM 43 M - 12 Carpenter (5)
RMIIM 44 M 1 17 Accountant (0)
SFRIIM 48 M . 2 12 Salesman (l)
TBIIF 30 S - 12 Office Clerk (1)
VLCIIM 38 M - 12 Mason (5)
WCAIISM 44 M 2 10 Store Owner (C)
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Table LIV — Main Experiment : Tables of Raw Data
Group III — Part A
Identi-
fication
Symbol Ape
Mari-
tal
Status
No « of
Child-
ren
Ho* of
Years
School
Occupation
and
Code
ACIIIK 31 D - 12 Oil Burner Mechanic (4)
AU.I I ISM 28 S - 15 Electrician (4)
AEFIIIM 22 S - 12 Draftsman (0)
ARKIIIK 51 H 1 12 Salesman (l)
ASKIIIF 36 ¥ 2 12 Cashier (l)
AVL'IIIF 29 H - 12 Meter Tester (5)
BCOIISM 21 - S - -12 Stock Clerk (1)
PEG I I IF 24 S - 17 Social Worker (C)
BLFIIISk* 24 . s - ' 12 Salesman (1)
CBBIIIF 20 s - 12 Secretary (1)
CCKIIISM 31 s - 16 Electrical Engineer (0)
CESIIIF 19 s - •12 Dental Assistant (1)
CTIIIF 20 s - 12 Secretary (1)
DETIIISM 19 s - 12 Student (4)
DIPIIISK 53 M 4 11 Store Manager (0)
EAWIIIF 19 s - 13 Secretary (1)
ECTIIISM 24 S - 12 Truck Driver (7)
FADIIISM 28 S - 15 Personnel Supervisor (0)
GFIIIM 27 S - 14 Supervisor (5)
GHRIIISM 32 s - 12 Meter Inspector (5)
GMBH IF 31 M 2 12 Housewife (2)
GMKIJIF 18 s - 12 Bank Stenographer (l)
HAJIIIM 18 s - 12 Machinist (4)
HFDIIIM 28 s - 13 Mechanic (4)
HGFIIIF 44 s - 12 Office Work (l)
JCCIIIF 32 s - 13 Office Clerk (l)
JSGIIIF 19 s - 12 Office Work (l)
JSDIIIM 26 s - 12 Student (4)
JWBIIIM 18 s - 12 Machinist (4)
LEBIIISM 27 s - 12 Auto Mechanic (5)
LSIIIF 32 D - 12 Waitress (2)
MAEIIIF 53 M 3 9 Housewife (2)
MEDIIIF 23 S - 12 Secretary (1)
MHWIIIk 58 ¥ 1 10 Carpenter (5)
PA?,! I IF 17 S - 12 Secretary (l)
FSMIIIF 21 S - 14 Legal Secretary (l)
PFEIIIM 20 S - 12 Student (4)
PVHIIIM 23 s - 17 Electrical Engineer (0)
RAYIIIM 43 u 2 12 Wage Rate Supervisor (C)
RHIIIM 24 s - 16 Jet Engine Inspector (4)
RLBIIIM 22 s - 16 Electrical Engineer (C)
SAKIIISM 21 s - 15 Draftsman (0)
SESIIIF 21 s - 12 Secretary (1)
SLIIIF 19 s - 13 Secretary (1)
WHICHISM 22 s - 14 Pattern Designer (4)
WRKIIIM 35 M - 12 Machinist (4)
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Table LV — Main Experiment : Tables of Raw Data
Group I — Part B ^
Identi- Topic A Topic B Questionnaire
fication Score Score Answers
Symb o 1 Recall Kg c og • Becall Rec og
•
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ADISM 7 13 5 14 a a d a b e a e'•b b d
AEHISM 7 12 5 15 c b c c b e a c a a b
ALGISM 8 15 4 14 c b e c b a a e b b j
BJKISM 7 12 5 15 a a e c a b a d a a d
BPCIM 10 11 12 13 c a c a b a a c b b c
BRIM 6 14 5 9 c a c c a a a c a a d
CLBISM 8 14 6 14 c a b a b a a e a a e
CMLIF 7 11 6 9 c b e c a b a f a a c
CTISM 7 15 6 16 a b d c c a a d a a f
DBRISM 8 14 6 13 c a c b a a a c a a g
DGBIF 8 13 14 14 a b c a a a a e a a i
DHYIF 3 17 8 14 c b e c a a a c a a b
DMJSM 7 12 5 14 c a e a a e g e a a d
DMRIF 8 8 8 8 c b d b b b a e a a d
DSSIF 8 10 9 11 a a d b b - a c b b d
EDSIM 5 16 5 14 a a c a a b a c a a g
EEBIF 7 14 7 14 a b d b b a a e a b g
-EC-GIF 6 8 9 12 c b d b b a a c a a j
ERIF 12 18 10 12 c c c c c b a i b b d
ERBIF 6 15 8 11 c a a c a e a e a a b
FBCISM 9 13 7 14 c a c c b b b f b b i
GEBIF 11 14 13 15 c b d b b e a e a b j
GBRISM 7 13 5 15 a b d c c a a c a a b
GHMISM 6 12 6 14 c a d c a a a e b b c
HELIF 4 11 7 10 c b d a a a a c a a b
HESISM 8 12 8 14 c b c a c b a e a a c
HGBISM 7 15 5 16 c c 4 b b b a f b b f
HHDIF 4 15 8 14 a d d b b - a i b b i
HMBIF 3 16 7 10 c b d c c a a a a a d
IJCIF 12 19 14 11 c a a c a b a d a a j
IMMISM 6 14 6 15 c a d a a e a f a a d
JCPIF 5 10 6 9 c a a b a a a c a a c
JKMIF 2 5 4 7 c b d c 8. a a c a a e
JERISM 7 15 C 6 13 a b b b C b a f a b j
JOMISM 8 14 6 16 c a d b C a b e a a c
LFHIF 9 18 11 16 c a c a b e a a a a d
LI® IF 10 15 13 15 c b c a a e a e b b e
LTMISM 8 14 7 17 c a e c b b a f a a j
MCCIF 7 12 5 17 a a b a a - a f a a c
MIC IF 4 9 8 11 a b c a a b a e b b f
MMLIF 9 15 11 16 c b e c b - a d a a j
MYBIF 8 10 10 14 a a e b b - a e a a d
NMHF 7 12 6 11 c a e a b e a e a a g
PGIF 10 18 11 10 c b b a a a a c a a g
RJIF 8 14 7 14 c a a a a e a d a a a
TLIF 6 12 6 11 c a b c a a b d a a a
TREIF 5 12 5 10 * c b d c c a a c b a b
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Table LVI — Main Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group II -- Fart B
Identi-
fication
Svmbol
Topic A
Score
Recall Recop.
Topic B
Score
Recall Recog. 1 2
Questionnaire
Answers
3456789 1C 11
AKRIISM 6 16 8 18 c a c i a d a f a a h
AMPIIF 6 17 3 8 c a c b b a a c a a k
ATT I IF 3 8 10 6 c c e c c b a c a a k
BEDIISM 7 18 6 20 c a d b b - a g a b k
BJWIIF 3 8 8 14 c b d a b a a b a b i
CDGIIF 6 8 7 9 a b e a a - a e a b h
CEPIISM 6 19 6 19 a b b a a a a d a a e
CLMIISM 7 18 8 18 c a c a c t a e a b f
CTIIF 8 14 8 14 c b b b a - a b a a j
DCWIIF 9 17 9 11 c b c c b b a f a a k
DMYIIF 7 7 9 15 a a b c c b a f a a j
EBIIF 3 10 2 10 a b b a a b a e a a h
EEGIIF 4 8 4 7 a b d a a - a e a a c
SHWIIF 5 12 6 13 8. a c b c - a e a b c
UHim 7 7 6 10 C c a c c a a c b b f
ELGIIF 6 12 8 11 C b b c a b a d a a g
EMG III1 7 14 5 15 c c d b a b a e a b h
•FAMULI 3 4 2 8 c c b c b a a g a b g
FDCIIF 12 12 8 12 a c b a a a a g a b h
GARIIF 4 8 2 8 a c d c c b a g a a d
GSMDTIIF 8 13 9 12 c b c d c - a d a a h
HCIIF 10 16 7 14 c c c c a a b f a b g
HLPIIF 7 17 4 18 c a c b b a a c a a k
JCPIIF 9 10 10 11 a b d c c - a e a a h
JSTIISM 8 19 7 20 c b d b a - a f a a h
JIHIISM 8 19 7 18 a b b a b c a e a a h
JZIIM 3 13 6 12 c b d c c c a a a a e
LATIIF 13 20 13 17 c b b a a c a f a a d
LCHIIF 11 16 9 9 c b a c c d a f a a j
IEMI ISM 5 16 8 19 a a e c a a a g a a j
MCMIISM 6 17 6 19 c d c a b e a f a a f
MDBIIF 3 7 6 6 c a d a a d a e a a c
MSMI IF 7 14 8 12 a b d b a c a d a a c
MFIIM 3 7 2 11 a d t a a a a g a b h
MLCIIM 5 15 7 19 a a b c c a b c a b c
MPIISM 6 17 7 20 c c e a a d a f a b d
NSGIIF 1 2 3 4 c a a a a - a g a a k
PKDIIF 3 9 6 12 a d e b b a a e b b g
PTDIISM 7 18 8 18 a b d c b a a g a a k
PWNIIF 8 14 12 18 c b 8 c b - a a a a b
RAWIIF 0 4 0 5 a d c b b b a f a b d
RLE IIF 10 17 11 18 c a b b b - a c a a i
RTEIIM 6 19 8 18 c a b b c a a e b b d
RVMIIM 12 18 14 17 c b b c c a a e a a h
SFRIIM 7 10 6 9 a c d c c - a e a b f
TBIIF 3 11 6 9 c b d b b a a f a a b
VLCIIM 10 11 11 10 c a c a a a a e a b h
WCAIISM 7 18 7 19 a a e b c e a e a a h
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Table LVII — Main Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group III — Part JB
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic A
Score
Recall Recog.
Topic B
Score
Recall Recog. 1 2
Questionnaire
Answers
3456789 10 11
ACIIIM 6 18 13 20 c b c c c a a c a b b
ALMIIISM 6 12 5 9 c b a a c b a b b b c
APFIIIM 4 14 5 15 a b a c c d a d a b c
ARHIIIM 8 13 12 15 a c a b a c a e a a f
ASKIIIF 7 13 10 15 c a a c c - a d a a a
AVMIIIF 5 8 5 12 a c d a a b a e a b b
BCMIIISM 4 14 7 14 c b d b b d a d a b d
BEG I I IF 5 15 11 15 a a b a a - a 9 a a j
BLPIIISM 5 12 5 16 c a e b c a a d a b g
CBBIIIF 11 18 9 19 c a c c c - a d a a g
CCKIIISM 4 14 6 15 a c c c b b a e a a h
CESIIIF 4 11 6 13 c b c c c - a b a a g
CTIIIF 12 19 14 18 c a c c c - a d a a j
DETIIISM 5 13 7 16 a a d c c - a a a a h
DIPIIISM 6 16 6 14 c a c a a b a e a a g
EAWIIIF 10 7 4 5 c a e b b a a 0 a b i
SCTIIISM 5 15 5 17 c a e c c a a e b b h
FADIIISM 6 17 6 17 a b d 8 a - a d a a g
GF I I IM 3 10 5 4 c a e b b c a h b a f
GHRIIISM 8 11 6 12 c a e b b a a c a a h
GMBII IF 9 18 6 7 a c c c c a a d a a g
GMKIIIF 6 11 6 10 c b c c c b a c a a i
HAJIIIM 4 15 3 16 c b e b c b a c a b k
HFDIIIM 3 9 8 15 c b b a c - a c b b g
HGPIIIF 8 11 7 14 a a b a a c a e a a 3
JCCIIIF 5 16 6 17 c b e b b a a b a a a
JEGIIIF 5 9 4 7 c a c c c e a e a b k
JSDIIIM 9 10 4 15 c a d b b a a a b b
JiiTBIIIM 5 14 7 15 c b d a a - a c a b g
ISBIIISM 6 14 6 17 c a c c c - a h a b k
LSIIIF 5 14 6 10 c b c c c a a e b b k
MABIIIF 10 18 7 13 a a c c c a a d a a a
MEDIIIF 6 13 4 10 c a b c a a a d a b g
MHWIIIM 4 15 7 13 a a a a a - a e a b h
PAWIIIF 8 14 9 9 c b a c c b a e b b i
PEMIIIF 13 14 7 13 c a a c a a a e a b k
PFEIIIM 5 14 11 17 c b c a a - a e a b h
PVHIIIM 3 11 9 16 c a e b b - a b a a s
RAYIIIM 8 12 9 14 c b c a a a a d a a d
RHIIIM 8 12 7 13 c a e b b a a e a a g
RLBIIIM 13 19 7 14 c b a a a a a d a a j
SAKIIISM 5 13 5 15 a a c a a a a e a a h
SBSIIIF 7 18 7 17 c b c b a a a e b a a
SLIIIF 8 13 8 15 c a c c c - a b a a- CTO
tfHMIIISM 6 15 6 16 c d e b a e a e a b j
ISfRKIII'M 5 7 4 8 c a e c c - a e a a a
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Table LVIII - - Main Experiment : Tables
Group I — Part C
of Raw Data
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic
Format
Recall
D
:IT
Re co?:
Immediate Test : Raw
Topic E
Format :Di
. Recall Recog.
Scores
Topic
Format
Recall
F
:Dr
Recog.
AD ISM 4 11 6 12 7 10
AEHISM 7 12 6 10 6 9
ALGISM 5 10 9 9 5 10
BJKISM 4 7 9 11 6 12
BPCIM 8 12 9 11 7 7
BRIM 6 9 9 9 7 12
CLBISM 8 11 8 8 6 11
CMLIF 9 12 10 11 10 12
CTISM 7 9 9 11 7 9
DBRISM 6 11 7 9 9 7
DGBIF 9 12 7 11 6 12
DHYIF 8 12 10 11 10 11
DMISM 7 12 10 11 6 12
DMRIF 8 11 9 12 8 7
DSSIF 6 12 8 11 7 12
SDSIM 7 12 11 11 8 11
EEBIF 7 9 8 9 7 11
EGGIF 8 12 8 11 8 12
SRIF 8 12 11 12 10 11
ERBIF 8 12 6 12 10 12
FBCISM 7 12 7 10 7 11
GEBIF 5 11 6 11 3 8
GBRISM 6 10 7 10 7 11
GHMISM 7 10 7 11 8 10
HELIF 4 7 7 11 7 12
HESISM 7 10 8 11 8 11
HGBISM 7 12 7 10 7 10
HHDIF 7 12 8 11 8 12
HMBIF 8 11 7 11 3 12
IJCIF 8 11 9 12 8 11
IMMISM 6 10 7 11 7 11
JCPIF 5 7 8 11 7 8
JKMIF 4 12 11 11 8 12
JSRISM 6 11 6 11 7 10
JOMISM 7 12 7 11 7 11
LFHIF 9 12 11 12 9 12
LMSIF 4 9 7 11 6 10
LTLIISM 7 10 6 11 7 11
MCCIF 7 11 7 12 7 9
MIC IF 5 12 5 10 6 10
MMLIF 4 10 5 9
.
5 12
MYBIF 8 7 8 11 6 11
NMWIF 7 12 7 12 9 12
PCIF 7 11 8 8 6 9
RJIF 6 9 7 11 7 7
TLIF 9 9 7 11 6 12
TRBIF 7 11 9 9 9 12
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Table LIX -- Haiti Experiment : Tables of
Group II — Fart C
Raw Data
Ident i-
ficetion
Svmbol
Topic
Format
Recall
D
:Di
Recog
Immediate Test: Raw
Topic E
Format :Dr
. Recall Re cog.
Scores
Topic
Format
Recall
F
:IT
Recog.
AKRIISM 10 7 7 9 7 10
AMPIIF 5 7 3 12 3 9
ATT I IF 7 11 8 11 9 11
BEDIISM 8 11 5 9 6 11
EOT IF 11 6 6 11 10 11
CDGIIF 4 9 4 8 8 11
CEPIISM 5 12 7 10 8 11
CLMIISM 8 11 9 11 6 10
CTIIF 7 11 6 10 10 11
DCY/IIF 11 11 10 10 7 10
DIIYIIF 7 12 10 11 7 11
SB IIF 7 6 7 11 7 8
SEGIIF 5 12 8 7 8 10
EHWIIF 5 11 7 11 8 11
EJHIIM 9 7 8 9 7 10
ELGIIF 8 8 9 12 9 10
ELGIIII 10 7 8 12 8 11
FALiUM 8 11 7 10 7 11
FDCIIF 7 11 8 7 8 11
GARIIF 4 12 10 11 11 11
GSMDTIIF 7 11 10 9 8 12
HCIIF 8 7 7 11 9 12
HLPIIF 9 11 10 12 9 12
JCPIIF 6 12 8 9 7 12
JETIISM 7 9 7 10 7 9
JIHIISM 6 10 10 9 7 9
JZIIM 4 10 7 8 5 11
LATIIF 7 11 8 11 7 11
LCHIIF 7 7 9 12 8 9
LSLIIISM 8 11 7 12 8 10
MCMIISM 7 10 10 10 6 9
MDBIIF 6 8 8 8 7 12
hemiif 6 7 9 11 8 11
fZFIIM 4 7 8 11 4 9
l/'LCIIM 4 8 6 10 6 11
IvTIISM 7 9 8 9 8 8
NEGIIF 3 4 4 6 5 8
PKDIIF 8 5 4 9 7 10
PTDIISM 8 10 12 12 7 9
PWNIIF 11 10 8 12 7 12
RAvTIIF 5 o 4 7 2 11
RLE I IF 8 11 10 9 8 12
RTEIIM 5 12 10 9 9 11
RWMIIM 10 12 10 12 10 11
SFRIIM 8 12 8 9 9 11
TBIIF 8 7 9 9 9 12
VLGIIM •9 11 7 10 8 12
WCAIISll 6 10 10 11 '• 8 9
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Table LX — Lain Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group III — Fart C
Immediate Test: Raw Scores
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic D
Format :Dr
Recall Recog.
Topic E
Format :IT
Recall Recog.
Topic F
Forirat :Di
Recall Recog
ACIIIM 9 11 10 10 8 11
AUG IISM 9 11 7 9 7 10
APRHIM 8 12 4 5 7 11
ARHIIIM 8 12 7 11 7 11
ASKIIIF 8 12 8 11 8 11
AYMIIIF 6 12 8 12 8 12
BCMIIISM 6 11 7 10 8 11
EEGIIIF 5 10 10 10 8 9
BLPIIISM 4 10 6 10 7 11
CBBIIIF 9 9 9 12 6 12
CCKIIISM 7 11 8 11 8 11
CESIIIF 8 12 8 11 6 12
CTIIIF 10 12 11 11 8 12
DETIIISM 6 11 7 12 7 11
DIPIIISM 7 12 7 11 7 11
EAWIIIF 6 10 6 9 9 12
ECTIIISM 6 11 6 11 7 11
FADIIISM 6 12 6 12 7 12
GFIIIM 4 10 3 8 4 9
GHRIIISM 7 11 6 11 7 11
GMBIIIF 8 9 9 12 10 12
GMKIIIF 9 12 8 12 10 12
HAJIIItf 6 9 9 9 8 12
HFDIIIM 9 11 9 10 9 10
HGPIIIF 4 11 6 9 6 9
JCCIIIF 5 11 9 11 8 12
JSGIIIF 9 12 9 8 8 11
JSDIIIM 5 12 8 9 6 11
JWBIIIM 8 12 10 11 10 12
L2BIIISM 6 11 5 11 6 11
LSIIIF 10 11 8 11 9 11
MABIIIF 8 10 8 10 8 11
MEDIIIF 8 12 6 10 7 12
MHfflHM 6 11 6 10 6 12
PAWIIIF 6 9 7 10 5 10
FEMIIIF 6 10 6 9 7 12
PFEIIIM 6 12 9 12 8 10
F/HI IIM 10 11 10 12 9 11
RAYIIIM 6 10 8 12 7 9
RHIIIM 10 11 9 11 9 12
RLBIIIM 8 11 9 12 9 12
SAKIIISM 7 10 5 11 7 11
SBSIIIF 6 12 9 12 7 12
SLIIIF 9 11 7 11 7 12
WHIG IISM 6 12 6 12 7 12
WRKIIIM 5 9 5 10 4 9
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Table LXI — Lain Experiment : Tables of Raw Data
Group I — Part D
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic D
Format :IT
Recall Recog.
Retest: Raw Scores
Topic E
F ormat :Di
Recall Recog.
Topic F *
Format : Dr
Recall Recog.
ADISM 5 12 5 11 6 7
AEHISM 7 12 6 7 5 3
ALGISM 5 11 7 7 3 4
BJKISM 5 6 9 9 3 5
BPCIM 8 12 8 7 5 4
BRIM 7 6 6 7 4 6
CLBISM 7 11 6 8 4 8
CMLIF 8 12 9 11 6 10
CTISM 8 10 7 7 4 6
DBRISM 8 11 3 4 5 2
DGBIF 9 12 7 11 5 11
DHYIF 9 11 9 12 5 9
DMISM 6 8 10 11 5 11
DMRIF 8 11 8 9 8 7
DSSIF 6 8 4 3 5 6
EDSIM 6 12 6 9 5 5
SEE IF 7 9 5 7 4 1
EGG IF 5 12 4 9 5 6
ERIF 9 12 8 12 7 11
ERBIF 7 12 3 12 7 11
FBCISM 5 10 5 7 3 10
GSBIF 6 11‘ 7 8 3 * 6
GBRISM 6 8 6 7 3 10
GHMISM 4 6 7 9 3 5
HSLIF 7 12 6 9 6 7
HE S ISM 3 7 5 8 2 10
HGBISM 4 10 5 7 3 6
HHDIF 7 12 6 10 5 10
HMBIF 8 7 6 8 2 9
IJCIF 7 10 8 9 5 11
IMMISM 5 11 6 9 2 9
JCPIF 6 7 7 9 6 4
JKMIF 5 12 8 10 5 10
JERISM 4 5 5 9 2 2
JOMISM 5 5 7 8 3 10
LFHIF 9 12 8 9 6 11
LMSIF 5 11 4 4 2 3
LTMISM 6 5 6 9 2 10
MCCIF 9 7
. 8 11 6 9
MICIF 6 9 5 7 5 3
MMLIF 7 11 8 7 5 5
MYBIF 9 12 9 9 3 11
NMWIF 6 9 5 9 6 8
PCIF 8 9 6 9 6 7
RJIF 7 10 5 7 4 5
TLIF 9 10 4 4 2 4
TRBIF 6 8 4 4 5 3
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Table LXII — Main Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group II — Part D
Identi-
fication
Symbol
Topic D
Format :Di
Recall Recog.
Retest: Raw Scores
Topic E
Format :Dr
Recall Recog.
Topic F
Format :IT
Recall Recog.
AKRIISM 7 6 4 7 6 9
AMPI IF 4 6 1 7 3 8
ATT I IF 4 6 2 6 7 8
BEDIISM 6 7 2 7 5 10
BJWIIF 8 4 2 9 11 11
CLGIIF 3 8 3 3 7 10
CEPIISM 4 9 2 6 6 9
CLMIISM 6 8 5 3 5 9
CTIIF 7 12 6 9 6 8
DCWIIF 6 12 3 6 v 8 3
DlffllF 6 10 10 8 8 11
EBIIF 5 6 2 8 4 7
EEGIIF 5 12 6 5 8 6
EHWIIF 3 8 4 7 7 9
EJHIIM 7 5 4 7 6 9
ELGIIF 7 7 5 10 8 10
EMGIIM 7 5 3 9 6 8
FAMIIM 6 8 5 7 7 11
FDCIIF 5 8 3 4 6 9
GARIIF 3 6 6 8 7 8
GSMDTIIF 5 5 7 5 6 11
HCIIF 6 5 4 7 10 12
HLPIIF 6 10 3 11 6 6
JCPIIF 3 6 4 6 6 10
JETIISM 4 6 4 3 6 8
JIHIISM 4 6 6 3 6 8
JZIIM 4 3 4 6 5 4
LATIIF 3 6 8 10 6 9
LCHIIF 7 8 6 11 6 4
LEMIISM 6 8 4 3 7 9
MCMIISM 5 7 6 2 7 9
MDBIIF 3 2 4 3 4 5
MEMI IF 4 5 7 4 8 f 11
MFIIM 3 8 3 6 2 4
MLCIIM 3 6 3 7 5 10
MPIISM 5 6 5 2 7 8
NEGIIF 3 2 2 5 4 7
PKDIIF 6 4 3 5 6 8
PTDIISM 5 6 6 3 6 8
PWNIIF 7 7 3 6 8 11
RAWIIF 4 8 1 3 6 11
RLE I IF 7 10 5 9 6 11
RTEIIM 3 9 3 6 7 8
RWMIIM 8 10 8 10 9 9
SFRIIM 6 12 5 9 7 8
TBIIF 9 9 6 7 8 8
VLCIIM 6 8 4 7 7 10
WCAIISM 4 7 6 3 7 8
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Table LXIII - - Main Experiment: Tables of
Group III — Part D
Raw Data
Retest
:
Raw Scores
Identi- Topic D Topic E Topic F
fication Format :Dr Format :IT Format :Di
Symbol Recall Re cog. Recall Recog. Recall R.6 C Og
ACHIM 6 8 9 8 7 lb
ALMIIISM 4 6 8 9 5 8
APFIIIM 5 8 5 5 6 4
ARHIIIM 5 8 5 8 5 8
ASKIIIF 4 8 7 8 5 7
AVMIIIF 5 11 8 10 8 8
BCMIIISM 5 9 6 8 6 9
BEGIIIF 2 5 8 8 6 6
BLPI1ISM 2 4 7 10 6 11
CBBIIIF 5 9 8 11 4 8
CCKIIISM 3 6 8 10 6 9
CESIIIF 6 12 7 4 6 8
CTIIIF 10 10 9 8 6 5
BETII ISM 2 8 7 11 7 11
DIPIIISM 2 6 5 8 5 8
EAWIIIF 2 3 5 7 7 12
ECTIIISM 2 9 5 9 6 10
FADIIISK 3 10 5 10 6 12
GFIIIK 2 6 4 7 3 7
GHRIIISM 3 8 5 9 * 5 9
GISII IF 8 11 8 6 5 4
GMKIIIF 7 12 8 9 5 4
HAJIIIM 6 9 8 9 4 7
HFDIIIM 3 4 8 8 5 6
HGPIIIF 5 10 6 11 6 3
JCCIIIF 8 12 8 11 7 9
JEGIIIF' 7 9 6 8 5 3
JSDIIIM 5 9 6 6 3 9
J1VBIIIM 9 7 8 11 4 11
LEBIIISM 2 7 4 9 5 9
LSIIIF 6 7 7 8 7 7
MABIIIF 4 4 5 7 5 9
MEDIIIF 5 6 5 8 5 9
MHWIIIM 2 3 4 6 3 6pm i if 3 10 5 6 4 6
FEMIIIF 5 8 6 8 6 11
PFEIIIM 7 6 5 12 7 9
PVHIIIM 7 8 10 11 8 10
RAY Iin: 8 8 7 8 3 5
RHIIIM 5 5 8 9 7 10
RLBIIIM 3 4 8 10 5 9
SAKIIISM 4 9 6 9 6 11
SBSIIIF 7 9 8 8 6 7
SLIIIF 6 8 7 10 6 11
WHMIIISM 2 9 5 10 6 10
wRKIIIM 3 6 6 9 3 8
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Table LXIV — Main Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group I — Part E
Percent Retention
Identi- Topic D Topic E Topic F
fication Format: IT Format :Di Format :Dr
Symbol Recall Re cor’. Recall Reccg
•
Recall Re cor.
ADISM 100 100 83 92 86 70
AEHISM 100 100 100 70 83 33
AUGISM 100 100 78 78 60 40
BJKISM 100 86 100 82 50 42
BPCIM 100 ICO 78 64 71 57
BRIl/I 100 67 67 78 57 50
CLBISM 88 100 75 100 67 73
CMLIF 89 100 90 ICO 60 83
CTISM 100 100 78 64 57 67
DBRISM 100 100 43 45 56 29
DGBIF 100 100 100 100 83 92
DHYIF 100 92 90 100 50 82
DMISM 86 67 100 100 83 92
DMRIF 100 100 89. 75 100 100
DSSIF 100 67 50 27 71 50
EDSIM 86 100 55 82 63 46
EEBIF 100 ICO 63 78 57 9
EGG IF 63 100 50 82 63 50
ERIF 100 100 73 100 70 92
ERBIF 88 100 50 100 70 92
FBCISM 71 83 71 70 43 91
GEBIF 100 100 ICO 73 100 75
GBRISM 100 80 86 70 43 91
GHMISM 57 60 100 82 38 50
HELIF 100 100 86 82 86 58
HESISM 42 70 63 73 25 91
HGBISM 57 83 71 70 43 60
HHDIF 100 100 75 91 63 83
HMBIF 100 64 86 73 67 75
IJCIF 88 91 78 75 63 ICO
IMMISM 83 100 86 82 29 82
JGPIF 100 100 88 82 86 50
JKMIF 100 100 73 91 63 83
JERISM 67 46 83 82 29 20
JCMISM 71 42 100 73 43 91
LFHIF 100 100 73 75 67 92
LMEIF 100 100 57 36 33 30
LTMISM 86 50 100 82 29 91
MCCIF 100 64 100 92 86 ICO
MICIF 100 75 100 70 83 30
MMLIF 100 100 100 78 100 41
MYBIF ICO ICO 100 82 50 100
NMfflF 86 75 71 75 67 67
PCIF 100 82 75 100 100 78
RJIF 100 100 71 64 57 71
TLIF 100 ICO 57 36 33 33
TRBIF 86 73 45 45 56 25
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Table LXV — Lain Experiment: Tables of Raw Data
Group II — Part E
Identi-
f ication
Symbol
Topic
F ormat
Recall
D
:Di
R.0 c of?
Percent Retention
Topic E
Format : Dr
Recall Recog.
Topic
Format
Recall
F
:IT
Re cog.
AKRIISIl 7C 86 57 78 86 90
AKFIIF 80 86 33 58 100 89
ATTIIF 57 55 25 55 78 73
BEDIISM 75 64 40 78 83 91
BJWIIF 73 67 33 82 100 100
CDGIIF 75 89 75 38 88 91
CEPIISK 80 75 29 60 75 82
CIMIISK 75 73 56 27 83 90
CTIIF 100 ICO 100 90 60 73
DCV/IIF 55 100 30 60 100 30
DLYIIF 86 83 100 73 100 100
EBIIF 71 100 29 73 57 88
EEGIIF 100 100 •75 71 100 60
SHWIIF 60 73 57 64 88 82
ejhiii: 78 71 50 78 86 90
ELGIIF 88 88 56 83 89 100
EH} I III 70 71 38 75 75 73
FAMIIM 75 73 71 70 100 ICO
FDCIIF 71 73 38 57 75 82
GAR I IF 75 50 60 73 64 73
GSMDTIIF 71 45 70 56 75 90
HCIIF 75 71 57 64 100 100
HLPIIF 67 91 30 92 67 50
JCPIIF 50 50 50 67 86 83
JETIISM 57 67 57 30 86 89
JIHIISK 67 60 60 33 86 89
JZIBE 100 30 57 75 100 37
LATI IF 43 55 100 91 86 82
LCHIIF 100 ICO 67 92 75 45
IEMIISM 75 73 57 25 88 90
MCMIISM 71 70 60 20 100 100
1IDBIIF 50 25 50 38 57 42
13MIIF 67 71 78 36 100 100
1TIIM 75 100 38 55 50 45
MLCIIM 75 75 50 70 83 91
MPIISK 71 67 63 22 88 ICO
KEG I IF 75 67 50 83 80 88
PKDIIF 75 80 75 56 86 80
PTDIISM 63 60 50 25 86 89
FkVNIIF 64 70 38 50 100 92
RAWIIF 80 89 25 43 100 100
RIEIIF 88 91 50 100 75 92
RTEIIM 60 75 30 67 78 73
R’MIIi 80 83 80 83 90 82
SFRIIi: 75 100 63 100 78 73
TBIIF 100 100 67 78 89 67
VLCIIli 67 73 57 70 88 83
WCAIISM 67 70 60 27 88 89
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Table LXVI — Main Experiment : Tables of Raw Data
Group III -- Part E
Percent Retention
Identi- Topic D Topic E Topic F
fication Format :Dr Format: IT Format :Di
Symbol Recall R.6 COp Recall Rs c ok
•
Recall Re cog
AG11 Ik' 67 73 90 80 88 91
Alia I ISM 44 55 100 100 71 88
AFFIIUI 63 67 100 ICO 86 36
ARHiina 63 67 71 73 71 73
ASKIIIF 50 67 88 73 63 64
AVMI1IF 83 92 100 83 100 67
BCMIIISM 83 82 86 80 75 82
BEGIIIF 40 50 80 80 75 67
BLPIIISM 50 40 100 100 86 100
CBBIIIF 56 ICO 89 92 67 67
CCKIIISM 43 55 100 91 75 82
CESIIIF 75 100 88 36 100 67
CTIIIF 100 83 82 73 75 42
DSTIIISM 33 73 100 92 100 100
DIPIIISM 29 50 71 73 71 73
SAWIIIF 33 30 83 78 78 100
ECTIIISM 33 82 83 82 86 91
FADIIISM 50 83 83 83 86 100
GFIIIM 50 60 100 88 75 78
GHRIIISM 43 73 83 82 71 82
GMBIIIF IOC 100 89 50 50 33
GMKIIIF 78 100 100 75 50 33
HAJIIIM 100 100 89 100 50 58
HFDIIIM 33 36 89 80 56 60
HGPIIIF 100 91 100 ICO 100 33
JCCIIIF 100 100 89 100 88 75
JEGIIIF 78 75 67 ICO 63 27
JSDIIIM 100 75 75 67 50 82
JYIBIIIM 100 58 80 100 40 92
LEBIIISM 33 64 80 82 83 82
LSIIIF 60 64 88 73 78 64
MABIIIF 50 40 63 70 63 82
MEDIIIF 63 50 83 80 71 75
MHWIIIM 33 27 67 60 50 50
PAWIIIF 50 100 72 60 80 60
PEMIIIF 83 80 100 89 86 92
PFEIIIM 100 50 56 100 88 90
PVHIIIK 70 73 100 92 89 91
RAYHIM 100 80 88 67 43 56
RHIIIM 50 46 89 82 78 73
RLBIIIM 38 36 89 83 56 75
SAKIIISM 57 90 100 82 86 100
SBSIIIF 100 75 89 67 86 58
SLIIIF 67 73 100 91 86 92
WHMIIISM 33 75 83 83 86 83
VRKIIIM 60 67 100 90 75 89
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THE PROBLEM
What effect, if any, does the program format (individual talk, dia-
logue or dramatization) of an educational broadcast have in promoting
the retention of the subject matter of the broadcast? Are such
factors as sex, age, marital status, number of years of schooling,
occupational status, reported tension while listening to the broad-
cast, or preferring a given topic or format associated with any
unique format retention differences? How does anticipated retention
compare v;ith actual retention? How do subjects feel about having
radio scripts of the type in this study broadcast over the radio or
used in the classroom?
*
TEE EICPSRHvIENTS
Two experiments were carried out: the preliminary experiment to
explore the problems of experimental technique; the main experiment,
embodying refinements in population, procedure and materials, to
seek the answers to the above problems*
THE EXPERIMENTAL PQPBLaTIQHS
The preliminary experiment: 61 adults from IV to 54 years of age.
This population was preponderantly feminine, somewhat older and more
educated than average, and about 60% preferred the ”long hair” type
of broadcast.
The main experiemtn: 141 adults from 17 to 60 years of age. This
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population was much more evenly balanced and representative than the
preliminary experimental population with respect to sex, age, years
of schooling and type of radio program preferred.
Each population was divided into three approximately equal experimental
groups. 'The groups were equated on the basis of listening compre-
hension plus immediate memory as indicated by immediate retention
scores on two "warm-up" broadcasts.
SCRIPT MATERIALS USED
Two series of specially prepared scripts on psychological topics were
written, produced and recorded. The scripts were matched a priori
for difficulty of material, allocation of script space, vocabulary
level, speech rate, as well as production and recording quality. The
equality of difficulty of the scripts was then check a posteriori in
terms of immediate retention scores by equated groups.
The preliminary experiment series: Two 15-minute "warm-up" broad-
casts in the individual talk format on the topics: "Why We Learn"
and "Why We Forget". Two experimental topics: "Why We Laugh" and
"Why We Swear". Each was written in a 15-rainute individual talk and
a 15-minute dialogue (interview style).
The main experiment series: Two 15-minute "warm-up" broadcasts in
the individual talk format on the topics: "Why We Laugh" and "Why
We Lie". Three experimental topics: "The Idiot", "The Imbecile" and
"The Moron". Each was written in a 10-minute individual talk, a
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10-minute dialogue (interview style), and an 11-minute dramatization.
(The ertra minute was allowed in the dramatization for music, sound
effects and other transitions peculiar to the dramatization)
.
THE EXPERT! ENTAL PROCEDURES
The preliminary experiment: Each of the groups listened to two
"warm-up" broadcasts one week apart. They then listened to two ex-
perimental broadcasts (an individual talk and a dialogue) four weeks
apart. After each broadcast, the subjects took an objective test
to measure retention by the recognition method. After each exper-
imental broadcast, a questionnaire was filled out by the subjects.
In the case of the experimental broadcasts, the formats were given
to the three groups in the same orcer, but the order of the topics
was rotated. Three weeks after each experimental broadcast an un-
announced retest was given using an equivalent form of test. Tests
were taken anonymously; only a consistently used identification
symbol appeared on the tests and questionnaires so that papers by
the same person could be assembled for comparison.
The main experiment: Each of the groups listened to two •'warm-up'*
broadcasts a week apart and took a recall test followed by a recog-
nition test after each broadcast. On the third week each group
listened to the three experimental topics in different topic-format
combinations. In this experiment, the order of topics was kept the
same, but the order of formats was rotated among the three groups.
The listening to the broadcasts was separated by a recall test, a
recognition test and a five minute rest period. After the third
pair of tests, a questionnaire was filled out by the subjects.
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Four weeks later, the subjects were given an unannounced retest on all
three experimental topics, first by the recall method and then by the
recognition method.
Retention scores were computed by dividing the retest raw score
by its corresponding immediate test raw score and multiplying by one-
hundred.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The most important results of the preliminary experiment are as
follows
:
1. In a comparison of the retention from the individual talk
compared with the dialogue after a three week forgetting in-
terval, of the three differences between means obtained, two
of the differences were too small to be statistically signifi-
cant, but the third difference gave the individual talk a su-
periority in retention over the dialogue of 6.7%. This dif-
ference was statistically significant at the 95% level of con-
fidence but somewhat short of significance at the 99% level.
This trend was more conclusively borne out in the main experi-
ment •
2. The anticipated retention as expressed by the subjects in
a questionnaire folloTi-g the broadcast was much lower than the
actual retention score obtained three weeks later. The corre-
lation between the two yielded a statistically significant
correlation coefficient of -0.33 showing low inverse correla-
tion and a lack of confidence on the part of the subjects in
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their ability to remember material presented by radio.
3. The experimental results suggested a number of technical
refinements in population, materials and procedure which were
incorporated in the main experiment.
The most important results and conclusions of the main experiment
are as follows:
1. On the whole, differences between the means for the immedi-
ate tests and their statistically insignificant t_ ratios
showed immediate retention of the three formats to be about the
same.
2. After a four week forgetting interval, however, differences
between the format retention scores appeared. Fbr 141 cases by
the recall method the mean retention scores were as follows:
Individual talk - 87.6$, dialogue - 75.6$, and dramatization -
60,3$. By the recognition method the results were: Individual
talk - 83.6$, dialogue - 74.9$, and dramatization - 66.0$. All
differences between the means were found to be statistically
significant at the 99$ level of confidence. The same trend was
exhibited within each of the three experimental groups. Insofar
as this study is concerned, the individual talk is associated
with best retention, the dramatization with poorest retention and
the dialogue with retention intermediate between the other two
formats. This will be referred to below as the general inter-
format retention trend.
3. Both sexes (68 men and 73 women) adhered to the general in-
ter-format retention trend, but in the case of the dramatization
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format, although immediate retention was the same for both
sexes, after four weeks, retention by the women was 10.Z%
better than that of the men by the recall method. This dif-
ference was found to be statistically significant. rJhe same trend
was revealed by the recognition method.
4. Age differences in retention within a given format showed
a trend wherein there was an increase in retention score from
17 years to a maximum in the 20 to 29 year age group followed
by a slow decline in retention with increasing age. Each age
group followed the general inter-format retention trend.
5. Both single and married experimental subjects followed the
general inter-format retention trend.
6. With increase in the number of years of schooling there
was a concomitant increase in the amount of retention from the
individual talk. The non-high school graduates showed no sig-
nificant superiority in retention from the individual talk over
the dialogue.
7. All occupational classifications followed the general inter-
format retention trend. An apparent superiority of the Cleri-
cal and Sales group over the Skilled group in retention from
the dramatization proved, on analysis, to be a sex difference
rather than an occupational difference.
8. There were no significant differences in retention scores
between groups reporting no tension or three varying degrees of
tension. All "tension classifications" followed the general
inter-format retention trend
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9. The factor of the efficiency of a format in promoting re-
tention on the whole outweighed the preference for a given
topic or a given format, or the experimental subject’s
opinion as to the format from which he learned the most, in
determining actual retention.
10. On the whole, the listener’s prediction of his retention
was considerably less than his actual retention. A correla-
tion of anticipated retention with actual retention yielded
a coefficient of 0.23 indicating low positive correlation.
This is somewhat better correlation in a positive direction
than in the case of the preliminary experiment where a low
inverse correlation (r « -0.33) was obtained.
11. Despite the fact that the experimental subjects were
definitely interested in psychology, only 62.4% favored hav-
/
ing radio programs of the type in this study broadcast over
the radio, and 69.5% favored the use of the recordings of
such programs in the psychology classroom.
OTHER MATERIAL IN THE DISSERTATION
1. A theoretical explanation of the general inter-format re-
tention trend is given in terms of the relative internal or-
ganization (E.D. Sisson, 1938) or boundary strength (H. Berner
1947) of the three formats in opposing proactive and retro-
active inhibition.
2. Limitations in terms of differences between the experiment
al design of this study and the home radio listening situation
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are discussed.
3. Four classifications of future research studies needed
before definitive answers to the problems of this study can
be given are presented.
4. All radio scripts and objective tests used in the study
are included.
5. A 52-item bibliography is appended.
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CANDIDATE’S BIOGRAPHY
Frank Samuel Goldin was born in Lynn, Massachusetts, February 14,
1911, the son of Samuel Goldin and Leah (Olsen) Goldin. He received
his public schooling in Lynn, Massachusetts, graduating from the
Eastern Junior High School in 1925 and from the Classical High School
in 1928. He was awarded the Bachelor of Science degree cum laude
with major in Chemistry by Harvard College in 1922. In 1923 he was
granted the khster of Arts degree by the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences of Harvard University.
From 1933 to 1940 he held the following educational positions:
April, 1934 through June, 1934 - Practice Teacher in the Lynn Classical
High School Science Department (Subjects: Biology, Chemistry, Physics).
October, 1934 to March, 1936 - Instructor in the Adult Education Pro-
gram in Lynn, Mass. (Subjects: In Science - General Science, Physics,
Biology; In Psychology - General Psychology, Social Psychology, Abnorm-
al Psychology, Psychology of Personality) . March, 1936 to November,
1940 - Served as Supervisor of the Adult Education Program in Lynn (in
charge of 57 instructors) and as a part-time instructor (Subjects:
Psychology of Personality, Physics)
.
As the Adult Education Program approached its termination, Mr.
Goldin resigned in November, 1940 and accepted a position as teacher -
librarian in the Cobbet Junior High School, Lynn. Here he had charge
of the school library (2,000 volumes, periodical and pictorial files),
trained student librarians, taught classes in library use and reference
procedure, as well as classes in mathematics. Concurrently with this
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position, he was appointed (in 1941) instructor in psychology in the
Academic Division of the Lynn Evening Schools for .adult Education to
teach the following courses: General Psychology, Psychology of Person-
ality, a.bno rmal Psychology, Social Psychology. During July and August
of 1941, he taught at the Lynn Summer School (Remedial class teaching
in General Mathematics, General Science, Biology, Chemistry and Geome-
try) .
In September, 1941, Mr. Goldin enrolled as a full time candidate
for the Ph.D. degree in Psychology at the Boston University Graduate
School. Yihile engaged in full tire course work, he continued his duties
as Instructor in Psychology (six class horn's per week) at the Lynn Evening
Schools for Adult Education and was on leave of absence from day-time
teaching duties®
Mr. Goldin’s graduate work was interrupted when on «.ug\ist 17, 1942
he was inducted into the U.S. Army Air Forces as an enlisted man. After
a period of technical training in Airplane Mechanics, he served from
February 22 to npril 16, 1942 as Technical Instructor, Instructional
Supervisor and Instructor Trainer at the AAF Technical School at Seymour
Johnson Field, N.C. He was then appointed Assistant Director of Instruct-
or Training in charge of Plans and Training at the school and served in
this capacity from April 16, 1943 to April 28, 1944 when the school was
deactivated. His duties consisted of planning the initial and in-service
training of approximately 2,000 instructors and supervisors, lecturing in
advanced teacher training courses, and "ghost writing" technical instruc-
tional materials and manuals. On August 14, 1944 he was appointed Coor-
dinator of Maintenance Personnel Training at Boca Raton Army Air Field,
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